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74 WICKSELL 

Finally, I would like to point out something that I had not noticed earlier, 
namely that one writer, A. Spiethoff, shows, at least by some short comments, 
that he holds a view which agrees with mine, in his review of the works of 
Tugan-Baranowski and L. Pohle in Schmollers jahrbuch for the year 1903, 
p. 351. 



BUSINESS CYCLES 

By ARTHUR SPIETHOFF 
Translated from German* by J. Kahane 

Preface to the English Edition. 
It is just thirty years since the following treatise first appeared. I am indebted 

to the International Economic Association for providing an English version 
and I am all the more gratified at its publication, as the passage of time has not 
caused me to wish to alter any essential part of the original, although there 
is much that I could now add. None the less, I gladly avail myself of the 
opportunity of prefacing it with a few remarks intended to clarify certain mis-
understandings. 

I wish to stress, above all, that the true nature of my method of enquiry 
has often been misunderstood. There are two kinds of theory. The one is 
"pure theory" and it was brought to a high degree of perfection by the 
classical economists, particularly by Quesnay, Ricardo, Thiinen, Menger, 
Jevons and Pareto. The other method is that pursued by the Mercantilists, 
List, Schmoller, Sombart and Max Weber, and this is the method which I, 
too, have followed. Unfortunately there is no generally accepted name for 
this method. Some call it "empirical-realistic", others "concrete", yet others 
"observational" (anschaulich). Among English names which have been pro-
posed are "essential (intrinsic) theory" (Salin), "theory of economic Gestalt" 
(Redlich), "all-round sociological theory" (H. W. Singer), "realistic theory" 
(Hero Moller). 

Both methods abstract and isolate, but each does this in its own way. 
Attempts have been made to draw a distinction according to the degree of 
abstraction, but no matter how small the degree of abstraction, pure theory 
can never become observational theory, nor can the highest degree of abstrac-
tion transform observational theory into pure theory. Even apart from pure 
constructions remote from all reality, pure theory always works with data 
especially prepared for certain tasks, and however much abstraction is attenu-
ated, reality is never attained. The data of observational theory are taken from 
the real world; what is abstracted from is their historical uniqueness In so 
discarding the unique, unrepeated features, the theoretician may submit 
to his analysis a situation which is very different from any given historical 
reality, but the datum always remains a regular feature of the real course of 
events derived from numerous careful observations. This datum is not subject 
to arbitrary additions and subtractions to meet the convenience of certain 
research. The same is true of the process of isolation. Pure theory arbitrarily 
isolates the subjects of particular, separate investigations. Observational 

* "Krisen", Handworterbuch der Staatswissenschaften, 4th and later editions, Jena, 1923, Sections I, II, 
III, part of Section IV, Section VI. The first part of the historical Section, IV, covering the period prior 
to 1822, and Section V, "Other Business Cycle Theories," have been omitted, with the author's approval, 
for lack of space. The Preface was written by t'rofessor Spiethoff in February, 1953. 
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theory isolates the regular and the essential features of reality, but this block 
of facts is isolated as a whole rather than in selected parts. The distinction 
between the two methods thus lies mainly in the different nature of the data 
which are subjected to the processes of abstraction and isolation. Pure theory 
isolates selected and adapted single factors, whilst observational theory isolates 
everything essential out of what is regular in the real world. Pure theory 
works with models constructed for particular purposes, observational theory 
with typical real factors, i.e. with reality purged of historical accidents. The 
data of pure theory are invented to serve as technical tools, the data of ob-
servational theory are essential regularities discovered by observation. 

This fundamental difference in the points of departure extends right through 
the actual process of enquiry and to its results. Pure theory unrolls the set 
course of a logical genesis, the results of which bear no special name; ob-
servational theory unfolds an explanatory description which yields, as it were, 
an effigy of reality. Limitation of space prevents us from going further into 
this question here.i The point I wish to make is that observational theory 
claims its rightful place as a genuine form of theory which has an independent 
existence side by side with pure theory. 

I have also been struck by the frequent failure to perceive that my theory 
of business cycles—like every observational theory—is a historical theory2
and as such is valid for a certain unique historical setting, i.e. for an age which 
is marked by the prevalence of the highly developed capitalist economy with 
a market system which is, in the main, free. I have endeavoured to work 
out the typical, character of this form of economy. In my view, the cycle of 
upswing, crisis and downswing is that stage in the evolution of the highly 
capitalist economy which, through its alternating impulses, conditions the 
latter's progress. 

The span of years from 1822 to 1913 embodies this course in its purest 
form and it is this epoch which I have used as a basis for my analysis and 
theory. Earlier periods, when the capitalist economy was not yet fully deve-
loped, or later ones, when the economy was manipulated, planned or managed, 
reveal a varying degree of divergence from the typical pattern I have outlined. 
The latter is thus a definitely historical phenomenon, i.e. it is tied to unique 
historical conditions. The accusation raised against me that my theory is not 
valid for earlier or later periods, misses its mark, since it is based on a mistaken 
view of the problems I have tackled. 

The great question is whether the character of our economy has, altered 
for good and in a decisive manner. In the following study, the historical 

1 Cf. Arthur Spiethoff, "Gustav v. Schmoller und die anschauliche Theorie der Volkswirtschaft", 
Schmoller's Jahrbuch, 1938; Arthur Spiethoff, "Anschauliche und reine volkswirtschaftliche Theorie in 
ihrem Verhaltnis zueinander", Synopsis, Festgabe fur Alfred Weber, 1948; Arthur Spiethoff, "Pure Theory 
and economic Gestalt Theory—Ideal types and real types—Enterprise and secular change", Readings 
in Economic History, ed. by Frederic C.,Lane and Jelle C. Riemersma, 1953. 

2 Cf. Arthur Spiethoff, "Die allgemeine Volkswirtschaftslehre als geschichtliche Theorie, die Wirt-
schaftsstile", Schmoller's Jahrbuch, 1933; Arthur Spiethoff, "The 'historical' character of economic theories", 
Journal of Economic History, Spring 1952. 
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description ends with the 19-year period of prosperity 1895-1913. Dis-
regarding the years when the two world wars were raging and when their 
consequences were being overcome, the period since 1913 has witnessed 
important new developments which make it doubtful whether this most 
recent time can be treated as a continuation of the former series. 

There have been obvious changes in the nature of the economic order. 
Furthermore, the capitalist world has split asunder and only some parts of 
it have fully retained their capitalist character. The uniform world-wide 
rhythm of economic life has been shattered and this has involved the break-
up of the uniform relationship of cyclical movements. The new depressions 
were deep, the upswings sometimes weak and short. The duration of the 
cycle was thereby shortened. Some important industries were unable wholly 
to surmount overproduction even during upswings and unemployment 
figures remained high. The great extent of this "overproduction of prosperity" 
is a feature which may be a sign of old age in the highly developed capitalist 
economy. However, as Gustav Clausing3 and Joseph A. Schumpeter4 have 
shown, the period after 1919 was still dominated by the influence of business 
cycles and the very strong political influences and interventions were unable 
to dethrone the business cycle. 

Only the future can tell whether the period which started in 1919 was one 
of temporary weakness or one of transition to a new economic order. If the 
latter should prove to be the case, then the disequilibrium of the new order 
would have to form the subject of a new theory. However, the findings of 
the old theory would not thereby lose their value, for they are highly important 
sources of knowledge for the theoretical mastery of future economic orders. 
These findings may briefly be described as follows: 

(a) the business cycle, recognized by Clement Juglar as a concept capable 
of replacing the former concepts of "crisis" and "overproduction"; 

(b) the unique ',connection of this cycle with 
i) a certain kind of environment, 

ii) a certain kind of spiritual disposition, 
iii) the free market economy, 
iv) the expansion of markets, and 
v) the technological revolution; 

(c) the distinction between consumers' goods, bought out of income, 
and investment goods, bought out of capital; 

(d) investment as the basic factor determining economic development; 
(e) the index of iron consumption as a yardstick of investment; 
(f) the analysis of a causal nexus of endogenous factors which, in the frame-

work described above under (b), necessarily leads to the cyclical course 
of economic life. 

3 Die tvirtschaftlichen Wechsellagen von 1912 bis 1932, Jena, 1933. 

4 Business Cycles. A theoretical, historical and statistical analysis of the capitalist process, New York and 
London, 1939. 

I • 
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These findings have become tools in general use. Nearly everyone finds 
them convenient and they are, in particular, indispensable for modern full 
employment theories. 

* * 

I. Basic Phenomena and Basic Concepts. 
For some hundred years now, the economic life of the most advanced 

countries has gone through cycles of upward and downward swings, the up-
swing often ending in sudden collapse: the crisis. In earlier periods, too, there 
were good times and bad, but they had other causes and the alternation was 
neither general nor regular, and not a short-term one. It has been said that a 
cycle completes itself in a ten-year span. It is not really possible to give de-
finite figures, of absolute regularity; but a series of good years is always 
followed by a series of bad years, and vice versa, and each decade witnesses at 
least one change of fortunes. The cyclical upswings and downswings are the 
evolutionary forms of the highly developed capitalist, economy and their 
antithetic stimuli condition its progress. Medieval economies were stationary 
over considerable periods; the capitalist economy is in continuous movement 
and can be regarded as stationary only in abstraction. 

The upswing is marked by rising profits, increased investment, expanding 
consumption—particularly of indirect consumption goods* such as iron, 
coal, etc.—growing production, higher interest rates and rising prices. These 
phenomena do not all occur simultaneously, nor are they born fully developed. 
The period of their slow development and gradual assembly is that of the 
revival, a period of transition. As soon as all phenomena are ripe and assembled; 
the upswing is fully developed and the boom begins. The third and last stage is 
that of capital scarcity; it is the beginning of the end. The full use of all material 
factors of production and the fuller and better-paid employment of labour 
may bring about a state of economic prosperity, which may find its social 
reflection in higher marriage- and birth-rates and in lower death-rates. The 
upswing generally lasts several years. Its conceptual characteristics are rising 
investment and the expansion of indirect consumption.—The upswing meets 
its natural end in overproduction, possibly accompanied by a crisis, if the 
upswing has been allowed an unhealthy distention into excessive speculation 

* Editors' Note: For lack of any current English expression rendering the exact shade of meaning of 
mittelbarer Verbrauch and Gater des mittelbaren Verbrauches, the terms "indirect consumption" and "indirect 
consumption goods" will be used throughout. This is a concept essential to the author's entire argument 
and, in the editors' opinion, the term "producers' goods" used in A. Spiethoff, "Overproduction", Ency-
clopaedia of the Social Sciences, ed. by E. R. A. Seligmarm, 1933, tends to be misleading. More precisely, 
Wesley C. Mitchell, in his brief outline of Spiethoff's theory in "Business Cycles", Encyclopaedia of the 
Social Sciences, speaks of "the materials from which industrial equipment is made", but it will be apparent 
that the exact meaning is both narrower and wider, namely iron, coal and building materials in so far as 
they are used for the construction of investment goods. 

Elsewhere, the terminology used in A. Spiethoff, "Overproduction", /oc. cit. has been retained as far 
as possible, at the author's express wish. 
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and overexpansion of credit. Overproduction is inescapable, whilst the crisis 
can be avoided. 

The word overproduction is used as a common denominator for widely 
differing conditions and has both a general economic 'and a business meaning. 

In economics, overproduction means that output or productive capacity 
exceed consumption. The first case gives rise to exceptional undesired stocks 
of goods; in the second, some of the equipment and labour remain unemployed, 
but the formation of stocks is avoided. Both processes may occur side by side. 
The deficiency of demand presses on prices and reduces normal profits or 
causes losses. This is the business meaning of overproduction. 

The general economic phenomena can be completely separated from the 
business one. When wanting to stress the latter, one may speak of profitless 
production. 

Economic overproduction appears in various forms according to external 
circumstances: stoppage of production; reduction of production; production 
for stock; dumping, when the accumulating stocks are disposed of abroad 
at prices lower than the domestic and foreign ones; production to reduce 
costs by improving and extending plants and equipment. " 

It is theoretically conceivable that the only phenomenon occurring should 
be the purely business one of profitless production. In this case, equipment and 
labour would have to remain fully employed, whilst maintaining equilibrium 
between production and consumption. This implies that goods are priced 
so as to enable the total output to be sold and that businessmen forego their 
normal profits or even accept losses. 

Conversely, the reduction in profits, as well as losses, may be avoided by a 
successful adjustment of prices and output to the demand of the most important 
buyers (e.g. the diamond cartel), so that only a general economic overproduc-
tion occurs (adjusted production). 

The various kinds of overproduction do not normally arise separately and 
in their pure forms. A state of overproduction is apt to contain elements' of 
each kind side by side. 

The above distinctions and concepts refer to phenomena; others can be 
based on causes. Overproduction may be due to a temporary lack of needs 
for existing goods, so that these are absolutely unusable (useless production). 
Even if utilization is not excluded in principle, it may be so in the economic 
sense. Rails are always usable for new railways, but it may be more economical 
to preserve other means of transport requiring smaller capital investment 
(uneconomic production). Needs may not find expression in effective demand, 
either because certain prices are too high (excessive prices) or because the in-
comes of certain groups of buyers are too low (underconsumption). The means 
of production may be wrongly distributed, so that overproduction in one place 
corresponds to insufficient production in another (disproportionate production). 
Recent research has shown overinvestment to be the most important form. 
This kind of overproduction is concentrated in indirect consumption goods 
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and is caused by an excess of investment for the construction of industrial 
plant and long-term public utilities (investment goods) over both demand 
and disposable savings. 

The crisis is that period during which an unhealthy economic state of 
affairs is suddenly and violently transformed. This unhealthy state is over-
speculation linked with overexpansion of credit; the violence manifests itself 
in the collapse of credit and in the multiplication of bankruptcies. Complete 
lack of credit does not usually last longer than one or two weeks, whilst 
bankruptcies may often continue to pile up for months. 

The collapse of credit and the desperate search for money constitute the 
credit crisis in its narrower meaning. These phenomena in the credit and mone-
tary fields represent a state of fear (panic) and are connected with every crisis. 
Nevertheless, they do not fall out of a clear sky, but are caused by over-
speculation and overexpansion of credit on the part of certain economic 
groups. It is thus possible to distinguish various other fields and phenomena 
within the general economic crisis. 

Crisis of speculation: its field is principally that of price formation. Two 
kinds, independent of each other, should be distinguished: the Stock Exchange 
crisis and the commodity crisis, due to overspeculation in securities and commo-
dities respectively. 

Crisis of company promotions: overspeculation has manifested itself in the 
promotion of new enterprises which are founded on false assumptions and 
have an insufficient financial basis. 

Capital crisis: overspeculation has led to new share issues and construction 
of new plant, for the completion of which the economy lacks sufficient 
capital. 

None of these crises can occur without a credit crisis, whilst the latter is 
invariably linked to at least one of these other crises. 

Overproduction brings about the end of the upswing; at the same time, 
continuing overproduction throughout several years is the essential feature 
of the slump. The downswing starts with a reversal of the phenomena of the 
upswing: decreased investment, contracting indirect consumption (iron), 
falling profits and interest rates, a drop in production and in prices. This is a 
first stage which may rightly be called that of depression. A second stage alters 
the direction of some phenomena. The fall comes to a standstill and gives 
way to a slight upward movement. This change is particularly noticeable in 
the production and consumption of indirect consumption goods; investment 
shows signs of life. This is the beginning of the transition stage of revival. 
But this first recovery is only an isolated one and still decidedly belongs to 
the depression. Demand lags painfully behind supply, part of the personal 
and material factors of production remains unemployed, investment-seeking 
capital finds no outlet, economic pressure prevails instead of the prosperity 
of the boom. The stage of depression, too, is apt to last a few years. Its con-
ceptual characteristics are the falling or low level of investment and of in-
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direct consumption, and the unemployment of labour and of productive 
resources. 

The individual stages of the two cyclical phases we shall call the cyclical 
stages (see p. 123 below). 

A period of time during which years of boom or depression preponderate, 
is a cyclical period. We speak of periods of prosperity or periods of depression, 
according to whether years of upswing or years of downswing predominate. 

Proper insight into the cyclical phases of the economy is obscured because 
the downswing is often included in the idea of crisis. Sometimes people talk 
of a creeping crisis. But the two cyclical phases have different contents and 
different causations, and their sharp distinction is therefore a precondition for 
their explanation. 

In explaining overproduction, too, it is advisable to proceed to a classification 
of phenomena. The onset of overproduction puts an end to the upswing, and 
the explanation of overproduction must proceed from the phenomena of the 
upswing. The continuance of overproduction for several years constitutes 
the downswing and can be explained only from the phenomena of the down-
swing. The theory of overproduction must not fail to take account of this 
distinction. 

There are, too, phenomena which bear a superficial resemblance to a crisis, 
but which are not connected with the cycle of upswing, crisis, downswing, 
and which have a different causation. A collapse of credit, with its conco-
mitants of frantic search for money, panic and numerous bankruptcies, may 
take place as a result of influences external to the economy. These are accidents 
which may be termed acute shortages. 

An acute shortage of credit is a sudden, far-reaching failure of credit, caused 
by political events or war, or by individual gigantic bankruptcies etc. An acute 
shortage of money is a scarcity of circulating media, particularly of legal tender, 
due to a change of currency standard or a recoinage or the sudden disappearance 
of coins when paper money has depreciated rapidly, etc. Both cases are 
reflected in the same economic events as is a credit crisis; the value of money 
rises and prices fall. 

A monetary crisis is a sudden, sharp fall in the value of money, due to the 
abuse of credit money. Contrary to the three previous cases, there is a rise in 
the prices of goods. A monetary crisis occurs in an economy based on paper 
money. 

II. The Characteristic Phenomena of the Business Cycle. 
The explanation of the business cycle presupposes that the true facts have 

been ascertained. For a long time, this was not the case, and even today there 
are still some obscure points. The cycle does not lend itself to photography. 
In the great wealth of phenomena, the insignificant must be distinguished 
from the decisive, the regular from the casual, and the enquirer must, himself, 
construct the essential characteristics of upswing, crisis and downswing. The 
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picture thus gained is, in some parts, susceptible of more than one rendering, 
because important features depend on the view of the painter, on personal 
judgement. Theoretical considerations may lead one to regard this or that 
as decisive or insignificant, but apart from this, the multiplicity and variety 
of the phenomena of secular development obscure the recognition of the 
regular features. There is always the danger of generalizing observations 
derived from one or a few historical cycles, particularly where statistical 
measurement is lacking or impossible and where individual observation is 
the only possible procedure. Historical investigation of the business cycle 
often shows the phenomena to vary in each case. The life history of the cycle 
is much more varied than economists generally assume and even the appear-
ance of characteristic phenomena is subject to variations in time. This com-
plicates the delimitation in time of the cyclical phases, but it also justifies the 
undertaking to describe which phenomena have been decisive in individual 
cycles and their successive stages. 

... - 
The Upswing. 

The nature of investment is, in a large measure, determined by profit 
expectations with respect to various investment opportunities, just as the use 
of loan capital is influenced by credit conditions. The capital yield is the result 
either of the employment of one's own capital—profit—or the reward for 
the loan of capital against a payment for its use—interest. 

Changes in profits fmd their expression in the dividends distributed by com-
panies, as well as in the taxable incomes of capitalists and companies. Both 
sources are unreliable to a high degree; they generally underestimate profits 
and equalize the varying results of different years and of different cyclical 
phases. Recent income tax statistics show an increase of incomes from property 
and business during the upswing; this sets in with the first signs of the upswing 
and grows gradually, and sometimes appreciably, until the end. During the 
fmal year, the rate of increase diminishes somewhat. This may be caused by a 
weakening in the momentum of the upswing. With other phenomena of the 
upswing, too, the impetus of the rise diminishes in the peak year or even 
turns into a fall. The cause may, however, also lie in the uneconomic nature 
of the boom or in shifts in wages and prices, or even in the habits of tax returns 
and distribution of profits. In more recent times, dividend policy has mainly 
aimed at stability and at the evening out of fluctuations, a practice which 
artificially obscures profit differences during the cyclical phases. Attempts 
are made, particularly, to mask very large profits, because they are known 
to be exceptional and bound to be followed by a drop in profits. Exception-
ally large profits, therefore, tend to be saved up in order to act as an equalization 
fund for the bad years. Once a certain absolute level has been reached, a failure 
of dividends to be raised during the last years of the upswing affords no proof 
that profits have come to a halt. Often, however, dividends continue to rise 
until the end; this may be an indication that profits simply could not be dis-
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posed of in any other way. These changes in aggregate profits are a result 
of the cyclical upswing and, just as the details of the latter reveal considerable 
variations in different cycles, so, too, one should not underestimate the 
probable variations in the details of the course of profits. Quite generally, 
one can say that profits grow during an upswing and that, indeed, it is often 
the upswing which first gives rise to profits. The increases are sometimes quite 
appreciable.—In certain circumstances, expectations of future profits are of 
greater significance as a determinant of investment than current profit levels. 
These expectations are frequently decisive for the increase in fixed capital 
investment and thus for the very birth of the upswing. 

The rate of interest is a clear guide to the yield obtained from loan capital, 
as well as to the price payable for the use of such funds. Although the various 
rates of interest are a sure indication of the yield of various kinds of loans, 
they do not all serve as an infallible guide to the situation in the capital and 
money markets.— The rate of interest normally has two components: com-
pensation for the use of capital, the so-called pure interest, and compensation 
for the risk of loss connected with lending, the risk premium. It is this latter 
component which is mainly responsible for the differences between the various 
rates of interest prevailing at any one time. The pure rate of interest can be 
ascertained from the price for those uses of capital in which no risk of loss is 
expected; in the case of the long-term loans of the capital market, we simply 
speak of the interest rate, in the case of the short-term loans of the money 
market, of the discount rate. 

The pure long-term rate is not limited, nor does it refer, to any single form 
of investment. Allowing for a certain spread between maximum and minimum 
rates, it indicates the rate which prevails for the best, approximately equivalent 
long-term securities. It is expressed in the yield of gilt-edged Funds, mortgage 
bonds and first mortgages. However, even among or within these groups 
the rate of interest is not uniformly equal; differences are based, in each case, 
on individual circumstances. The rate which fluctuates most is that expressed 
in the quotations of government bonds, whilst mortgage rates are relatively 
immobile and alter only under the impact of a significant change in price 
determinants. The rising rate of interest which is the rule during the upswing, 
is reflected in a fall in the prices of government bonds, which generally occurs 
only after other boom phenomena. It may happen that conversions of high-
rate loans into lower-rate ones still take place early in the upswing. The fall 
in bond values is, at first, often slower than the last stages of the preceding rise, 
so that the first, and sometimes even the second, year of the decline still wit-
nesses higher values than the penultimate year of the preceding rise. However, 
there have been falls which quickly reduced the level of values below that 
of the penultimate year of rising quotations. Security values recede irregularly, 
and sometimes not unappreciably, during the course of the upswing. British 
Consols fell until the 1860's, with sharp annual fluctuations, sometimes by 
10 per cent and more. After that decade, the fall was limited to 6-2 per cent, 
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but in the 1890's it again reached its foimer extent. Prussian Consols showed 
similar movements; French Consols normally move less. During the last 
stage of the boom, when capital is scarce, and during crises, revolutions and 
wars, the fall is often very spasmodic, but there have also been periods when 
heavy fall§ in security prices were spread evenly over time.—The only general 
statement that can safely be made is that falls in government securities are a 
late—sometimes the last—phenomenon of the boom. Conditions during the 
next stages and the speed of their development, are too varied to allow of 
any regularity. 

Just as the gilt-edged rate can be taken to be the pure long-term rate, so the 
discount rate can be taken to be the pure short-term rate of interest. This is 
the price for the use of funds lent against Treasury and high-grade trade bills. 
As the practice of acceptance credits spread, so, too, did the discount rate gain 
greatly in importance. The discount rate is generally regarded as a market 
price, formed by free competition between lenders and between sellers of 
bills and ascertained according to regular rules, but in fact neither is usually 
the case. As bills are not completely equal and interchangeable, this rate of 
interest is not a unitary rate, nor used it to be, apparently, officially ascertained 
elsewhere than in Vienna nor quoted in official lists of quotations; even the 
financial press did not always publish it. The rates that do get published are 
often based on casual enquiries or on the statement of a single bank and do 
not tally with each other. In earlier days, when lenders and borrowers were 
more numerous, the discount rate was probably to a greater degree a free 
market price. Later, as the dominating position of a few lenders grew, the 
rate increasingly developed into a cartel price. This naturally altered its basic 
character and due regard must be paid to this development in trying to infer 
the state of the money market from the movements of the discount rate and 
its relation to the bank rate. In cases where the firms which determine the 
discount rate are, at the same time, active in other business spheres, particularly 
as issuing houses, the level of the rate may be governed by conditions other 
than those of the money market. The discount rate then approximates in 
character to the bank rate and becomes a tool of deliberate policy: its level is 
less a reflection of actual conditions than a means of influencing developments. 

The rise in the discount rate, too, is sometimes a late phenomenon of the 
upswing, particularly in Germany, where it generally occurred later than the 
increase in the bill portfolios of the issuing banks. On the other hand, the rise 
in the discount rate frequently precedes the fall in the price of the Funds. 
Owing to its relatively late start, the rise in the discount rate was usually faster 
than the preceding fall, so that the rate tended to be higher in the first year 
of the rise than in the penultimate year of the fall. Throughout the whole 
period of prosperity the yearly average in London never increased by less 
than 1+ per cent, whilst in the 1850's and 1860's it rose by 4 per cent and 
even more. The increases were usually greater in Berlin and smaller in Paris, 
often indeed appreciably so. The discount rate is always subject to small 
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fluctuations and has greater annual ranges than the bank rate. The former 
lags considerably behind the latter when investment-seeking funds are large 
and liquidity great, whilst it draws close to the latter in seasons of increased 
demand for funds and in the later stages of the upswing. During the credit 
scarcity at the end of the boom and during the crisis, the London discount rate 
regularly exceeded the bank rate until the 1840's. This never happened in 
Paris, and in Germany only up to 1830, since when it is the rare exception. 

Attention must also be paid to movements in the bank rate. The bank rate 
is important not so much as an indication of the market situation, but rather 
as a guide to the conditions governing much of business credit. Although 
the bank rate is not the absolute rule even for all the clients of the Central 
Bank, let alone for all other banks, it nevertheless serves as a standard for 
a large part of the money market. Until the second half of the 19th century, 
the bank rate was not manipulated in any planned manner; at most, the aim 
was to keep the rate at not too high a level and to avoid changes, as well as 
to remove local discrepancies. The bank rate thus remained unchanged for 
years and even decades. Subsequently, a regular technique was worked out 
which, starting from certain events, aims at bringing about certain other 
conditions or at least at influencing the latters' direction. Three considerations 
are generally decisive in this connection: 

i) The business cycle and the general situation in the money market 
conditioned by its phases; 

ii) the bank's own position and the demands it has to meet; 
iii) the foreign exchange rates and the international movement of precious 

metals. 
During the upswing, the aim is to raise the bank rate gradually, in order to 

counteract the tendency to careless borrowing and so as to protect the Central 
Bank against the exhaustion of its bullion reserves and of the backing for the 
note issue, thus keeping it in a sound position against the contingency of a 
crisis. When credit expansion and speculation begin to become excessive, the 
bank rate must be raised to a point which prevents goods and securities from 
being withheld from the market; at the same time, the Bank should fully meet 
all sound requests for credits and must not allow the interest rate to become 
prohibitive for them. 

Expanding investment is the mark and effective cause of the upswing. On 
the commodity markets, these investments manifest themselves in the purchase 
of indirect consumption goods (iron, coal, building materials), which are 
used in the construction of industrial plant and public utilities. Investment may 
take place without recourse to the capital market, by individual firms ploughing 
back their profits. If use is made of the capital market, investment takes the 
form of equity capital or of long-term loans against debentures and mortgages. 
Finally, investment is also possible through the money market, in which case—
contrary to all rules—short-term funds raised on current account or on accept-
ance credits are used for investment goods. 

I 
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The loans of Central Banks are grrited partly out of their cash reserves, 
which move in an opposite direction to the loans and decrease during the 
upswing. It happens sometimes that cash holdings continue the rise begun 
during the depression even while loans are already increasing. The fall in 
cash is thus to some extent a late phenomenon of the upswing. It fluctuates 
from week to week, but the range of these fluctuations remains narrower 
than that of advances made, since part of the demand for loans is met by the 
issue of notes and the creation of credit. For the same reason, the decline in 
cash over a whole period of upswing is less than the increase of loans. The 
extent to which cash declines is determined not only by the demand for 
loans, but also by the policy of the banks and the customs of the business 
world. Since the 1850's, the rate of interest is manipulated so as to conserve 
cash holdings and their shrinkage has consequently become very much less 
since the 1860's. Let us again examine the differences between the highest 
level of the last slump year and the lowest level of the last year of the following 
upswing, i.e. of the peak year. In earlier periods it was not unusual to fmd 
the Bank of England's cash falling to s  or 4 (from 1823 to 1825 it even fell 
from £14.1 million to £1 million), but later the lowest level always remained 
above one half of the highest level. This was helped by the habits of business-
men who, during a crisis panic, increased their deposits by transferring to 
the Bank the cash which their fears had led them to accumulate as well as by 
not drawing the advances they had prudently arranged. Up to the 1870's, 
the decline in cash reserves was most pronounced at the Bank of France, 
where falls to 21 I  were normal, but where falls also occurred from 25 million 
francs to 1 million and from 132 million to 6 million. Up to the 1850's, the 
lowest level of an upswing was I to 4- of the lowest level of the last year of the 
preceding depression at the Bank of England, whilst at the Bank of France 
it was z to 1. Later, these differences became much smaller and finally dis-
appeared. Since the 1870's, the Bank of England's average cash holdings have 
never fallen below 1; those of the Bank of France generally rose during an 
upswing, except for the last years prior to 1914. The Reichsbank steered a 
course between that of the other two Central Banks, except for the marked 
increase in cash reserves prior to 1914. Sometimes the Banks have succeeded 
in strengthening their cash position during the peak year or even earlier. 

Apart from drawing on their cash, Central Banks lend by issuing notes 
or by creating credit; paid-in deposits, too, are a source of loans. The cyclical 
movements of these three items are related to each other. Notes are the oldest 
source of credit. There was a stage in the history of banking, when banks of 
issue constituted the main body of the banking world, and when the right to 
issue notes was almost a conditio sine qua non for the foundation of a bank. 
At that time, bank notes were an essential means of bank advances, as well 
as a widely used complement to the standard coinage as a medium of cir-
culation. Subsequently, bank notes lost much of their importance for both 
tasks, as well as their significance for the banking system as a whole and for 
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individual institutions. New enterprises were formed with large capital 
resources of their own. The banking world acquired, to an increasing degree, 
outside capital resources in the shape of deposits. The spread of bank accounts 
and of bank acceptances, of bank transfers and cheques meant the growth 
of other means of credit and of payment, which were, to some extent, used 
also by the issuing banks. These new aids weakened the former paramountcy 
of the notes and reduced them to a different position. From being the very 
basis of bank credit, they have become the instrument of a single kind of 
bank business, and even for this they no longer play the decisive part. For the 
world of credit, notes now matter mainly as a help in times ofabnormal needs 
and fluctuations. As a circulating medium, notes are ceasing more and more 
to be a means for the regular augmentation of the currency and are increasingly 
becoming a tool for certain prescribed tasks. This change in the position of 
bank notes is linked to a change in their denomination. In the first stage, 
denominations go quite low (England £1, Prussia Thalers 10), whilst in the 
second stage, the smaller values are banned and the note circulation consists 
of fairly big denominations (the smallest note being £5 in England*, and 
100 Mark in Germany). In so far as these three aspects of bank notes, i.e. as a 
source of credit, circulation medium and as money of big or small denomination, 
are fully adjusted to each other at each of the two historical stages, the note 
circulation has its own direction of movement at each stage. In the first stage, 
the volume of circulation varies with the volume of credit, i.e. the circulation 
increases during an upswing. This happened in England in 1800-1825, 
1872-1873, 1897-1899, and to a very small extent in 1905-1907 and 
1911-1912; in France until 1830 and since 1870, whilst in Germany it has 
remained the rule. The differences between the lowest level in the last year 
of the depression and the highest level in the last year of the upswing amounted, 
for the Bank of France, to 1000-2500 per cent at the beginning of the 19th 
century, but the range was halved in the last decades of the century and nar-
rowed still further in the 20th century. In Germany, ranges of 100-400 
per cent are found up to 1873, but the fluctuations have since diminished, and 
in England they have always been smaller. During the second stage, the note 
circulation varies with the cash reserve and declines during an upswing. This 
has, by and large, happened in England since 1826 and in France from 1831 
to 1870. The fall in cash is usually much greater than that in the note circula-
tion; an upswing, therefore, tends always to be marked by a reduction in 
the metallic backing of the note circulation. It is the big notes which prin-
cipally vanish from circulation when the latter declines during an upswing, 
and they, too, are the ones to become more numerous when circulation 
increases during an upswing. In England and in France it has almost 
always been observed that the ranges between the maxima and the minima 
of the note circulation were narrower than those for cash reserves and 
deposits. 

* Editors' Note: Banking Act of 1826. 
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Bank deposits are the rivals of notes both for loans and as a means of pay-
ment. The decline in the importance of notes has been accompanied by an 
expansion of the deposit system. The essence of both notes and deposits as a 
means of credit is that they enable banks to lend other people's capital. In 
lending its notes, the bank invites other capitalists to grant a credit against 
these notes, whilst in the case of deposits, the capitalists themselves bring 
their capital to the bank. Notes and deposits compete also as a means of pay-
ment. The development of a system of cheques and clearings based on deposits 
economizes the use of coins just as a note issue does, and when it becomes usual 
to grant advances by crediting current accounts instead of by paying out bank 
notes, a further step has been taken to diminish the latters' importance. 

In order to understand the behaviour of deposits during business cycles, 
we must distinguish between the different kinds of deposit. 

Cash deposits mean letting the bank keep one's cash. The depositor needs 
to keep hardly any cash himself, or can use the cash deposit to lighten the 
burden on his own cash holdings. 

Cash reserve deposits form a precautionary means of strengthening cash 
deposits. 

Occasional deposits serve to obtain some temporary benefits from capital 
sums for which the owner can find no active use at the moment, and which 
he does not want to keep at home but hands over to the bank as a short-term 
or demand deposit (the former "hoards"). 

Time deposits serve as a permanent means of utilising sums which the owner 
wishes to avoid placing for very long terms and to have readily available in 
case of need. 

The first two kinds are payment deposits, the other two capital deposits. 
It is natural that an upswing should bring about a rise in cash deposits, 

i.e. of sums which serve as a backing for cheques and transfers, although the 
increased business activity could be met without more cash if the velocity 
of circulation were increased. The cash reserve deposits, too, probably tend 
to increase, although their chief importance is in a crisis. The occasional 
deposits get withdrawn during an upswing in order to be employed elsewhere. 
This often happens in spasms, almost from one year to another, in particular 
at the beginning of an upswing, especially if no interest is paid on such deposits. 
This has generally been the case at Central Banks in recent decades. Time 
deposits may move in the opposite direction if they bear interest, for the 
banks can raise the rate of interest in order to outbid other forms of temporary, 
as well as permanent, investment. Deposit banks which pay interest can 
therefore cause deposits to be increased. Inducements to depositors have 
played a great role in many countries and periods. To earn the high rate paid 
to depositors, banks have been led to make more risky loans, and the induce-
ments have thus encouraged unhealthy overspeculation. 

The direction of the movements of deposits emerges much less clearly= 
from the returns of Central Banks than does that of other balance sheet items. 
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The total of deposits has ,no uniform composition, but consists of various 
kinds of deposits. The basic development is thus blurred. The proportion of 
these components varies greatly in the deposits of the three great Central 
Banks, as does also the ratio of their total to that of notes and loans. At the 
end of 1899, we fmd: 

Deposits Banknotes Loans 
(in million Mark) 

Bank of England 1061 578 694 
Banque de France 662 3226 1416 
Reichsbank 481 1359 1220 

For this reason, deposits move in different directions in the three Central 
Banks during an upswing. Up to 1826, private deposits at the Bank of England 
tended to decline during an upswing; owing to their subsequently increasing 
importance, and especially since the Peel Acts of 1844 restricted the note 
issue, private deposits have since generally grown, with a rising annual range. 
The increase from the lowest level at the end of the depression to the peak 
in the last year of the boom is apt not to fall far short of 100 per cent. There 
is a most remarkable connection with the note circulation. The date when 
deposits first showed the tendency to rise during an upswing, has always 
coincided with the date when the note issue first revealed a tendency to fall 
during an upswing and—apart from one single exception—the divergent 
behaviour of falling deposits and a rising note issue occurs during the identical 
upswing years. So far as the Bank of England is concerned, an increase in the 
note issue coincides with a reduction in deposits and vice versa. The com-
position of deposits at the Bank of France being different, the movements 
there have different directions—deposits never increase during an upswing 
in a marked and prolonged manner, on the contrary, they tend on 'the whole 
to decrease. A very jerky course characterizes this institution and the range 
between the maxima and minima of one year and of successive years is, if 
anything, even greater than at the Bank of England. The German banks used 
to make separate returns of non-interest-bearing demand deposits and between 
1847 and 1875 these rose during an upswing. However, since the note circula-
tion was at that time of overwhelmingly greater importance in Germany, 
movements in deposits were unable to affect it. The Reichsbank pays no 
interest on any kind of deposit and therefore never separates them in its returns; 
its deposits as a whole have hitherto fallen during an upswing or have, at 
any rate, not risen continuously and noticeably. The decline is neither significant 
nor regular; on the other hand, there is no increase which would correspond 
to the considerable increase in cheques drawn and bills held. 

The effect on the efficiency of the Banks of Issue of these differences in the 
tendencies of deposits is obvious. The Bank of England and the former 
German banks of issue came off best, the Bank of France worst, but the latter 
could most easily support such movements owing to its very large cash 
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reserves. However, even where the tendencies are most favourable, deposits 
remain an uncertain item. The wide ranges within one year, the fluctuations
from one year to another, and the great differences in the tendencies during
various periods, all have the effect of reducing deposits to an unreliable in-
strument. The Central Banks which pay no interest have no means of influenc-
ing deposits, whilst they do play the decisive part as regards the note issue. 
The position is different for the interest-bearing deposits of deposit banks, 
but they, too, are a dangerous item owing to the conflict between the daily 
due-dates and their investment in order to earn interest. Only those deposits 
created by the crediting of overdrafts resemble notes and even these only 
where cheques and clearings are the main means of payment, thus keeping 
such deposits in the banks for payment purposes. 

Lending by crediting a current account has recently acquired ever greater 
extent. This procedure plays a great part both in bank lending and in the 
creation of deposits. The nature of their origin and use makes these deposits 
expand during an upswing. 

Another of the note's rivals is the bank acceptance, which may be regarded 
as the bank note of the institutions which have no right of issue. It is a bill 
drawn by the bank's client on the bank and accepted by the latter. Owing 
to the growing importance of the big mixed banks, this kind of paper had 
already surpassed the note in importance before the 1914-1918 war. When 
the discount rate is favourable, acceptance credits often replace credits on 
current account. Both forms serve, to a very large extent, not only to finance 
current transactions but to finance fixed investment. They are repaid by the 
issue of shares and debentures when the capital market is propitious. The 
reconstruction of German large-scale industry has been financed largely by 
this means. German banking figures going back to 1883 show that acceptances 
increased considerably during upswings right up to the peak year. As in the 
case of other items, the rise at first kept within the limits of the preceding 
upswing and later overtook it. 

The increase in the demand for funds during the course of an upswing is 
greater with the long-term investments of the capital market than with the 
short-term loans of the money market. For several reasons—which it would 
take us too far to discuss here—one cannot take the loans granted by Central 
Banks as a quantitative standard for the demand for short-term funds in the 
money market during an upswing. They must therefore not be used for a 
comparison of different periods with respect to their demands on the money 
market and still less for comparisons with the capital market or with securities 
generally. It is, however, certain that the national economy receives each year 
a much greater amount of new capital from the capital market than from the 
money market. 

A comparison of the Reichsbank bill holdings with German company figures 
indicates that the boom increase in the founding of new companies sets in 
one or two years earlier than does the increase in bills. This provides a statistical 
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answer to the old dispute of English banking experts concerning the causal 
significance of the Central Bank credits in the origin of an upswing, as well 
as an insight into the investments of the capital market. 

The business cycle leads to a regular recurrence of movements between the 
capital market and the money market. During the boom, part of the funds of 
the loan market are diverted to the market for venture capital. Whilst these 
changes are due to conscious action by capitalists, there are other move-
ments which occur under a veil of confusion. At the height of the boom and 
when overspeculation is rife, much money is borrowed short to be, in fact, 
invested as long-term risk capital. These are breaches of the rules which, if 
they reach at all large proportions, lead to a crisis. 

The course of an upswing and its transition to a crisis depend on the in-
stitutional framework of investment—which alters with the times—and on 
human passions. The economic result of investment, however, is always the 
same. Each upswing may have its own, different focal points—certain very 
big individual firms or certain industries—, yet ultimately each investment 
finds its counterpart in some capital good, whether this may serve to make 
means of production, or to afford durable services or to create consumption 
goods. The increasing share issues and the mounting private investments 
which accompany the upswing represent rising national investment; the 
emphasis does not lie on public loans for consumption, nor on private specu-
lative transfers. True, investments are often undertaken for speculative purposes 
and the securities may become the objects of speculation and, indeed, of over-
speculation at the end of the boom; but, so far as the economy as a whole is 
concerned, this is not a characteristic which is relevant to our discussion. The 
big speculative movements connected with the issues of government loans 
during the 16th to the 18th century were indeed of that nature; but they were, 
in principle, no different from the speculation in tulip bulbs and had nothing 
in common with the growth of real capital during upswings since the 19th 
century, which has enriched the capitalist economies with productive assets, 
such as industrial capacity of all kinds, transport, power, light, water, drainage, 
housing and so on. 

Any description of the changes in the sphere of commodities during business 
cycles must aim at finding an explanation of the problem of overproduction. 
The older theories of overproduction regarded the commodity world as a 
single entity. When it was observed that overproduction is concentrated in 
quite specific goods, people began to classify groups of commodities and to 
treat them separately. This short survey must come straight to the point and 
begin with the decisive observation that, as far as commodities are concerned, 
the essential difference between the cyclical phases of upswing and downswing 
consists in changes in indirect consumption goods and in investment goods. 
The latter are bought with capital and serve to produce fresh goods or durable 
services. Among the chief indirect consumption goods employed in the 
construction of investment goods are two commodities which have the 
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advantage that we have their statistics for the whole period.of highly developed 
capitalism: iron and coal. Timber, bricks and cement would also have to be 
studied, but we lack sufficient figures. 

The capital investments discussed above are reflected in the purchase and 
consumption of goods. This makes it convenient to start with consumption. 

We must assume that investment fluctuations are very closely linked with the 
corresponding indirect consumption and this assumption is borne out by ex-
perience. German iron consumption increases greatly during upswings. The 
per capita boom increase in the 1840's amounts to approximately 4 tons (about 
40 per cent); since then, the figures have been 17.5, 13.3, 40.4, 17, 28.4, 65.5, 
72.1, 91 tons. This movement is, in its turn, clearly divisible into two stages. 
First there is a revival which keeps within the limits of the previous boom. 
This may last a longer or a shorter time, and may keep on the whole either 
near the lowest level of the preceding slump or around the peak levels of the 
boom which preceded the slump. The difference is significant and in part 
determines whether the years concerned still belong to the depression or form 
part of the upswing. Except for the two upswings at the beginning and end of 
the 1880's, the second stage generally surpasses the preceding upswing and 
thus becomes a pronounced boom. The moment when the consumption of 
iron began to exceed the preceding peak has always seen all other boom 
phenomena in full swing—with the sole exception, in some cases, of the fall 
in government securities and the rise in the general price level. When, eventu-
ally, the consumption of iron contracts, there is overproduction and the up-
swing comes to an end. Even this, however, is not true without exception. 
After the crisis of 1857, 1858 was a year of depression throughout the capitalist 
world, yet iron consumption rose in Germany. 

Coal consumption does not, in Germany, follow the same movements as 
that of iron. The chief differences occur during the downswing. As regards 
the upswing, the slow revival, not touching the peak of the previous boom, 
is almost totally absent before the end of the 19th century; the increased con-
sumption immediately exceeds the preceding peak. During the 20th century, 
coal consumption did indeed begin to follow the same rhythm as that of iron, 
but the individual periods comprise somewhat different years and the turning 
points come earlier or later than in the case of iron. All this is even more 
pronounced for lignite than for coal; consumption increased greatly during 
upswings and the expansion during the boom was generally particularly 
large. 

We can take it as proved that indirect consumption rises markedly during 
an upswing, and since no upswing is ever known to have been without such 
a rise, we may regard this as characteristic of an upswing. 

This large growth in indirect consumption is an expression of the spasmodic 
increase of investment goods which marks the upswing. The construction 
and expansion of all kinds of industrial plant, of railways, ships, power stations 
and the like, has not taken place in even progression, but always in spasms. The 
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same has been true for housing in industrial areas, but the cessation of the 
increase during the peak year of the boom is most clearly seen here; the ex-
pansion may indeed already give way to a contraction. This is due to the rise 
in building costs and, still more, to the difficulty 'and expense of procuring 
capital at a time of capital scarcity. 

It is much more difficult to arrive at a uniform judgement regarding 
direct consumption. This comprises several groups of goods made up of numerous 
individual commodities. We are not in a position to select those we should 
like to study, but have to rely on what can be found in the statistics of foreign 
trade and of indirect taxation, as well as on the scanty figures for individual 
commodities. As the goods are manifold, and as no single one will serve as a 
standard for the others, the general analysis of statistical series will not suffice. 
Direct consumption must be examined by historical investigation based on 
all the information available for a given period. In such investigation, we must 
also carefully consider the relative weights to be given to the often diverging 
movements of individual goods in their significance for the total consumption 
for the years concerned. Such studies are still rare. We can, however, assert 
even now that an increase in direct consumption is not characteristic of an 
upswing, since the latter may occur without any accompanying increase and 
improvement in direct consumption. In the German upswing of the 1840's, 
direct consumption probably declined and deteriorated, whilst for the upswing 
preceding the 1914 war, it is doubtful whether the rise in incomes of the great 
masses kept pace with the rise in prices and whether, therefore, direct con-
sumption could have been maintained. Figures for Hamburg in 1850— 1900 
indicate almost regularly a continuous rise during an upswing in the price 
of secondary foods (meat, rice, sugar) and this can presumably be explained 
only by an increase in consumption. The direct consumption of the rich— of 
great importance for the formation of capital—fluctuates in the area of luxury 
goods and cannot be examined from available statistics. The most conspicuous 
feature of the fluctuations of German direct consumption is the fact that ex-
pansions or contractions continuous over several years—let alone those lasting 
over a whole upswing—are less numerous than irregular oscillations and 
meaningless changes. Sometimes a recession lasts for several years, but the 
absolute figures nevertheless remain higher than those of the previous one, 
or vice versa. Notwithstanding any tendency towards contraction or expansion, 
absolute consumption may thus remain higher or lower than formerly. 
Habits, fashions, natural influences play an important part in this entire field. 

1847 and 1906/07, which were years of boom and capital scarcity, were also 
years when cereal consumption fell markedly, whilst it rose appreciably in 
1855-1857 and 1912-1913, which were also boom years. In 1847, meat 
consumption declined sharply, whilst the consumption of rice and sugar 
increased, admittedly at a very low absolute level. Sugar consumption also 
rose clearly in the upswings of the 1850's, 1870's and 1890's, as well as in 
both upswings of the 20th century. Luxury foods (imported fruits, cocoa) 
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have a generally upward tendency, increases On the whole being greater 
during the years of upswing. The stimulants (coffee, spirits, beer, tobacco) 
showed no regular movements during upswings: they sometimes expanded 
and sometimes contracted and occasionally the various stimulants moved in 
opposite directions and substituted for each other. The same happened with 
clothing, particularly with cotton, woollen and silken piece goods in Germany. 
During the upswing of the 1840's there was a shift from wool to cotton and 
toward the end, wool suffered an appreciable contraction. The upswing at 
the beginning of the 1880's and the last two years of the upswing during the 
second half of the 1890's were also accompanied by appreciable falls.' A similarly 
marked increase in consumption took place during the upswings of the 1850's, 
1860's, 1870's and late 1880's, but not quite consistently, for, as a rule, some 
one of the three textiles stood out, more or less, from this general movement. 

The production of a commodity does not necessarily correspond to its con-
sumption. Production may be greater, in which case the excess is exported 
or stored; alternatively, production may be smaller, and then it must be 
supplemented by imports or out of the surpluses of previous years. Foreign 
trade can render production and consumption independent of each other. 
Under such circumstances, output fluctuations may sometimes be reflected 
more in the fluctuations of imports than in those of consumption; so far as 
Germany is concerned, this is particularly so with vegetable and animal 
products. Alternatively, fluctuations in consumption may affect imports and 
exports more than they do the volume of output. In Germany, such a develop-
ment is particularly important in industrial raw materials (iron). Wherever 
consumption fluctuates according to the phases of the business cycle, boom 
and depression affect foreign trade as much or more than production. 

Let us again consider iron and coal out of the group of indirect consumption 
goods. In Germany, the production of iron fluctuates much less than its con-
sumption and iron consumption is, therefore, much more sensitive to the 
business cycle than production. This is most marked in a downswing, but the 
upswing, too, shows signs of it. In each upswing, iron production rises, but 
not as strongly as does consumption. Before 1875, when annual net imports 
were nearly always needed, part of the increased consumption was covered 
by increased imports, and when, later, net exports were the rule, part of the 
increased consumption was at the expense of exports, which diminished 
during upswings. As the extent of recessions in iron production was smaller, 
expansion, too, followed a different line. There are, again, two distinct stages 
of expansion. Up to the 1880's, the first.stage always started one year, or even 
several years earlier than the expansion in consumption. Whilst the latter 
regularly starts with a revival within the limits previously attained, the in-
creased production generally quickly exceeds the peak of the preceding boom. 
The second stage is marked by a considerable acceleration in the increase. In 
nine upswings which have been examined, it set in six times in the same year 
as the second stage of the expansion of iron consumption, and three times 
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one or two years earlier, thus generally coinciding with the boom. The in-
crease in iron production always lasts until the end of the upswing, but the 
upswing ends independently of iron production and the turning point occurs 
whether iron production falls or not. A decline is the rule, but three German 
upswings collapsed while iron production was still continuing its rise for 
another 1-3 years. In the leading capitalist countries, movements like the 
German ones are to be found only in the U. S. A. during the 20th century. 
The 1880's and 1890's witnessed a unique development in American iron 
production: the expansion set in, not early as in Germany, but late, only to 
surpass within the very first year the peak of the preceding upswing. In England 
and France, the increase in iron production follows the line taken, in Germany, 
regularly by iron consumption, but only exceptionally by iron production: 
it sets in early and keeps at first within the limits of the previous upswing, 
which it then surpasses in a second stage. In both countries, however, this 
second stage is missing during the upswing of the late 1880's, and in the last 
upswing before 1914 it was not until the last year that the previous level was 
surpassed. In the U. S.A., as in Germany, the expansion of iron production 
sometimes continues beyond the collapse of the boom; this happened once 
also in France. A completely divergent phenomenon is to be found in England, 
where on four occasions iron production did not continue to expand up to 
the end of the upswing, but started to decline during the peak year. 

German coal production, which had an exportable surplus during all the 
periods studied, fluctuated even less than did iron production and less, too, 
than coal production. During the 20th century, coal consumption followed the 
curve of the consumption of iron, but coal production rose, from 1850 on-
wards, in an almost uninterrupted steep line. The slow revival within the 
limits of the previous upswing is almost entirely absent—it occurred only once 
and lasted for only one year. Expansion set in very early and immediately 
surpassed the preceding upswing. The initial years are not the same as those for 
iron production, but they coincide with those for the expansion of coal 
consumption. Expansion continued without any set-back during upswings, 
increased greatly with the latter, and lasted—with one exception—until 
their end. On several occasions, the boom collapsed while coal production 
was still on the increase. We noted the same phenomenon in iron production, 
but only once did the years coincide.—In France, England and the U. S. A., 
the movement has been more differentiated than in Germany. In England, 
and still more in France, one fmds an early, slow revival and here and there a 
mild contraction during the last year of the boom. 

Food production, and crops in particular, are marked by irregular and 
large fluctuations and by the absence of any uniformity for the different fruits 
and in different lands. There is no obvious correspondence with the stages of 
the business cycle. In no single case can one find an increase in crops with an 
upswing, rising with the latter and enduring up to its end. There is no sign 
of even an approximation to such a movement. This is true even of the 
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U. S. A., although good crops there are often stressed as being a condition 
for an American upswing. World wheat crops behave no differently from 
national crops of this or that commodity, or from the total crops of all four 
cereals which can be studied, e.g. for France since the beginning of the 19th 
century.—Yet although there is no parallel movement of cyclical phases and of 
crops, there nevertheless remain other possible connections. Good harvests 
may provide the impetus for an upswing, bad ones that for its ending. Ob-
servation does in fact reveal a frequent coincidence of good crops and the 
beginning of upswings, nor are examples lacking of upswings coming to an 
end with a crop failure. One cannot, therefore, omit to consider crops as being 
historically without influence. It is.another question, however, whether definite 
crop phenomena regularly coincide with definite turning points in the cyclical 
phases. No one has so far attempted to prove this and the relevant material 
I have collected up to now affords no support for such an assertion. 

The production of stimulants can be studied only for isolated commodities. 
The most striking boom increase occurred several times in Germany as regards 
spirits; this occasionally continued into the first or second year of the down-
swing. This is not, however, a regular occurrence and is to be found only 
once as regards beer. German tobacco production showed unmistakable 
increases during upswings from 1860 up to the mid-1890's, but this parallelism 
was lost later when the whole industry went into a decline. 

I have calculated the production of textile fibres in Germany from 1837 
to 1900. Woollen yarns and wool cloths were originally based on home-
grown wool, the production of which shows almost no changes up to the 
early 1850's. During the next upswing and for one year later up to 1858, it 
fell, with small fluctuations, by 8-9 per cent. The depression and the next 
upswing brought a considerable expansion (by 20 per cent in 6 years) up to 
1864, but in the midst of the boom there began, in 1865, the irresistible and 
utterly relentless gradual decline, which by 1890 had left only half of the peak 
production and by the turn of the century only a little more than a third. 
These movements intersect and overlap with the cyclical phases and are in-
dependent of the latter. In contrast to the dwindling production of the raw 
material, there was a rise in the manufacture of wool yarns and woollen piece 
goods, from the 14,000— 15,000 tons each of 1837/39 (the same as raw wool) 
to 94,000 and 111,000 tons respectively at the turn of the century. Movements 
in the production of wool yarns and of woollen goods were closely connected 
with each other, but only very loosely with the business cycle. The increase 
followed a peculiar curve. There were often two stages, the first of which 
kept to the limits of the preceding upswing whilst the second exceeded them. 
The expansion started early, on two occasions even two years before the first 
revival in iron production, on the others simultaneously with the latter; the 
increase regularly gave way to a sharp decline in the last, or even the penulti-
mate, year of the upswing. There was no uniformity and not seldom recessions 
occurred during an upswing. 
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Cotton yarn and cotton piece goods, too, moved in close mutual accord, but 
their fluctuations were even less correlated with the cycle than those of wool. 
Here too, the rule is a revival within the limits of the preceding upswing and 
afterwards a surpassing of the previous peak. It was only exceptionally that 
the expansion started in the same year as that of iron or woollen goods; 
generally it began 1-2 years earlier or later and the peak levels either outlasted 
the upswing or gave way to a decline already in the last or penultimate 
boom year. The rise was never regular, but was always interrupted by 
set-backs. 

Silk manufacturing was subject to still greater irregularities. 
Any description of price movements must start by stressing the arbitrariness 

and lack of precision which are entailed. Differences— often of a considerable 
extent—result from the use of different sources. If one tries to include the 
maximum number of commodities and the longest period possible, then one 
cannot disregard the Hamburg price records, notwithstanding their other 
defects. 

It would hardly be possible to deduce the cyclical phases from movements 
in the German general price index. The fall in the value of Government 
securities was seen to be the latest of the upswing phenomena so far con-
sidered. With two exceptions, the general rise of prices in Germany started 
just as late or even later. The year was not seldom that in which iron consump-
tion began to exceed the peak of the previous upswing, but even later starts 
have occurred, especially at the end of the 19th and during the 20th century. 
For this reason, the duration of the rise during an upswing often was very 
short. Nevertheless, it was neither pronounced nor uninterrupted. Almost 
always there were years of standstill or even of decline. Sometimes it was the 
first year of the upswing, sometimes the last one, which witnessed the greatest 
rise. The peak during any particular upswing usually occurred in its last year, 
but this was not a universal rule and sometimes it came earlier. Since the 
1880's the absolute peak did not fall into the upswing at all but happened at 
the beginning of the succeeding downswing. The general index thus was 
particularly slow-moving, and neither began nor ended its rise in step with 
the upswing. During the period of the general decline in prices from 1874 
to 1897, an upswing only implied a halt in the fall or a slight rise. The average 
during an upswing compared to the average of the preceding downswing 
showed in the 1850's a move in the index to 109, and in the succeeding up-
swings to 100, 105, 93, 100, 98. Thus, an upswing as a whole by no means 
always meant higher prices: on the contrary, it sometimes even brought lower 
ones. The differences are larger if one compares the last year of the upswing 
with the last year of the preceding downswing: from 1857-1913, the index 
of the last year of successive upswings was 119, 106, 109, 105, 103, 110, 111, 
106. It should be borne in mind that these do not represent the widest ranges 
in absolute terms, for, as we have said before, the lowest price often occurred 
not in the last year of a downswing, but only during the beginning of an 
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upswing, and conversely, the highest price not always in the last year of an 
upswing, but either earlier or later. 

In order to study the business cycle, I divided the 100 goods of the Ham-
burg price records into 9 groups suited to this particular problem. The in-
direct consumption goods moved parallel to the cyclical phases. Here, the 
rise usually started one year earlier than for the general index, i.e. during the 
revival in iron consumption or when the latter began to exceed the preceding 
upswing. The more intense rise however only set in after iron consumption 
had reached this latter stage. The rise was usually uninterrupted and con-
tinuous. In the earlier upswings, when there were no cartels, the rise some-
times came to an end already in the penultimate year of the upswing or even 
earlier, and gave way to a recessive movement, but since the 1890's the rise 
has lasted into the downswing. Occasionally, a noteworthy, or even the 
biggest, increase occurred in the last year of the upswing. During 1852-1900, 
the average indices of upswings compared to the preceding downswing were 
120, 106, 110, 82 (1880-1882), 103, 99 (1895-1900). Thus, here too, the 
upswings did not hold up the overall trend during the decades of generally 
falling prices. From 1852 to 1913, the highest indices of the upswings com-
pared to those of the last year of the preceding downswing, were 148, 110, 
147, 102, 115, 138, 111, 116. The differences were at times considerable, at 
other times small, the latter occurring mainly during the decades when up-
swings were slight and prices fell on balance, or when cartels had become 
dominant. 

If; out of this group, we consider iron prices by themselves, we get a some-
what sharper picture, but not an essentially different one. Timber prices, too, 
follow the same course and reveal the same general tendencies and exceptions. 
The average yield of the state forests of Wiirttemberg can be studied for the 
period since 1855: the upswings are clearly reflected, although there is no 
complete regularity. Sometimes the rise begins surprisingly late (1872) or 
early (1892); the impetus remains strong until the end of the upswing, but on 
occasions prices recede during the last year (1866, 1912). (Wood cutting was 
sometimes reduced during an upswing.) Owing to long-term trade con-
tracts, pit props fluctuate considerably less at the mines than they do in the 
forests, but even the latter prices sometimes move in ways which do not corre-
spond to the upswing. 

During the six upswings from 1850 to 1900, the group which shows the 
smallest correlation with the upswing is that of the prices for primary foodstuffs 
(grain, pulses, potatoes, cheese, lard, herrings, dried fish). Only during the 
first upswing did the average index, compared to that of the preceding down-
swing, exceed 100 (139). This was one of the two upswings when cereal 
consumption increased considerably (during the last three years 1855-1857). 
The averages of the three succeeding upswings remained at 100, whilst those 
of the last two sank to 95 and 91. There was thus no rise during an upswing 
even in the 1860's and 1870's, i.e. before the period of generally falling prices. 
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It is only when comparing the last year of the upswings with the last year of 
the preceding downswing that one gets the indices 135, 109, 102, 112, 94, 111. 

The position is quite different for the secondary foodstuffs (meat, milk, 
butter, eggs, sugar, rice). During the six upswings of 1850-1900, there were 
no less than 5 increases. The extent was never considerable, as is shown by 
the average indices 111, 104, 111, 101, 104, 100. The highest indices during 
these six upswings were 125, 105, 118, 107, 106, 110. The rise was here always 
a completely continuous one, although in three instances prices did not rise 
any further during the last year of the upswing (this happened, characteristic-
ally, on the occasion of the greater increases). The movement was one of 
those which started middling early; it often began before the rise in the prices 
of indirect consumption goods and before iron consumption had exceeded its 
previous level, and it often coincided with the expansion in bills. It is clearly 
a consequential phenomenon and is therefore particularly characteristic of 
the effects of an upswing on the national economy. Thus it is not surprising 
that this consequential phenomenon of the rise in the price of secondary food-
stuffs should generally start in that year when the interaction of all the causal 
factors actually brings about the change from the downswing to the upswing. 

One may be surprised by the fact that the phenomena of the upswing are 
not more regular, that the irregularities are so considerable. The divergences 
appear to be so varied that one may wonder how, nevertheless, the upswing 
does come about and how it continues. The leading phenomena are not quite 
without deviations from the course which might theoretically be assumed 
to be regular. But these deviations are small compared with those of many 
other factors, which are apt to increase to such a degree that they can lead to 
a reversal of tendency. Two points must be considered here: The picture of 
the upswing which we have studied is rich in colours and contains also shades 
which look wrong and which seem to destroy the unity. The latter may be 
preserved if a shade is found which cancels out the contradiction. The decrease 
in the note circulation during an upswing ceases to be felt as a disturbing 
element as soon as deposits are seen to be a compensatory factor. The "faults" 
do not affect the course of the upswing if they are compensated, and many 
such compensations are probably still waiting to be discovered by refinements 
in research. Uncompensated faults too are possible, as long as their disturbances 
are counteracted by stronger forces. Expanding investment and the increase 
in indirect consumption are the pillars of the edifice and they can overcome 
many a fault in the elevation of the building. A historical aspect should also 
be noted. The upswings are historically by no means uniform. The preceding 
description of individual phenomena shows how different their details must be. 
History reveals the unevenness of their general appearance. Upswings may 
omit essential boom phenomena; they may be long or short, strong or weak; 
they may preponderate as against the downswings and surround insignificant 
downswings; they may be surrounded by heavy downswings which thrust 
them into the background. Differences in details are to be explained by 
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expanding means of exchange. But this does not constitute the full extent of 
the demand for capital, which cannot be satiated by money; nor can cash cure 
the final capital scarcity. The issue of securities, the sale of bills, borrowing 
on pledges, overdrafts on current account etc. are the signs both of an active 
demand for capital, and—if they finally fail—of capital scarcity. As regards the 
extent of the claims on the capital and money markets and the exhaustion 
of these latter, it is immaterial whether the owners of loanable funds grant 
money, notes, credits or acceptances. The private demand for funds which 
ends by being felt as a distinct capital scarcity, ultimately creates a national 
demand, which the individual tends to regard not as a lack of capital, but as a 
lack of purchasing power. There is overproduction and the end of the upswing. 
Some of the goods destined to be bought with capital remain unsold because 
of the capital scarcity. That is why it would be impossible to remedy by 
money the shortage on the capital and money markets which regularly occurs 
towards the end of an upswing—a state of affairs which must be distinguished 
from the crisis which may follow and where money is essential. 

Capital investments contract and so does indirect consumption, and where 
markets are free, the prices of indirect consumption goods fall. The upswing has 
entered into its decline and is doomed to yield to a downswing. 

The Crisis. 
In the free, capitalist, market economy, overproduction has invariably, 

up to now, been the ultimate fate of an upswing. Towards the end of an up-
swing, there may, however, also occur a sudden, tempestuous collapse: the 
crisis. Overproduction and crisis are both rooted in the upswing, but they are 
independent of each other. Crises have generally come earlier than definite 
overproduction, but a crisis may also set in only when overproduction has 
already been reached, or when the economy has entered into a downswing. 
Or else, there may be no crisis at all. A crisis derives to a lesser degree than does 
overproduction from the core of the national economy. A crisis may affect 
such specialised fields that it remains a surface phenomenon and does not 
penetrate the circular flow. There is no indissoluble bond between crisis and 
business cycle. There were isolated crises long before the fully developed 
capitalist economies had entered upon the circular motion of upswings and 
downswings. Having become, since the 1820's, the constant companions of 
a dying upswing, crises have since the end of the 19th century increasingly 
been avoided. 

A crisis consists in the sudden collapse of credit and occasions numerous 
suspensions of payment. The evolution of an upswing does not necessarily 
lead to this stormy conclusion, for which serious excesses, culminating in 
overspeculation and overinflation of credit, are prerequisites. Each crisis owes 
its individual aspect to that sphere of the national economy which has been 
guilty of abusing credit, and the various kinds of crises are differentiated by 
the particular causation which led to the excess of credit. Every crisis, how-
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ever, is a credit crisis. We therefore have to distinguish the various fields in 
which the ever similar credit crisis- manifests itself. We thus get the Stock 
Exchange crisis and the commodity crisis, which form a special group as 
crises of speculation, as distinct from the crisis of company promotion and the 
capital crisis. All of these are linked to a credit crisis. When the various crises 
occur simultaneously, we get a general economic crisis. 

Crises of speculation: The two crises of speculation, of which prices form 
the focus, affect the markets either for securities or for commodities. When-
ever these markets succumb to overspeculation, the foundations are laid for 
a crisis. Overspeculation is essentially not merely unsuccessful speculation, 
but proceeds from assumptions which—on careful reflection—must prove to 
be dearly impracticable to any knowledgeable observer. The men who set 
the tone for a certain sphere of the national economy judge future events in 
a way which must be regarded as a lack of judgment. 

The Stock Exchange crisis: Every upswing is accompanied by a rise in security 
values and an extension of speculation, but these do not necessarily reach the 
point of overspeculation which causes a crisis. Overspeculation manifests 
itself by an enormous rise in security values. People buy securities not as a long-
term investment, but in order to gain, by a quick resale, a capital profit from 
the anticipated rise in values. Prices disregard yields, and the rise in values finds 
no limits as long as the hope prevails of finding buyers who expect to make 
their profit from reselling. Thus the most fantastic rises in quotations occur, 
which are entirely unrelated to the intrinsic values of the securities. Over-
speculation is focussed on certain fields and securities, the so-called leading 
speculative securities. Particular preference is given to shares of companies 
which are favoured by the upswing, and to shares of new companies to which 
one can ascribe profit opportunities that are difficult to verify. This some-
times forms a link between a Stock Exchange crisis and a crisis of company 
promotion. 

Overspeculation cannot occur unless institutions exist which allow the 
speculator to act without any funds of his own and especially without any free 
cash balances. The most widespread of such institutions is the trade in futures, 
and where this does not exist, some substitute can be found. Of equal import-
ance with the conclusion of a purchase without ownership of funds, is the 
possibility of obtaining funds by borrowing in order not to be forced to sell 
securities bought for future delivery in the hope of a rise in their quotations; 
this even when such action can only represent a loss at the current quotations. 
The speculator's dependence on loanable funds to enable him to await a 
favourable level of quotations, creates a link between bull speculation and the 
money market and makes the maintenance of the former depend on the latter. 
Thus a link is forged between a Stock Exchange crisis and a credit crisis. 

The possibility of speculation without owning funds is a presupposition for 
the size of the market. If every speculator had to have his own funds to the 
full extent of his transactions, no big speculative market would ever arise. A it 
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certain minimum size of the Market is indispensable because speculation 
depends on being able to buy or sell any item at any moment. This consti-
tutes the importance of speculations by outsiders, and the fact that these in-
crease greatly during a period of overspeculation—that waiters, typists and 
schoolboys take part in "playing" the Stock Exchange—is a prerequisite for 
such overspeculation. This mob of inexperienced gamblers has, however, 
a causative importance as well, for it is they who largely cause quotations to 
rise to a point of absurdity. 

Excessive speculation cannot be prolonged indefinitely and a downward 
movement in quotations gradually comes about. There is a threefold impetus 
to this. High finance, which originally abetted speculation because of their 
new issues, begin to put the brakes on. At the same time the money market 
stiffens even independently of this and raises the cost of credit to the point 
of causing an adverse effect on quotations. Rates have been known of 40—.50 
per cent per annum. Lastly, the disproportion between the price and the yield 
of securities must, sooner or later, become obvious. At first, this is true only 
for a small number of persons, but soon it reaches further. This shakes the two 
basic supports of speculation: the size of the market and the ease of obtaining 
money. So long as the cycle phase has not definitely been reversed, many 
desperate speculators try to stem the disintegration of security prices. High 
finance, however, have realized that resistance would be vain; they are con-
cerned with restricting credit, with preparing for the storm and with their 
own safety, and they therefore exercise pressure to retrench their commit-
ments. By fits and by starts, quotations begin to fall by large percentages; 
small—but more numerous—bankruptcies create here and there a preliminary 
crash. It now only needs one great shock, such as the fall of a leading firm or 
of a largish bank, and the collapse is on hand. The collapse has its focus in the 
phenomena of a credit crisis and its implications for the Stock Exchange will 
be discussed under the latter heading. 

The Commodity Crisis: Prices rise, as they do on the Stock Exchange, because 
people anticipate a still further rise. On the commodity markets, however, 
overspeculation is usually connected with certain exceptional events and less 
apt to afflict the whole of the market. It is not so much a general speculative 
movement merging into overspeculation, but rather the exploitation of certain 
well-defined events which leads to an unhealthy exaggeration. Blockades, 
wars of conquest, and crop failures, of uncertain duration and extent, the 
opening up of fresh markets and outlets, of incalculable capacity, have been 
the starting points, and more or less the lasting centres, of excessive speculation 
in commodities. 

Speculators strive not only to raise prices, but to secure the greatest possible 
quantities of those commodities which have good potentialities. For the majority 
of goods there is no dealing for future delivery on commodity exchanges, 
and speculators therefore must have recourse to the purchase of spot commo-
dities. In such a case, the task of the speculative merchant consists often simply 
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in getting hold of goods, and in doing this he is apt to commit the greatest 
extravagances. 

The decisive importance of the quantity of goods is due to the connection 
between prices, production and consumption. The rise in prices raises its own 
gravedigger on the commodity market: it lures goods from distant markets, 
stimulates production, and tends to restrict consumption. In short, a price 
rise creates stocks, to neutralize which is an immense task that in the long run 
proves to be impossible and suicidal. The attempt at such neutralization re-
presents the peak of overspeculation. 

Prices are supported and inflated by means of credit, particularly through 
bills of exchange. To begin with, speculators may have had recourse to this 
instrument in order to hold goods off the market so as to be able to raise 
prices. Soon, they have to do so in order to stave off a price recession. The 
expansion of credit reaches its peak when the high prices become jeopardised 
by stocks which cannot be sold at the prevailing price. Credit then becomes 
the real pillar of the market. The tension is accompanied by phenomena 
similar to those on the Stock Exchange: the equivalents of soaring contango 
rates are, on the commodity markets, the discount rate, the lombard rate and 
the carrying charges. 

Overspeculation on commodity markets thus leads not only to prices 
driven to an untenable level, but equally to excessive stocks of goods. 

The outbreak of a commodity crisis can take two forms. Some events can 
induce the crisis directly and in full strength. Such events are the unexpected 
incursion of large quantities of goods owing to the lifting of a blockade, the 
ending of a war or the succession of a crop failure by an abundant harvest. 
Should such events coincide with a market position which is already suffering 
from excessive speculation, then the outbreak of a crisis is the immediate 
result. The gradual preparation for a crisis occurs when the latter is the result 
of the causal connection between the rise in prices and the accumulation of 
stocks, and when it is induced by the collapse of credit. The course of the 
subsequent development is the same as we described for the Stock Exchange: 
prices disintegrate, whilst some people continue to speculate, and some still 
enjoy credit facilities. This latter form is the more recent one. The former 
prevailed in earlier times when poor transport and communications ruled out 
any quick adjustment to sudden events, and when long-distance instructions 
could only be executed after a great lapse of time. The outbreak of a commo-
dity crisis, the widespread suspension of payments by merchants, and the 
collapse of prices coincide with a credit crisis and will be described jointly 
with the latter. 

Notwithstanding the diminution in the excrescences of speculation, there is 
little prospect of the Stock Exchange crisis disappearing completely within 
the foreseeable future. The commodity crisis, on the other hand, is to some 
extent a thing of the past. All those crises have vanished:which used to break 
out as the result of sudden events. Today, commodity trade can collapse only 
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when passion espouses a completely erroneous -view of the circumstances of 
the market. 

The Company Promotion Crisis: Numerous, and even excessive, company 
promotions form part of the picture of an upswing, and do not necessarily 
imply a crisis, which must however break out if the excess coincides with 
special ills of individual firms. 

These are generally threefold. Some undertakings have been so heavily 
burdened, or so poorly equipped, by their promoters as to make their prosper-
ous development impossible. In other cases, although the founders are men of 
good will and of irreproachable honesty, the foundations prove to have been 
fantastic, or they reveal themselves in the end as technically inadequate, not-
withstanding conscientious advance examination. The third evil is capital 
scarcity. In a company promotion crisis, as opposed to a capital crisis, the 
shortage is not a national one, but rests on the circumstances of individual 
firms and of the financial houses. Where companies are floated without the 
backing of powerful forces, an unconscionable number of firms may suffer 
from an individual lack of capital. Should these individual troubles coincide 
with an excess of flotations, competition grows so acute as to result in large-
scale collapse, i.e. in a company promotion crisis. 

The outbreak of the latter occurs as follows : at first, due to individual 
causes, some of the weak companies collapse in short succession and in a 
manner which attracts much public attention. These bankruptcies give a shock 
to credit and sometimes lead to a panic. Following this credit crisis, one after 
another of the ailing firms collapse in rapid succession. 

In the course of time, company promotion has improved out of all re-
cognition. The worst excesses and open robbery and deceit have ceased, the 
most harmful excrescences are avoided. Nevertheless, company promotion 
crises are not thereby completely abolished. If the situation in Germany in 
the summer of 1901 had developed into a definite crisis, this would have had 
to be called a promotion crisis. 

The Capital Crisis: A capital scarcity occurs towards the end of every up-
swing. This however leads to a capital crisis only when—to carry out new 
undertakings or to enlarge existing ones—the engagements entered into are 
so large that they surpass the capacity of the capital market. The collapse of 
the firms suffering from incomplete fmancing affects the whole market and 
induces the crisis. 

The capital market becomes overloaded with financial obligations as a 
result of the lack of market discipline and of the incompleteness of the financial 
structure. The market is deluged by an endless number of demands for funds 
from persons who have no contact with prospective investors. As each seeker 
for funds acts on his own, the whole movement proceeds without any regard 
being paid to the capitalists' capacity to take up securities. Plans are not sifted; 
indeed anyone can enter the open market with his invitation to subscribe to 
a share-issue, without this being regarded as anything unusual. 
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The lack of constraint in finance is also responsible for a special method 
of allowing capitalists to pay up their subscriptions to new issues. They are 
not required to pay up the total amount subscribed in a few calls in rapid 
succession, but are only asked to make an insignificant first payment, whilst 
the following calls are left to indeterminate dates, or are set down as small 
and distant. These easy payment conditions induce a great number of speculators 
to participate, who do not intend to pay up the later calls. The fmal demand 
note makes it necessary to sell the securities and brings about a fall in their 
quotation. A link and a causal connection is thus created between a capital 
crisis and a Stock Exchange crisis. 

The outbreak of a capital crisis may be connected with a Stock Exchange 
crisis. The latter causes the ruin of a substantial number of people who have 
undertaken commitments to supply capital. At this stage, those firms which 
are halfway financed get into payment difficulties, since the capital scarcity 
now no longer affects merely their share-holders, but the companies themselves. 
As soon as numerous firms suspend payment, the whole credit structure 
disintegrates and a capital crisis breaks out, which involves all businesses 
suffering from incomplete financing. 

Reforms in finance and company promotion have considerably restricted 
the sphere of a capital crisis, and the latter may perhaps be completely over-
come if the benefits of these reforms are made secure. 

The effects of a capital crisis, like that of a company promotion crisis, are 
particularly severe and bring about lasting economic losses in the sense of 
absolute destruction of capital. Owing to the capital crisis and the company 
promotion crisis, a great number of undertakings remain half finished without 
any useful employment of the capital resources invested. 

The Credit Crisis: Whether conditions on the Stock Exchange, the Commo-
dity Markets, in company promotion or on the capital market become 
aggravated to the point of becoming a definite crisis, depends on whether 
credit is maintained. The failure of credit implies that a crisis will break out 
in all spheres where overspeculation has gained the upper hand. The collapse 
of credit is caused by the abuse of credit and the latter is rooted in over-
speculation by certain economic groups. 

Every upswing ends in a state of capital scarcity, but a crisis presupposes 
an unusual growth of credit during the time of overspeculation. Three factors 
deserve to be considered in this connection: the strain, and later the excessive 
strain, on credit; the deterioration in collaterals which leads to credits being 
largely based on fictitious values; and fmally the disproportion between the 
amount of capital owned by a firm and its use of credit. When the true nature 
of these fictitious values is revealed, it is found that, owing to such dis-
proportion, credit liabilities greatly exceed a firm's own assets. 

The outbreak of a credit crisis may be induced by isolated events, or by a 
•concourse of such events as occur also in quiet times without provoking 
drastic consequences, namely a fair number of bankruptcies due to business 
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losses. The effect on the equable course of economic life will be a different 
one if these bankruptcies fall into a period of excessive speculation and over-
strained credit, when there will be an exceptionally large number of firms 
greatly susceptible to losses and disturbances. The bankruptcies which at first 
were isolated and affected only single firms, thus grow into a situation which 
disrupts the whole economy: they lead to a collapse of confidence and of 
credit, and thus induce a heavy fall in prices on Stock Exchanges and com-
modity markets. The first important group of bankruptcies may originate in 
any one of the crises listed above. 

The shock leading to a credit crisis may also be derived from foreign 
relations. If, at a time of highly strained credit, a country's exchange rate for 
some reason falls so far that bullion is lost, then this loss, together with the 
consequent sharp rise in rates of interest, is often the signal for the outbreak 
of a credit crisis. To the extent to which the origins of the crisis derive from a 
Stock Exchange crisis or a commodity crisis, i.e. to the extent to which the 
causes are apt to be greatly affected by international forces, the crisis usually 
appears to break out first in a country which has unfavourable rates of ex-
change. 

The credit crisis may, however, also be induced internally, if renewals of 
loans prove either to be unobtainable or to cost so high a rate of interest that 
all profits are engulfed. To procure money, people have to sell, this brings 
prices down, and thus gives the signal for a general liquidation of stocks. A 
collapse of prices then becomes unavoidable which, with its concomitant 
numerous bankruptcies, brings about the real crisis. 

A price recession is of particular significance for the outbreak of a crisis 
when the latter is the outcome of a Stock Exchange crisis or a commodity 
crisis. If the price level had been driven up by overspeculation and inflation 
of credit, then the recession of prices signifies the beginning of a crisis. 

The disturbances introducing the crisis are frequently caused by particular 
external events. This occurs especially whenever the centre of gravity of the 
crisis is to be found in a commodity crisis. In the great majority of crises, 
however, single events exert merely an additional influence: they determine 
the moment, the gravity, or the complication of the crisis, but not its very 
existence. In other crises, the inducive event does not attain even this much 
significance: the general situation is then so far developed that any occurrence 
may serve to launch the crisis. This is why surprise is often expressed that 
everyday events should cause a crisis. In this connection we may note the fact 
that the outbreak of a crisis often occurs in the autumn. It is at this period that 
the greatest demands are made on the money market, and it is when there is 
a congestion of requirements that an imminent crisis finds its most inflammable 
material. 

An outbreak of panic, a universal loss of confidence, is a most prominent 
feature of every crisis. Economically, panic is first reflected in changes in the 
fields of money and credit; later, and in consequence, in the fields of price 
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formation and sales. When general fear starts, the crisis breaks out; the spread 
of the panic is equivalent to the collapse of credit. The outbreak of panic is a 
phenomenon of mass psychology which suddenly spreads with the greatest 
intensity. Not only merchants, but all persons having monetary commit-
ments to meet, strive to strengthen their position. At first, this urge manifests 
itself only in secret. Under cover of some harmless pretext, outstanding debts 
are collected and fresh credits not granted, but on the contrary sought. As soon 
as secrecy can no longer be maintained and the lack of confidence becomes 
patent, panic breaks out. Particular alarm is caused when the banks, too, 
succumb to the urge for reinforcement. The behaviour of the banks is of the 
greatest importance for the general morale. Even those who, at the moment, 
need no aid, are seized by fear when the banks refuse to grant credits. If the 
banks pursue a policy of strengthening their position in the interests of their 
own security, they create an infallible means for evoking a panic, even if it 
did not otherwise exist. Indeed, the banks thereby render themselves the 
worst service, for people immediately reverse the attack and start a run on 
the banks in order to encash their deposits. 

The circulating medium suffers a shock which puts out of circulation a mass 
of monetary substitutes. We witness the disappearance of the very basis for 
a credit economy, namely of the ability to replace the actual transfer of money 
by a mere promise to pay. The climax is reached when money itself disappears 
and trade gives way to stagnation. 

Payment by bills of exchange as good as vanishes, no-one takes bills, the 
acceptances of even the best houses are rejected. The trade in bills suffers 
similarly: there is a great shrinkage in the number of acceptances which can 
be discounted privately. People find it impossible to get rid of bills even at 
100% discount. The rates of discount quoted for the open markets should 
not lead one to assume that any appreciable sums of money had been available 
in these markets. In such times it is not rare for Central Banks to be the only 
buyers of bills. Contrary to all expectation this was the case in mid-1901 in 
Berlin when the Leipziger Bank failed. The Reichsbank was then the only 
institution which was really buying bills freely, whilst the big mixed banks 
were either very reserved or refused to do so altogether. 

A sharp contrast to bills is presented by banknotes, although there is some 
difference between the notes issued by Central Banks and those of smaller 
banks. It would be impossible to find an instance, during an economic crisis, 
of a panic-like run to cash the notes of a Central Bank. One can say generally 
of notes issued by Central Banks that they circulate during crises and panics 
without encountering difficulties or distrust, and that they are treated just 
like the standard currency. 

Whilst banknotes are the money substitute least exposed to panics, this is 
not even remotely true of deposits, even though these do not fail quite as 
regularly or as nearly completely as does the bill market. A distinction must 
here be made between deposits made for payment purposes and capital 
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deposits. In contrast to the latter, there is no tendency for the former to be 
withdrawn during an upswing and during a panic; rather do they follow the 
opposite movement. The effect of a panic on deposits thus varies according 
to their nature. At the Bank of England there is generally an increase in deposits. 
The same happened at the Reichsbank during the threat of panic in the middle 
of 1901, although formerly a fall had been the rule here,, as in France. Such 
falls were, however, quite slight, did not really weaken the banks, nor were 
they the outcome of distrust. All other institutions are exposed to runs, even 
the biggest deposit banks and the mixed banks. Judging by the experiences of 
1901, the big German mixed banks are by no means immune against mass 
withdrawals of deposits, although one would have assumed that, so far as 
public confidence is concerned, they had acquired, in Germany, a position 
similar to that of the Reichsbank. Savings banks too are subject to panics and 
runs. There appears to be no record of a crisis leading to the failure of giro-
systems or of clearing-houses. 

The counterpart to the stagnation of credit is the hoarding of the standard 
currency. Money is the focus of a crisis and all measures are aimed at getting 
hold of money. The fear of parting with cash and the frequent acceptance of 
cash only—and the refusal of numerous substitutes—are the cause for the 
stagnation in trade. A rush for money breaks out which completely reverses 
the relationship between money and commodities that had prevailed during 
the upswing, and even more so during the time of overspeculation. Money 
alone is safe against the collapse to which all other goods succumb. Only the 
possession of cash protects one against the incalculable elements of the situation. 
Rates of interest leap upwards in order to tempt money out of its hiding-
holes, and yet it does not show up. It is not only necessitous speculators who 
are unable to obtain cash. The peculiarity of the situation consists in this that 
no-one and nothing enjoys any confidence, that all the world's eyes are fixed 
on money. The rush for cash makes the Central Banks try to attract bullion 
from abroad. This has often succeeded and become a means of lessening the 
tension. 

The difficulty of getting cash reaches its climax when there is a run on the 
banks. This forms the real focus of the crisis. No-one dares to speak of it, 
but everyone fears it and tries to prepare for it. A threatened or real run is in 
effect equivalent to the cessation of credit by the banks, i.e. to the loss of the 
last resort. 

Close to the run is the flow of money over the border, in the shape of bullion 
exports. For this to happen, the rates of exchange, which in times of crisis 
undergo exceptionally quick and strong fluctuations, must turn unfavourable. 
We need not demonstrate that the loss of bullion, when joined to an internal rush 
for money, must raise the tension to its utmost. One direct consequence may 
be that the banks find themselves unable to grant any credit at all. The internal 
run raises rates of interest to such a point that bullion begins to flow in from 
abroad. 
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Capital crises and company promotion crises do not give rise to any specific 
phenomena in connection with the credit crisis. Their special character leads 
to very numerous bankruptcies, the outbreak of which is heightened and 
quickened by the credit crisis. The events themselves do not reveal whether 
the crisis is a capital crisis or a company promotion one; this can only be 
learned by studying the origins. Stock Exchange crises and commodity crises, 
on the other hand, afford specific phenomena which allow one to recognize 
immediately the origins of the credit crisis. 

Security prices naturally form the centre of a Stock Exchange crisis. In 
studying their fall, a distinction must be made between speculative shares 
at one extreme and government securities at the other. The more a share has 
been the subject of speculation and affected by overspeculation, the more 
necessarily does its price collapse. This can be seen most clearly and certainly 
when the Stock Exchange crisis is accompanied by a capital crisis or a com-
pany promotion crisis. When enterprises collapse which had been held to be 
goldmines, when companies which had just announced high dividends are 
unable to meet their bills, the fall in their quotations knows no limit. The 
further back one goes, the worse were the excesses, and the falls in the prices 
of speculative paper in the crisis of 1720 are probably unrivalled. Government 
bonds, which have not had their prices raised artificially, fare better. Experience 
shows that their capital value rises because other opportunities for profitable 
investment suffer from the prospective recession, and because of the fall 
in rates of interest. If the price of such securities falls during a crisis, this is due 
merely to the insistent demand for cash, i.e. such a fall belongs to a credit 
crisis rather than to a Stock Exchange crisis. Even gilt-edged securities need 
an appreciable drop in prices to become a tempting purchase for timid cash-
holders. The fall in first-class government securities when the capital and 
money markets become rigid, represents the most aggravated form of the 
crisis. By contrast, we fmd light forms of crisis when such phenomena do 
not occur, and also cases when large and gigantic speculations are buried with 
a loud crash, and yet a ready market remains for good securities. The outer 
picture can be very variable, and this is why the process is susceptible to in-
fluence. The moderation of the speculative fever, correct behaviour by the 
banks, and good reserves can deprive a crisis of a great part of its devastating 
effect. 

A commodity market suffering from overspeculation is affected by the 
collapse of credit in a manner similar to that of a Stock Exchange. Here, too, 
there are grave and light cases. When, however, as is usually the case, prices 
have been intentionally driven up by the withholding of goods from the market 
and by the inordinate extension of credit, the collapse of credit leads to the 
sudden appearance on the markets of a mass of goods, and this necessarily 
makes for a sudden fall in prices. The effects of a crisis do not necessarily extend 
to all commodities, but a crisis is nevertheless the crest of a gigantic wave. 
Not all prices are carried down to a level below that prevailing before specula-
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tion became excessive. Although this level, too, had been the result of the 
upswing, a rise yet subsists for a number of goods. As on the Stock Exchange, 
some commodities recover soon, particularly those which had been most 
affected by overspeculation and therefore also by the crisis. Others continue 
to fall under the influence of the downswing and reach their nadir during the 
depression. 

The general state of the economy must suffer considerably from a crisis. 
The paralysis of money and credit, the inactivity of a large part of the banks 
and bankers, the daily bankruptcies and the fall in prices must extend their 
effects over the whole economy. The shortage of cash makes it impossible 
for some firms to pay out wages or to carry on at all; the bankruptcies cause 
great unemployment. From some crises we have reports of the most ingenious 
barters and similar procedures by which trade is kept going in the absence of 
cash. In the end, many things turn out to be less grave than indicated in the 
first alarms. The crisis itself, however, does not thereby become less harmful. 
The national economy is poorer by some enterprises carried away by the 
storm, which could have been saved if the crisis had been avoided and the 
follies of excessive speculation quietly liquidated. It is impossible to maintain 
the values ascribed to commodities during the period of overspeculation. It 
is in the nature of things that over-expanded credit must fmally fail. But 
the collapse of the whole economy, the outbreak of a crisis with its panic, 
its freezing of money and its holocaust of bankruptcies, these are not an in-
escapable destiny. The oft-heard phrase in praise of the cleansing effect of a 
crisis overlooks the hyenas of the battlefield devouring the life-blood of 
thousands and passes in silence over how much is needlessly destroyed by 
every crisis. To prevent and to soften a crisis is always worth the greatest 
efforts of men of good will. 

The Downswing. 
Profits cease rising or begin to fall. Aggregate income from property and 

business declines or makes only insignificant gains. Here too, the downswing 
often starts with a recession which may stretch over several years and get 
more and more intense, to be followed by a gradual revival. This is the course 
followed by the average dividends of all joint stock companies as well as 
by firms in the industries producing indirect consumption goods. The figures 
for other trades may show favourable or unfavourable divergences from this 
course, and this applies in even greater measure to individual firms which often 
pass their dividends and suffer losses. The prices of fixed-interest securities 
rise, and this frequently continues into the upswing. Should the downswing 
last long, reductions in interest rates will ensue. The fall in the discount rate 
continues for a long time; low points of 1 per cent and less have often been 
recorded. Since Central Banks started to follow a methodical policy, the bank 
rate is gradually reduced during a downswing. Only when an unfavourable 
balance of payment and unfavourable rates of exchange threaten a country's 
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bullion holdings, does a rise in the bank rate occur which does not correspond 
to the phase of the trade cycle. In such cases, the leading bank of issue exposes 
itself to the danger that the banking community and the Stock Exchange 
may not follow its lead, since the abundance of capital during a recession 
makes them independent of the bank of issue and tempts them to compete 
by lowering rates of interest. Under such conditions, it would be misleading to 
infer the general economic position from movements in the bank rate. 

The issue of securities as a whole declines gradually during a downswing 
and this movement shows but few deviations. The first year of the recession 
is often close to the last year of the upswing, but issues during the bottom 
year internationally amount generally to only 2 to s  of the peak figures. 
The range of movements was much smaller in Germany, but their irregularity 
much greater. Public loans follow the general movement much less regularly 
than in an upswing and reveal big irregularities and fluctuations. Towards the 
end of the downswing, there is an increasing frequency of conversions of 
loans to lower rates of interest, and this tendency lasts into the early stages 
of the upswing. The capital investments required by newly formed companies 
as well as by existing companies in transport, industry and banking fall already 
during the peak year of the upswing and continue to decline during the 
downswing, usually from year to year. This fall may reach s  to a of the 
former level, the decline being biggest in banking. The decline is followed by 
a slight revival. The issue of debentures increases during a downswing and may 
surpass that of shares. In Germany, the increase in the issue of debentures, 
which sometimes started towards the end of the upswing, continued without 
interruption into the downswing. During recent decades, the issue of mort-
gage bonds in Germany has regularly begun to increase as early as the first 
year of the downswing. The decline in, or the continuing low level of, total 
investment in investment goods is probably the most infallible mark of the 
slump. 

The bill-holdings of the banks of issue diminish, with constant fluctuations; 
the range between the annual maximum and minimum declines. The maximum 
holding of the Bank of England, during an upswing, fell in the next downswing 
to approximately z to 1, and even to that of the Bank of France to 4 to T

and even I that of the German banks of issue to to Since the 1870's, io, 3 3 
the averages have fallen at the Bank of England to t to -I, at the Bank of 
France to 3 to 4- ; the differences were much smaller at the Reichsbank. The 
decline or lowest level of bill-holdings usually lasted 1-2 years longer than 
was the case for the issue of shares. 

The cash reserves of the banks of issue increase during a downswing, and 
this continues often even at the time when more credit begins to be granted. 
Bullion holdings rose, from their lowest point in the peak year of the boom 
to their peak in the slump, by 50 to 1,000 per cent at the Bank of England, 
by 33 to 1,500 per cent at the Bank of France, and by 50 to 300 per cent at 
the German banks of issue. The very big ranges have ceased to recur since the 
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1870's, but bullion reserves are still sometimes doubled or trebled. Since 
the 1870's the yearly averages rose by 10 to 120 per cent at the Bank of England, 
by 33 to 50 per cent at the Bank of France, and by 14 to 67 per cent at the 
Reichsbank. 

When describing the phenomena of an upswing, we mentioned the diver-
gence between the movements of banknotes and of deposits. Where there was 
an increase during an upswing, there is generally a decrease during a down-
swing, and vice versa. However, the impetus of a rise in notes has often been 
so strong that even in periods when the note circulation had increased during 
the upswing, it would still continue to grow during the downswing, so that 
an increase in paper money took place which stretched over decades. This was 
notably the case in Germany until 1873, and there, as well as in France, since 
the 1890's. The deposits and credit balances of the German mixed banks 
mostly rose during a downswing. As the interest paid usually fell sharply, 
this indicates a great superfluity of capital and a lack of investment oppor-
tunities. 

The acceptances of German mixed banks fell regularly during a down-
swing, with a subsequent gradual revival within the scale of the preceding 
upswing. The movement of debit balances is not so regular. 

Indirect consumption declines during a downswing, corresponding to the 
fall in capital investment. In Germany, this is again seen most clearly for iron. 
Except for 1858, the consumption of iron always fell as soon as the downswing 
set in. This contraction usually lasted 1-2 years, and only once did it last for 
6 years (1874-1879). The extent of the decline has varied and has been 42, 
25, 4, 52, 13, 15, 11 per cent. The fall of 52 per cent occurred gradually be-
tween 1873 and 1879, but the difference between 1873 and 1874 amounted 
already to 30 per cent. This pronounced decline was followed by a second 
stage, which is marked by the cessation of the fall and the onset of a gradual 
revival up to the peak of the preceding upswing. During the 1860's, and in 
the 20th century, this stage lasted one year, but in the other periods since 1848 
it lasted 4, 2, 3, 5 and 4 years respectively. When preceded by a slump stretch-
ing over several years, the revival at first remained below the consumption 
of the first year or years of the downswing and approached the former up-
swing only during its last years. In the very severe depressions of the 1870's, 
1880's and 1890's, the revival never reached the previous peak at all. Next to 
the events on the capital market, the decline in iron consumption is the decisive 
phenomenon of a downswing. It was in the consumption, and not in the 
production of iron that the German downswing found expression. 

A downswing made itself less noticeable in the German consumption of 
coal. Here, more often than for iron, the first year of a downswing still 
showed an increase, but sometimes the decline started already in the last year 
of the upswing. The contraction continued for 1-2 years and was several 
times followed for one year by a revival which did not reach the peak of the 
preceding upswing. The extent of the decline is less than for iron; it usually 
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amounts to 6-7 per cent and never to more. During some downswings, 
however, coal consumption rose continuously, though less sharply than during 
the upswings, and there was thus no break in the continuity of the rise. 

The problem of ascertaining the facts about direct consumption is the same 
for a downswing as for an upswing and in neither case can any clear line be 
found. In Germany, the depression years 1858-1860, 1901, 1908, show an 
undoubted drop in the consumption of cereals, but the reverse development 
can be found in 1841-1844 and 1848. Meat consumption was lower in 1848 
than in any of the preceding 11 years, and rose only slowly during the next 
two years. In 1848 and 1849, the consumption of rice fell appreciably, that of 
sugar only slightly. In subsequent downswings, the consumption of rice and 
of sugar fell as frequently as it rose, but the periods concerned coincide only 
partly. The movement of prices in Hamburg of these secondary foodstuffs 
was a downward one during downswings except for the 1870's. Amongst 
luxury foods, only cocoa showed a pronounced fall of 20 per cent during the 
second half of the slump of the 1870's. The consumption of silk has stayed 
independent of cycles and has reached high, or even its highest, figures just 
in some downswing years. The stimulants, spirits and beer, rose during 
downswings more frequently than they fell (particularly in earlier times). 
The consumption of tobacco reveals no pronounced movements in down-
swings. Clothing suffered at least no clear deterioration in a downswing. 
Here, too, no clear tendency can be found, but in most cases one can never-
theless judge whether textile consumption was good or poor. In Germany, 
during the downswings at the end of the 1840's and the end of the 1850's, 
wool consumption was slight, but it was good during the downswings of the 
1870's, 1880's and 1890's. Cotton consumption was usually high during a 
downswing; in that of the 1870's it first rose and then fell. 

We have seen that during upswings there were considerable divergences 
between the movements in consumption and in production. These differences 
are accentuated during downswings and the German production figures 
frequently show little or no sign of the downswings. 

The course of German iron production during downswings was very 
uneven. We find the familiar line : a decline at the beginning of the downswing, 
and a slight revival during its second part. This happened on three occasions, 
the duration of a stage being 3 years each (1874 to 1879), 2 years each (1848 
to 1851), and 1 year each (1908-1909) respectively. On one occasion, the 
slight revival did not occur, its place being taken by an immediate surpassing 
of the preceding boom peak (1902). In discussing the upswings, we mentioned 
that the expansion sometimes extended beyond the upswing into a downswing. 
Occasionally, an insignificant contraction occurs for only one year towards 
the end of a downswing, so that the cyclical phases are effaced by a single 
large expansion. From 1850 to 1873, the rise was interrupted only by quite 
slight set-backs in 1860 (the third year of a downswing) and 1870 (a war year). 
Similarly, the expansion of 1877-1900 suffered only one slight set-back, 
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in 1886 (the fourth year of a downswing), and one standstill, in 1891 (the 
first year of a downswing). For these two 24-year periods, it is quite im-
possible to deduce from iron production the German business cycle, let alone 
the downswings. The expert may recognise the downswings in the slower 
rate of increase. This relative absence of big contractions in iron production 
during downswings, when the German consumption of iron fell heavily, was 
made possible only by shifting the main burden of fluctuations in demand from 
home production onto foreign trade. The German consumption of iron 
compares with home production as folllows : 

Year 
Consumption 
as percentage 
of production 

1847 181 
1849 121 
1858 154 
1860 119 
1865 115 
1868 94 
1873 132 
1879 68 
1890 84 
1895 68.6 
1900 89 
1902 62 

Up to the mid-1870's it was an exceptional year when net imports were 
not needed to meet home demand, and the shifting of the burden of fluc-
tuations in demand onto foreign trade consisted chiefly in covering abroad 
the increase in consumption during upswings. When, after this date, German 
home consumption could no longer regularly absorb German production, 
it was the burden of the reduced slump consumption which had to be shifted. 
From then onwards, the increase in net exports during a downswing came 
to be an important means for maintaining and expanding production in a 
slump and to ward off overproduction. Since this date, overproduction finds 
its expression in the rising figures of exports during downswings. 

In France and in England, the downswing normally began with a con-
traction in the production of iron, to be followed by a revival within the scale,
of the preceding upswing. In France, this contraction generally lasted 1 year, 
but on two occasions 3 years; in England twice 1 year, three times 2 years, 
once 3 years and once 4 years. The phases of the business cycles in the U. S. A. 
sometimes fall into somewhat different years, but every rise in production has 
so far been followed by a decline; this lasted 3 years in the 1870's, 3 years in 
the 1880's, 4 in the 1890's, and one year in both 1904 and 1908. In 1878-1879 
and in 1909, a gradual revival followed, whilst in the other downswings, 
the contraction gave way to an immediate rise above the preceding peak. 
Slumps were considerably longer in the 19th century than in the 20th. The 
severity of the decline during downswings is peculiar to American iron 
production: this amounted to 30 per cent in the 1870's, 28 per cent in the 
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1890's, and 38 per cent in the one year 1908. The biggest contraction in 
German iron production, that of 1873-1876, reached only 18 per cent. 

Still less noticeable than for iron are the effects of downswings on German 
coal mining. Only once, in 1848 for hard coal, was production lower than in 
the preceding year, and a year of revival was necessary before the previous 
peak could be passed. All other downswings leave no trace at all or merely 
lead to a halt in expansion for one or exceptionally two years. The annual 
rises were usually smaller during downswings than during upswings. In 
France and England, too, downswings were less noticeable in coal than in 
iron. The same is true of the U. S.A., where the biggest decline in coal mining 
amounted to 12 and 13 per cent. 

The increases in production during downswings must not hide from us 
the existence of overproduction, and this applies to coal as much as to iron. 
As we have indicated, consumption follows a different course. Even dis-
regarding this, however, we know from industrial history that increases in 
production are a means to lower costs and to counteract the effects of over-
production on individual firms, and that these expansions formed part of 
severe struggles about cartels, prices, quotas and foreign markets. The most 
continuous rise is shown by German lignite production. Nevertheless, Western 
Germany had in the boom year of 1910, notwithstanding a 15 per cent 
restriction in mining, stocks amounting to 11 per cent of annual output. 
This persisted throughout 1911; and only in 1912, with restrictions on pro-
duction being maintained, did stocks fall to one-third. The same applies to 
iron. Whilst a steady expansion in the production of iron took place from 
1877-1900 (with only a slight contraction in 1886), the figures for blast 
furnaces show that not inconsiderable contractions occurred in the total of 
working weeks, namely: 

1876-1879 from 9,219 to 8,952 
1882-1886 from 12,087 to 9,445 
1890-1893 from. 10,480 to 9,747 

The downswings of this period, which cannot be traced in current iron 
production, are clearly reflected in the total of working weeks. Output did 
indeed increase, but productive capacity grew faster through the building 
of new and bigger blast-furnaces. As a result, working time diminished 
during downswings, and the number of idle blast-furnaces grew. Cartels have 
altered the nature of overproduction. Production for stock has been reduced, 
whilst there has been a growth in the restriction of production, in the export 
of excess production and in production aimed at lowering costs. During 
the 1870's and 1880's, there were iron producers who, during downswings, 
had stocks of 25-33 per cent of their annual output, and this notwithstanding, 
in some cases, a 50 per cent restriction in production. However, even under 
the rule of the cartels, stocks have risen during slumps to 10-15 per cent as 
against z1 per cent and less during booms. 
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Food crops have already been discussed when dealing with upswings. 
What we then found for the production of stimulants, is also true during
downswings. In Germany, downswings were most marked in the production 
of spirits, whilst for tobacco this was true up to the early 1890's. 

The production of textiles is still more irregular during downswings than 
it is in upswings. The production of German wool yarns and woollen cloths 
usually began to contract already in the last or penultimate year of the upswing, 
and the most divergent movements occur during the course of a downswing. 
The contraction was followed three times by a revival stretching over several 
years without exceeding the peak of the preceding upswing. Such a revival 
may, however, be missing, or last only one year, or both decline and revival 
may fail to occur. This happened—similarly to the case of iron production—
after 1882, so that a continuous expansion took place from 1875-1889 with 
only insignificant breaks in 1885 and 1887. The 1890's witnessed strong 
annual fluctuations, no clear course developed, the contrast of the two cyclical 
phases failed to arise, and production during the downswing expanded and 
surpassed that of the preceding upswing.. The rise in the production of cotton 
yarns and cotton goods in Germany has often stretched far into a downswing 
or has lasted right through it. 

The general price index in Germany normally declined during a down-
swing, but since the 1880's, this fall set in, not at the start of the downswing, 
but only during its course. Prices fell, with fluctuations, or remained at a low 
level until the beginning of the upswing and exceptionally even up to the start 
of the boom. The decline was particularly severe in the slump during the 
period of the great fall in prices between 1874 and 1897, but it did not prevail 
at all in the short downswings of the 20th century which fell into a period of 
an equally general trend of rising prices. The average during an upswing, 
compared to the average of the subsequent downswing was, during 1852-1895 
as 100 to 102, 107, 92, 91, 94. Irregularities similar to those during upswings 
thus occur here too. The last year of an upswing compared to the last year 
of the subsequent downswing, was, from 1847-1909, as 100 to 98, 97, 109, 
77, 88, 90, 101, 105. Overproduction fmds its most general expression in the 
fall of the general price index. 

In Germany, during the 19th century, the prices of indirect consumption 
goods always began to fall in the first year of a downswing; in the 20th century, 
this price fall started in the second year of the first downswing, and did not 
occur at all during the second downswing. Indirect consumption goods form 
the only group which suffered a price fall in each of the five 19th century 
German downswings which are comparable to the preceding upswings. As 
a rule, this decline ceased a year earlier than that of the general price level. 
Thus the prices of indirect consumption goods went on falling whilst iron 
consumption had already started to rise, and, after the depression of 1901-1902, 
this fall continued well into the boom. The downswing after 1907 is unique 
in this respect : whilst the consumption of iron first contracted and then 
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revived, prices remained higher than in the last year of the upswing when they 
had bounded upwards. This phenomenon was entirely caused by the prices 
of hard coal and of steel and is therefore characteristic of the activity of cartels 
rather than of the nature of a slump. But whatever the cause may have 
been, it is a fact that in the 20th century prices kept less in step with the phases 
of the business cycles than formerly. With rare exceptions, the fall during a 
downswing was uninterrupted and continuous. From 1852-1895 the up-
swing compared to the downswing as 100 to 89, 90, 87, 82, 82. Thus, until 
that date, a downswing was always reflected in the price movements of 
indirect consumption. From 1847-1909, the last year of the upswings com-
pared to the last year of the subsequent downswing as 100 to 86, 82, 88, 56, 
79, 73, 98, 101.6 (1907 to 1909). This series is one of those which numerically 
reveal a downswing most clearly, apart from the decline in capital invest-
ment, interest rates and iron consumption. 

Of the five German downswings which, as regards price movements, I am 
able to compare as a group with their preceding upswings,Ittwo show a fall, 
but three small rises, for primary foods. Of the two falls, one lies within each 
of the two long periods of generally rising and generally falling price trends. 
The average index of the slump compared to the average of the preceding 
upswing, was 93, 114, 101, 84, 102. In five of six cases the last year of the 
downswing had a lower index than that of the last year of the preceding up-
swing: 83, 94, 102, 89, 79, 96. These two series show a far-reaching accord 
with developments we noted for the upswings. In three out of six slumps, 
a fall in prices coincided with the start of the downswing, but only once 
did the fall cover all, and nothing but, the downswing. As a rule, the move-
ments of prices cross those of the business cycle and no specially characteristic 
course can be traced. 

That the less essential foods kept in step with downswings is shown by the 
fact that in five out of six instances, a fall in prices coincided with the start 
of the downswing, and that this fall lasted, in four instances, exactly until 
the last year of the depression and twice until the first year of the upswing. 
These movements, however, mask heavy fluctuations, and only two of the 
five slumps had lower average indices: 100, 103, 110, 90, 94. The last years 
of the downswings, compared to the last year of the preceding upswing, 
were always marked by a fall in the index: 89, 92, 99, 98, 91, 89. 

This plethora of individual phenomena which appear to bear no relation to 
one another, is surely confusing, but also indispensable. It exemplifies the 
complicated nature of the condition which is called "overproduction". The 
facts must present themselves in so contradictory a manner, if that greatly 
varied nature of overproduction is to be made perceptible, which our analysis 
indicated earlier on. All those different kinds of overproduction co-exist. 
They criss-cross and unite to appear in strange shapes within individual 
industries, and these latter present us with totally different appearances. The 
overproduction of individual commodities, and of one commodity in different 
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countries and at different times, all differ from each other. In this regard, great 
changes have been brought about by the growth of cartels. As concerns the 
difference according to countries, let us quote just one example from the 
important iron industry to show how each of the leading capitalist economies 
bears its own characteristic mark in the overproduction of iron: in Germany 
the most far-reaching maintenance and expansion of production with forced 
exports; in England, over a long period, the stocking of pig iron, on which 
money is raised against warehouse receipts; in the U. S.A., a severe cut in 
production. Real insight can only be afforded by detailed research which is 
still in its infancy. So far, theoreticians have been much too apt to generalize 
from individual observation. Many apparent contrasts do not in fact exist, 
but are inferred by generalizing partial phenomena. They are pebbles which 
must be fitted into an all-embracing mosaic and need to be divested of their 
supposed contrariness. 

We regard the ideal upswing as unitary and consider all divergences to be 
obstacles and disturbances. Downswings and overproduction cannot be 
unitary; contrast forms part of their nature and their evolution. Overproduc-
tion can be linked to falling, stable or rising production, to falling, stable or 
rising prices, to contracting or expanding consumption, to the formation of 
stocks and the expansion of exports. None of these—which may appear to 
be a divergence from the "normal"—represents an infraction of the rules, 
but a different external form and development. 

Here, too, we must recognize—as we did for the upswings—that a different 
interplay of events makes downswings differ greatly. We know of downswings 
which lasted only one or two years, which were an interlude in the develop-
ment of the upswings enfolding them, and we know of others which filled a 
score of years and were interrupted by slight upswings. 

"IL The Phases and Stages of the Business Cycle. Cyclical Periods. 
Business cycles run in circles and it is therefore, in principle, immaterial at 

what point one starts to trace the circle. A study of the arguments—theoretical 
or practical—in favour of one or the other starting point, may lead to some-
what the following result. The theory must start with the upswing. In a free 
capitalist market economy, it is practically impossible to keep the production 
of investment goods in exact step with the formation of capital and the 
growth of needs; on the contrary, overproduction of investment goods and 
of indirect consumption goods is inevitable. This overproduction, which 
ends the upswing, must necessarily bring a downswing after it. It is not, on 
the other hand, absolutely necessary for a downswing to be followed by an 
upswing. Observation shows that this has so far been the case, but one can 
conceive of the upswing not occurring. From the point of view of theory, 
it is therefore indicated to start with an upswing when discussing the cycle. 
There is also a practical argument in favour of such a course. The fundamental 
question is overproduction. This starts towards the end of an upswing and 
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drags on into the-downswing, and it is therefore best discussed in starting from 
an upswing. On the other hand, there is the disadvantage that this procedure 
disrupts the transition from a downswing to an upswing. This is all the more 
awkward since the change from a downswing to an upswing represents in 
fact much more of a gradual transition—with the absence of completely 
rigid limits—than does its cyclical counterpart. To compensate for this, we 
start the following outline of the cyclical movements with the downswings, 
having proceeded from the upswings in our main discussion. A crisis must 
always be placed after an upswing, since it can arise only from the excesses 
of the latter. To start with a crisis would thus be pointless and would afford 
no other advantages.--Up to now, our discussion has described the detailed 
characteristics of the cyclical phases/The following model tries to indicate the 
phenomena characteristic for each stage. This is a theoretical outline, represent-
ing a kind of ideal cycle, which naturally involves some generalization and 
disregard of differences. It has, however, been closely based on historical 
evidence and should help to ascertain the stage at which a national economy 
finds itself at any given moment. In fact, however, variety is so manifold that 
it will sometimes remain doubtful to which stage of the cycle a given year is 
to be ascribed. The great diversity—which should always be stressed—ex-
tends also to the divisions of the cyclical phases, to the interplay of individual 
phenomena and to the moment of their occurrence. To ascribe whole calendar 
years to a given stage of the cycle is, of course, a further simplification. A 
more precise delimitation, however, would often have to be arbitrary, par-
ticularly for the earlier periods. 

Downswing 
or 

Depression 

Upswing 

Schematic model of cyclical phases and stages 

Recession or slump Decline in investment, iron consumption, iron production, 
rates of interest. 

1st revival Iron production, iron consumption, investment cease to 
decline and start a slow upward movement. 

2nd revival Greatly increased investment, particularly in ordinary 
shares. Iron consumption approaches the peak of the 
previous boom. 

Boom Rising rates of interest; iron consumption surpasses the 
previous peak. 

Capital Capital is difficult to find: investment declines, rates of 
Scarcity interest are high, share prices recede, residential building 

declines, iron consumption contracts. 

Crisis Collapse of credit, numerous suspensions of payment. 

Up to now, every cycle has been dominated by either the upswing or the 
downswing, i.e. one was longer than the other. Furthermore, several similar 
cycles always follow each other, i.e. sometimes those where the years of up-
swing predominate and at other times those where the years of downswing 

F 
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are more numerous. Whole decades are therefore filled predominatingly 
by years of upswing or by years of downswing. A period of time consisting 
of similarly stressed cycles is a cyclical period, either a period of prosperity 
or a period ofdepression. The century of business cycles is covered by cyclical 
periods : 1822-1842 a period of depression, 1843-1873 a period of prosperity, 
1874-1894 period of depression, 1895-1913 period of prosperity. A short 1 
description of these cyclical periods is given in the next section. 

IV. The History of Business Cycles since 1822. 
1822-1842: Tugan-Baranowsky maintained that if the "Industrial Re-

volution" were to be tied to some defmite period of history, then the second 
quarter of the 19th century would be a more appropriate time than the end 
of the 18th. In my opinion, the 1820's represent at any rate the beginning of 
the truly capitalist business cycle. 

Since about 1822, England experienced a regular, characteristic upswing: 
loanable funds finding no outlet, low rates of interest, investment in invest-
ment goods (particular mention is made of mines, iron foundries, factories, 
ship-building, canals, gas-works). Exogenous stimuli seem to have been given 
by good harvests in 1820/22, and by the achievement of political independence 1 
by the Spanish and Portuguese States in South America. Speculation seized 
hold of these new markets and of company promotion (e.g. South American 
gold and silver mines). The funds seeking investment found at first no home 
in industry, and the London capital market was dominated by exceptionally 
large issues of loans on behalf of a motley of governments. These loans paid 
for the expanding British exports. Unrestrained speculation in securities assumed 
great dimensions. While prices had risen only slightly up to 1824, commodities 
too succumbed to excessive speculation in 1825, above all raw cotton. As a 
result of this shift in prices, imports increased greatly in 1825, and exports 
declined. Exchange rates being unfavourable, a general economic crisis broke 
out. In June 1825, the Stock Exchange began to weaken; October saw the 
beginning of bank failures and of suspensions of payment by big merchant 
firms; December was full of panic and numerous bankruptcies, and a com-
modity crisis followed in January 1826. A poor banking policy had favoured 
speculation and had led to the exhaustion of reserves, and now aggravated 
the crisis by refusals to grant credits. A return to generous credits had an 
immediate reassuring effect. The Banque de France had come to the aid of the 
Bank of England with a large loan. 

Remnants of the crisis still prevailed during the first half of 1826. Over-
production and the slump seem to have been severe and to have lasted long, 
and were aggravated in 1828-1831 by poor crops. In 1829 bankruptcies 
increased considerably. People tried vainly to counteract the fall in prices 
and profits by improving production methods (iron smelting, spinning, 
power looms), and by expanding output. The iron foundries therefore went 
on to restrict production in 1829 and to conclude price agreements in 1832. 
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udging by bank returns, a similar tendency prevailed in France, but in a 
nilder form. 1825 remained free of crisis. The July revolution brought about 

specific disturbance in 1830. 
Available , descriptions do not indicate exactly when the new upswing 

tarted in England. The price-fall continued into 1832. 1834 must be taken to 
lave been a year of boom. Very good crops in 1832-1836 marked the start 
>f the upswing and accompanied its whole duration. Great stimuli are said 
o have been afforded by British and American railway building, the spread 
)f- the power loom, and the extraordinary increase in British exports to the 
J. S. A. The latter was made possible by British investments and credits. As 
n the previous upswing, the supply of funds was at first so great that foreign 
oans came to the London market in very large quantities. They soon became 
Ln object of overspeculation which, in May 1835, led to a preliminary crisis 
ni the Stock Exchange. Company promoters concentrated on railway com-
panies (including American ones) and on the newly authorised Joint Stock 
Deposit Banks; they soon indulged in overspeculation and in frauds, and drove 
hare prices up artificially. Merchants too, in particular the export trade to 
:he U. S. A., indulged in overspeculation, abused credit and issued worthless 
pills of exchange. Nevertheless, speculative excesses were, in all fields, smaller 
han in the 1820's. In 1836, capital began to be short. The newly-founded banks, 
is also the Bank of England, had again stimulated speculation by an obtuse 
:redit policy. The Bank of England, however, although greatly weakened, 
:ompletely retained its ability to act, and was always willing to lend. The 
Bank even undertook to give heavy support to two tottering big banks, and, 
ater on, to the leading export merchants to America, and thereby prevented 
he outbreak of a real panic. Only in Ireland did a bank failure in November 
L836 start a panic with a run on the banks. The upswing had been greatly 
ximulated by investments and railway construction in, and exports of goods 
:o, the U. S. A., and it was that country which also provided the external 
;hock that led to the collapse. A large-scale speculation in state lands had taken 
place there, which was carried on mainly on credit. The capital needed for the 
required cash payments was borrowed by speculators from the note-issuing 
yanks, which promptly recovered these funds in the form of Government 
leposits. British capital and an immense note issue—not least by the then 
Central Bank of Issue, the Bank of the United States—fomented speculation 
dso in all other fields. The President of the U. S. A. put an end to credit ex-
:esses when, in July 1836, he withdrew government deposits from the issuing 
yanks, and refused to renew the right of note-issue to the Central Bank. The 
:redit restrictions thus brought about led to the outbreak of a panic and to 
:he procurement of bullion supplies from England. Their rates of exchange 
laving been unfavourable even before this event, the Bank of England now 
-aised its discount rate and credit thereupon became difficult also in England. 
The second half of 1836 was filled by crises on the Stock Exchange and in 
:ompany promotion, and by difficulties of the country bankers. In March 1837, 
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commodity prices began to fall drastically: and this fall continued until the 
middle of the year. Thanks to the Bank of England, this commodity crisis too, 
which culminated in Anglo-American trade troubles, did not lead to any panic. 

The depression became aggravated without, however, bringing any 
relaxation to the capital market. The American situation showed all the signs 
of a capital crisis, and this was true also of England, since the American new 
issues were based on British capital. England continued to be flooded with 
American securities until 1839. Conditions on the British capital market and 
money market were worsened by the crop failures of 1838 and 1839, by the 
continuation of the crisis in the U. S. A., and by a fresh American speculation 
in cotton. This raw material so important for England was thereby made so 
costly, that the cotton industry started to restrict production. The Bank of 
Belgium failed in the autumn of 1838, and a panic broke out in Belgium and 
France at the beginning of 1839. In the summer of 1839, the bull speculation 
in cotton crashed, having to cope with enormous stocks. This brought about 
almost 1,000 bank failures in the U. S. A., whilst the English gold reserve was 
so impaired by July that the Bank of England had to borrow £24 million in 
Paris, Amsterdam and Hamburg. As an after-effect of the crisis, the number 
of firms suspending payment rose strongly in England even in 1840 and the 
U.S. Courts had to deal with about 34,000 bankruptcies involving a total of 
441 million dollars from August 1841 to March 1843. The depression lasted 
until 1842. 

Whilst in 1836-1839 England, France and the U.S. A. stood at the end of 
a great upswing and of a widespread speculative fever, no such large-scale 
movements were to be found in Germany's development, which proceeded 
slowly along traditional lines. The main structure of a free internal market 
was indeed created, some new industries founded, especially the beet sugar 
and distillers' industries, others improved and expanded—e.g. the production 
of iron, cotton goods and cigars—and transport developed. A general increase 
in activity is unmistakable, but no revolutionary changes took place. The 
accounts of the banks show an upswing, without, however, any enthusiastic 
spirit of enterprise, but rather in connection with the notable abundance 
of money. The movements of the rate of interest show similar tendencies on 
the capital market. From the middle of the 1830's onwards, numerous public 
loans were converted from 4 to 312- per cent. This movement is all the more 
remarkable, since it was not disturbed by the crisis on world markets during 
1836-1839, which at times raised the London discount rate for the best bills 
to 15-18 per cent. Germany was obviously very little connected with move-
ments in world markets, and its economy clearly rested on foundations be-
longing to a different stage of evolution. Germany did not, however, remain 
completely unaffected by the world market situation. The years of crisis 1836 
and 1839 can be clearly traced in the bank returns, and conditions abroad were 
reflected also in changes in the rates of interest. But no crisis occurred. This is 
true even of Hamburg, although this outpost of Germany was involved in 
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greater measure. Thanks to its restrained credit policy, Hamburg suffered 
in 1836/37 only through external influences, but did not itself give any occasion 
for a crisis. The collapse of commodity prices and the foreign bankruptcies 
did indeed cause serious losses, but no important firm failed. In 1839, the 
heavy English grain imports led to big transfers of money and bills of ex-
change, which largely went through Hamburg and there caused, in August, 
a quickly passing squeeze. Although during this time there were days when 
no buyer could be found for even the best bills, nevertheless no panic prevailed, 
nor any far-reaching lack of confidence. The beginning of the fifth decade 
presented the same facade of economic calm in Germany as in the world's 
great trading nations, but whereas deep depression and a downswing prevailed 
amongst the latter, the slow upward movement continued in Germany. On 
the one side there was a reaction from great excesses; on the other, the calm 
of gradual evolution. 

If we assume the first cycle to have lasted from 1822 to 1831, then it consisted 
of 4 years of upswing and 6 of downswing. The second cycle would then 
comprise 1832-1842, of which 5 were years of upswing and 6 of down-
swing. The whole 21-year period 1822-1842, containing two full cycles of 
10 and 11 years respectively, would thus have had 9 upswing and 12 down-
swing years. Upswing stood to downswing in the relation of 1:1.33. The first 
cyclical period was a period of depression. 

1843-1873 : This period was marked by the preponderance of upswing 
years as compared to those of downswing, and was thus a period of prosperity. 
Judging by German conditions, 21 of these 31 years belonged to upswings and 
only 10 to downswings. The three decades start in 1843 with an upswing and 
end in 1873 with another such; they comprise 31 cycles, namely 4 upswings 
and 3 downswings. The upswings lasted 5, 6, 5 and 5 years respectively, the 
downswings 4, 4 and 2 years. If we reduce the 21 upswing years in the pro-
portion of the upswings to the downswings, i.e. of 4 to 3, then the upswing 
years are to those of downswing as 1 to 0.57. As a result of the preponderance 
of upswings, the whole period is marked by rising prices and rates of interest. 
Its external accompaniment was an increase in gold production which began 
in 1848/49. The period was one of triumphant progress of fully-fledged capi-
talism. The change-over of the spinning industries to the new technical 
processes of production had indeed already been carried out in England in 
the main, but not in other countries, and for weaving this transformation was 
still to come. The same was true for mining and the production and working 
of iron, for railroad construction and for steamships. Agriculture was develop-
ing. The new towns of large-scale industry set house-building big tasks; the 
old merchant and capital cities were no less active owing to improvements, 
and all of them had to be equipped with water and gas supplies. 

The new upswing began with good crops and the opening up of the 
Chinese market brought about by the Anglo-Chinese peace treaty. It is true 
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that the latter market did not fulfil expectations and it did not become of 
importance for the course of the upswing. The great task was to build Europe's 
railroads. The good results of the first railways spoke strongly in favour 
of these constructions which became the main field for investment. The 
movement very soon succumbed to overspeculation, promotions were over-
hasty and very numerous, and the prices of railway shares were driven very 
high. This excessively speculative activity already collapsed in the autumn 
of 1845 in a crisis which, hoWever, remained a limited one and hardly affected 
other fields of activity. The boom starting in 1845 is remarkable by the fact 
that it was accompanied by poor harvests and by grave crop failures. 1845 saw 
the outbreak of a potato blight, which caused an unprecedented crop failure 
in the first year and a poor yield in the second year. The corn harvest was poor 
to average in 1845 and a failure in 1846. The position of the working class 
became extraordinarily difficult, and conditions often arose, which are termed 
famine conditiong. Finally cotton, too, suffered from a crop failure which 
greatly increased the cost of this important raw material and led to output 
restrictions. The consequence was a severe pressure on the consumption not 
only of foodstuffs but also of manufactured consumers' goods. In many 
places, the latter suffered a pronounced contraction, the greatest being in 
Germany. Indirect consumption, however, was not lowered thereby, but 
continued to expand, thus affording an important historical example of the 
independence of an upswing from direct consumption. So far, events had 
mainly taken the same course in all Western Europe for all fields discussed 
above, although there were differences in degree. The capital scarcity which 
began in 1847 was similarly universal, and, together with overproduction, 
dominated the position everywhere. Only England experienced in this year 
overspeculation and a crisis, and these sprang from special exogenous causes 
and were not the result of the boom. Peel's Bank Charter Act had prompted 
the Bank of England first to grant excessive credit, and, later on, to refuse it 
entirely. As a result, credit became exceedingly tight in April, and a crisis 
followed in the autumn. Since January 1847, the corn shortage had induced 
overspeculation, linked with excessive credit and the accumulation of stocks, 
and in May all this began to collapse. Slow transport and communications 
made it possible for great quantities of corn to go on arriving even when these 
imports, the prospects of a good crop, and finally the crop itself had already 
brought about a severe fall in prices. The abundant yield of the harvest was 
unable to counteract the capital scarcity and the overproduction, but it did 
influence the outbreak of the crisis. The panic prevailing in September and 
October was laid when, at the end of October, the Bank Act was suspended 
and thus the certainty afforded that credit could be obtained. 

The downswing was complicated and aggravated by the revolutionary 
movement. The recession which was in full swing early in 1848 was thereby 
intensified, especially in France and in Germany. In March and April, both 
countries experienced a great shortage of credit. In France, the convertibility 
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of bank-notes was suspended, Hamburg had to form a discount association, 
in Berlin, in the Rhineland and in Westphalia large amounts of bank-notes 
were presented for encashment and the Prussian Bank found itself obliged to 
have recourse to Government credit in order to satisfy the exceptional demands. 
In June, the Bank was able to start repaying this loan, and by the end of the 
year the emergency was liquidated, as also in Hamburg the discount association. 
In France, the legal suspension lasted until August 1850, but the Banque de 
France had already partially resumed cash payments in.July 1848. The down-
swing lasted four years, of which the first two were years of recession. As a 
result of the political insecurity, there was a flight of capital, especially from 
France and Germany to England, and still more to the U. S. A., which ceased 
only with the beginning of the boom in 1854. Particularly large falls in share 
prices and other losses are reported to have occurred for the English railway 
companies. Commodity prices did not fall much. For Germany, taking 
1847 =100, the general index was 94 in 1848 and 1849, 98 in 1850, 97 in 1851. 

In 1847, Germany was spared overspeculation and the crisis, even though 
minor disturbances occurred in Southern Germany and in Hamburg. Germany 
did, however, fully and energetically participate in the upswing movement 
of this period. Quite special conditions prevailed during this upswing, which 
was marked by a fall in direct consumption both in quantitative and in quali-
tative terms. The growth in population was slowed down by increasingly 
large emigration, not to mention the fall in the birth-rate during years of a 
high cost-of-living. On the other hand, savings bank deposits increased con-
stantly and at a rate far exceeding that of the growth in population. Production 
was directed, not towards consumer goods, but towards investment goods, 
the purpose being to transform industrial plant and to build a network of 
transport. The large scale of this process is shown by a comparison with other 
countries. In 1845, the length of railroad in operation was 3,277 km. in Great 
Britain and Ireland, 2,315 in Germany, 883 in France, 728 in Austria-Hungary. 
It should be borne in mind here that Germany was at that time a country 
with sparse rather than abundant capital resources and that big investments 
must, in the main, have been financed internally. The great capitalist countries 
of that time, in particular Britain and France, had not yet completed the same 
evolution, but were in the very midst of it. England, in particular, can hardly 
have made any important investments in Germany during these years. English 
records of this upswing speak of investments in America, the Far East and 
even in France, but not of any in Germany, nor do the German records mention 
any particular English aid. Big investments and large indirect consumption 
would certainly not have been possible except at the cost of direct consumption. 
Capital formation was partly the result of a reduction in direct consumption. 
Conditions during 1843-1847 therefore present only one half of the true 
picture of the upswing, for, whilst indirect consumption enjoyed a great 
expansion, there was no improvement, but rather a deterioration, in the direct 
satisfaction of wants. At the same time the growth in population was slowed 
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down. The whole period 1843-1852 Was coloured by radical economic and 
political changes. It suffered from natural catastrophes, potato blights, the 
failure of corn and cotton crops, and ran its course amidst suffering and 
privations and much discontent. It must be regarded as a stage of historical 
evolution, for it was not a disease but the transition of Germany to a new way 
of life. 

The gold discoveries in California (1848) and Australia (1851) are thought 
to have acted as a strong exogenous stimulus to the upswing starting in 1852. 
Even before the crisis of 1857 broke out, Newmarch had carefully studied the 
effect of these discoveries and had stressed the importance of the demand of 
the new territories for goods rather than that of the influence of the new gold 
on the monetary systems of the old world. These uninhabited areas attracted a 
stream of immigrants, and had to get from elsewhere not only all their articles 
ofcurrent consumption, but also all their capital equipment. Tugan-Baranowsky 
estimates British exports to Australia during the 1850's to have been on the 
average twice as high as those to France, and thus to have been inferior only 
to those sent to the U. S. A., Germany and India. A reinforcement of capital 
by good crops cannot have been any stimulus for this upswing, for the first 
years of the decade are said by Schdffle to have been years of crop failures. 
On the other hand, the latter, and the subsequent interruption of Russian 
supplies by the Crimean War, led to high prices, and Schaffle ascribes a con-
siderable importance to this rarely seen prosperity of agriculture. The U. S. A. 
was a highly favoured field for investment, great attractions being offered by 
the Californian discoveries, railway construction and the grain exports 
called forth by the Crimean War. In the Old World, railways, steamships 
and telegraphs were the chief items of interest, but the technique and organisa-
tion of all production was being rapidly improved. The first big mixed banks 
were being formed on the Continent, modelled after the Credit Mobilier 
founded in Paris in 1852. In Germany, a number of note-issuing banks were 
also being started. The Crimean War which broke out in 1853, stimulated 
more than it hindered the boom which started in 1854. The absence of un-
favourable reactions on the money market was ascribed to the new gold. Apart 
from the stimulus and the profits of the war economy, the shifts in world 
trade and the attention paid to new lands contributed not a little to widen the 
sphere of the upswing. This is one of the factors that make this upswing 
represent an important stage in history. It widened the geographical scope of 
the business cycle no less than it transformed the economic environment by 
the progress made towards advanced capitalism. Its six-year course was of a 
length not hitherto observed and which was experienced again only half a 
century later. As early as the summer of 1856, a capital scarcity began to be 
noticeable, which led to a fall in prices that continued till the end of 1857. The 
causal connection between the crisis of company promotion and the capital 
crisis was plain to see and was not free of fraud. The greatest sins had again 
been committed in the railway world, especially in the U.S.A. Paris had 
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been the centre of Stock Exchange speculation. Good European crops and the 
signing of the peace lessened American purchasing power which had been 
generated by the grain exports. Sales fell appreciably, and from the end of 
1856 to July 1857, overspeculation developed in goods, the prices of which 
were forced up by accumulations of stocks and the abuse of credit. Just as in 
1847, the good European crop was unable to counteract the capital scarcity 
and overproduction, but by lowering grain prices, it started an abrupt price-
fall in August 1857. A crisis of company promotion and a commodity crisis 
broke out in the U.S.A. Bankruptcies and panics were extreme until the end 
of October and, by raising interest rates, led to gold shipments from Europe. 
The reactions—in the form of bankruptcies and panics—reached England at 
the end of October, and Hamburg at the end of November. The Bank Act 
had to be suspended again to allow an increase in the fiduciary issue, and in 
Hamburg one emergency measure followed the other. Norway, Sweden and 
Denmark also had a four-weeks' panic, Vienna a shorter one, whilst the rest 
of Germany contained no centres of excessive speculation in goods although 
bankruptcies broke out in numerous places. The accumulation of stocks and 
overspeculation had been relatively less in Paris, and a commodity crisis was 
Avoided there. Switzerland and the Netherlands were free of credit inflation, 
but South America and Australia were finally caught in the grip of the 
crisis. The extent and intensity of the crisis reached a degree previously 
unknown. 

The upswing until 1857 represents a turning-point in the handling of the 
discount rate. The usury laws, with their maximum rate of 5 per cent, having 
been repealed in England in 1833-1839, the Bank of England raised its rate 
in 1839 to 6 per cent against 4 per cent in 1838, and in 1847 to 8 per cent 
against 21-31 per cent in the preceding years. But it was in the 1850's that 
the rate was first raised to 10 per cent, after having stood already—and this 
is the important fact—at 7 per cent in the two preceding years. With correct 
insight, the suspension of the Bank Act was always made conditional on a 
high minimum rate of interest. In 1847, the Banque de France still thought 
itself to be doing something extraordinary when, following an increase by the 
Bank of England, it raised its own rate from 4 per cent to 5 per cent for the 
first time in 27 years; in 1857, it went to 7 per cent. The Prussian Bank too, 
which in 1848 had only raised its rate from 4 and 4-21- to 5 per cent, raised it 
to 71- per cent in 1857. 

The 1858-1861 downswing lasted four years, of which two can be regarded 
as years of slump, the other two as a first revival. 1861 and 1862 are ambiguous 
in certain important respects, but it is probably right to regard the earlier as 
belonging to a first revival and downswing, and the later one to a second revival 
and upswing. Immediately after the crisis, England was able to find in India a 
substitute for the weakness of the North American market. The average price 
(general index) of the downswing was higher than that of the preceding 
upswing; in Germany, it amounted to 102 as against 100. 
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The start of the next upswing, which can be dated as 1862, took place in 
the early days of the American Civil War (1861-1865). Like earlier wars, 
this brought about great shifts in world trade, but the stopping up of some 
routes and markets was outweighed by the creation of new relationships and 
the awakening of hitherto dormant regions. The loss of American cotton, 
the "cotton famine", and the rise in price from 54 to 221 during 1860-1864, 
favoured Egypt, India and Brazil, which began to supply raw cotton in 1863. 
Before that, cotton stocks had supplied the market. Nevertheless, the cotton 
industry was forced to restrict production severely, without thereby arresting 
the upswing. To some extent, the other textile industries proved to be a com-
pensation. The victory of free trade lent impetus to the upswing. Building, 
the extension of productive equipment and the founding of new businesses 
expanded sharply, and foreign trade grew in an hitherto unknown degree. 
The railway companies again played a leading part and fmanced their con-
structions in England by bank credits. The claims made on the money market 
were so great that serious difficulties arose in the second half of 1863. The 
French Bank Rate rose to 7 per cent in November 1863, and to 8 per cent in 
May 1864. The rate of the Bank of England had reached 8 per cent as early as 
January 1864, and was 9 per cent from May to July and from September to 
December. The Prussian Bank set its discount rate at 7 per cent in October 1864 
for 3 months. A regular war developed between the great note-issuing banks, 
the first, apparently, of its kind. In 1865, a fresh stimulus was afforded by the 
revival of trade with the U. S.A. following the end of the Civil War. On the 
other hand, the position was simultaneously made more difficult by poor 
corn crops in Europe and by poor cotton crops in India and the U. S. A. 
1866 bore the usual marks of an upswing drawing to its end, and in England 
the production of pig iron even started to contract. Nowhere, however, did 
any overspeculation prevail which need have led to a crisis; company pro-
motion was perhaps most nearly affected. Nevertheless an acute shortage of 
credit broke out in London in May 1866. In the absence of overspeculation, 
there was no crisis, but only stringency. On May 11th 1866, one of the biggest 
London discount houses had to suspend payments, having taken too many bad 
bills. The failure of one of its supporting pillars brought about the crash of the 
whole credit structure. A general panic broke out, and, in order to restore 
confidence, the Bank of England had once more to be freed from the con-
straints of the Bank Act—for the third time since the latter's enactment. 

Germany had experienced a great upswing, and capital began to be scarce 
as early as 1865. Big investments in foreign securities and poor crops exercised 
an unfavourable influence on exchange rates, and during the second half 
of the year the needs of industry were enhanced by the reopening of the 
American market. From October 1865 to February 1866, the discount rate of 
the Prussian Bank stood continuously at 7 per cent. The banks were con-
siderably weakened when mobilisation began in May 1866, which, together 
with the English panic, induced the Prussian Bank to raise its rate to 9 per cent. 
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However, no panic followed in Germany. A certain lack of confidence did 
indeed arise, masses of Prussian notes came from Southern Germany to be 
presented both at private banks and at the Prussian Bank, prices of securities 
fell, capital fled abroad thus raising rates of exchange, and numerous bank-
ruptcies occured in the provinces. All this, however, was not so strong and 
sudden as to bring trade to a stop. The rise in the rate of interest and the 
tightening of the money market produced an immediate sharp fall in exchange 
rates. For weeks, businessmen had prepared for all eventualities, and when 
war did break out in June 1866, all adjustments had been completed. There 
was no collapse, but only a shrinkage in business and in trade, such as must 
necessarily be brought about by warfare within one's own country. The 
speedy termination of the war brought liquidity to the money market in the 
next few months. By the end of the year, the discount rate had fallen to 
4 per cent, complete stagnation prevailed and the downswing had reached 
its nadir. 

The downswing was brief and light. Its duration of only two years, 1867 
to 1868, had known no precedent up to then. Prices continued to rise. The 
average index number of the downswing as compared to that of the preceding 
upswing was in Germany as 107 to 100. In 1867, the Credit Mobilier crashed 
in France. Under the influence of the low rates of interest, the first British 
Investment Trust was founded in 1868. 

The upswing of 1869-1873 was the continuation of the preceding one, 
for the downswing during 1867/68 was merely an interruption in one single 
big upward movement. In England, the production of pig iron exceeded the 
peak of the preceding upswing as early as 1868. In Germany the expansion 
of pig iron production had not been interrupted at all by the downswing, 
the contraction of iron consumption having led only to a reduction in imports. 
In both countries expansion immediately became vast and attained a scale 
not previously observed. The details for Germany, which I have been able to 
study more closely, show that the stage of the second revival was omitted 
here, and that the first revival in 1868 was immediately followed by the boom 
in 1869. The U. S.A. participated equally in this movement, not least through 
the import of capital and goods from Europe, particularly from England. A 
specially wide field was again offered by railway construction which fell into 
the hands of unscrupulous company promoters, some indeed being downright 
swindlers. On September 23rd, 1869, New York experienced its Black Friday 
of evil memory. Money had been reduced to a paper standard by the Civil 
War. This had led to gigantic speculations and fraudulent transactions in gold, 
one of which crashed on this day. A wild speculative fever and men with the 
instincts of animals of prey dominated the New York Stock Exchange and 
much of the railway world. Large loans for small Mediterranean and American 
states made a special imprint on the London Stock Exchange. The Franco-
German war brought France an interruption which lasted several years, but 
which was over in less than a year in Germany, where it was overcompensated 
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However, no panic followed in Germany. A certain lack of confidence did 
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fell, capital fled abroad thus raising rates of exchange, and numerous bank-
ruptcies occured in the provinces. All this, however, was not so strong and 
sudden as to bring trade to a stop. The rise in the rate of interest and the 
tightening of the money market produced an immediate sharp fall in exchange 
rates. For weeks, businessmen had prepared for all eventualities, and when 
war did break out in June 1866, all adjustments had been completed. There 
was no collapse, but only a shrinkage in business and in trade, such as must 
necessarily be brought about by warfare within one's own country. The 
speedy termination of the war brought liquidity to the money market in the 
next few months. By the end of the year, the discount rate had fallen to 
4 per cent, complete stagnation prevailed and the downswing had reached 
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of pig iron production had not been interrupted at all by the downswing, 
the contraction of iron consumption having led only to a reduction in imports. 
In both countries expansion immediately became vast and attained a scale 
not previously observed. The details for Germany, which I have been able to 
study more closely, show that the stage of the second revival was omitted 
here, and that the first revival in 1868 was immediately followed by the boom 
in 1869. The U. S. A. participated equally in this movement, not least through 
the import of capital and goods from Europe, particularly from England. A 
specially wide field was again offered by railway construction which fell into 
the hands of unscrupulous company promoters, some indeed being downright 
swindlers. On September 23rd, 1869, New York experienced its Black Friday 
of evil memory. Money had been reduced to a paper standard by the Civil 
War. This had led to gigantic speculations and fraudulent transactions in gold, 
one of which crashed on this day. A wild speculative fever and men with the 
instincts of animals of prey dominated the New York Stock Exchange and 
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German war brought France an interruption which lasted several years, but 
which was over in less than a year in Germany, where it was overcompensated 
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by the impetuous course then taken by the boom. Per capita iron consumption 
rose in 1873 to 71.5 kg. as against 32.6 kg. in 1866. These years constitute 
Germany's "Founders' Period". This was fostered by the new Company Law 
which abolished the need for official permits in all cases other than railway 
companies and note-issuing banks. Overseas connections were extended, and 
all kinds of banks founded. Speculation turned mainly to railways, urban 
sites and residential building, but hardly any industry was left unaffected. The 
shares of a new kind of bank—brokerage banks—were a specially favoured 
object of gambling. Germany and Austria had never yet experienced any over-
speculation in company promotion or on the Stock Exchange, and these 
therefore now assumed the wild and unruly forms which are peculiar to their 
first appearance. The U. S. A. could indeed look back on a past full of ex-
perience in this field, but it continued to be a New Country and the land of 
betting and gambling. These three countries thus became the playground of 
one of the most severe crises. The spring of 1872 saw the height of speculation 
on the Stock Exchange, and in September-October, the prices of securities 
began to weaken. In January 1873, a big American railway loan, issued by the 
principal banks, suffered a complete failure on both sides of the ocean, thus 
making the shortage of capital apparent to all the world. It was in Vienna 
that the crisis on the Stock Exchange and in company promotion, linked with 
a panic, first broke out. On May 8th and 9th, 1873, the Vienna Stock Exchange 
was the scene of despair and fury. The crash and the fall of securities lasted 
five months. This development naturally affected all other centres, without, 
however, giving rise to any immediate panic. But in September, New York 
followed Vienna's example. For two months, great numbers of enterprises 
of all sorts now collapsed in Germany, but there was no panic. In all three 
countries it became clear that they were also faced by a capital crisis. Heavy 
gold shipments from England led in November 1873 to a few anxious days 
on the London Stock Exchange. A bad harvest was another unfavourable 
factor. With the exception of France, all highly developed capitalist economies 
had been the scene of more or less serious excesses in company promotion, 
and a reaction therefore followed everywhere. Commodity markets, on the 
other hand, had been unaffected by excessive speculation. 

1874-1894: In 1874 there was a reversal of the tendency underlying the 
cyclical movement. In the next score of years, the upswings no longer pre-
dominated, but the downswings. Judging by German conditions only 6 of 
these 21 years belonged to upswings whilst 15 were downswing ones. The 
period begins in 1874 with a depression .and ends with another in 1894; it 
comprises 21 cycles, 3 downswings and 2 upswings. The downswings lasted 
6, 5 and 4 years, the two upswings 3 years each. If we reduce the 15 down-
swing years in the proportion of downswings to upswings, i.e. by .3 to 2, 
then the upswing years when compared to the downswing ones were as 
1:1.7. The upswings were not only brief but also weak, and many important 
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boom phenomena failed to materialise. Omitting details which will be noted 
when discussing the individual upswings, we can say that generally the prices 
of government securities were not affected by the upswings. Such declines 
as they suffered did not occur during the years of upswing and were in reality 
merely less marked rises or slight reactions after particularly big increases. 
This indicates that the upswings made but moderate demands for capital. 
The slightness of the movements also led to their being less uniform in the 
different countries, particularly as regards iron production and short-term 
rates of interest. Overspeculation and crises became exceptions. The prevalence 
of downswings meant that prices and rates of interest had a generally falling 
trend during these two decades. Amongst exogenous influences were the fall 
in gold production which began in 1871/75 and continued until 1881/85 and 
the increasing restriction of the monetary role of silver. The agriculture of 
Western Europe suffered severe competition from agricultural countries which, 
with virgin soil, depreciated currencies and cheaper transport were able to 
lower prices appreciably. There was indeed no lack of very important industrial 
stimuli and tasks, such as the introduction of the Thomas-Gilchrist process 
in iron production, the drainage of cities, the construction of transcontinental 
railway lines in the U. S. A., and the capitalistic equipment of many minor 
overseas economies. Their weight, however, was dearly too light in the scale. 

The downswing of 1874-1879 is, with its 6 years, one of the longest 
known to students of business cycles, as well as the deepest. The whole 6 years 
must strictly speaking be called years of decline. In Germany, iron consump-
tion fell uninterruptedly from 1873 to 1879 to less than half of its former level. 
Only the fall in iron production ceased as early as 1877 and that in company 
promotions in 1878. The losses on security prices were enormous, real estate, 
houses and rents fell appreciably, unemployment assumed a large extent. In 
Austria, the state intervened to complete the railways which had been aban-
doned during construction. On the other hand, average prices during the 
downswing were only 8 per cent below those of the preceding upswing. 
England suffered because of defaults on most of the foreign loans which had 
been issued on a large scale during the preceding upswing. Britain had per-
mitted its exports to be paid for in debt certificates, and now discovered that 
the debtors had paid the interest out of capital and could not continue to 
service the loans without raising fresh capital. British exports now had to do 
without the British investment abroad which had formerly financed them. 
Bankruptcies increased greatly in England until 1879, and in 1878 several 
leading banks failed. The decline in iron production had indeed ceased already 
in 1874, but the slight revival of the following years never developed properly, 
and in the two last years of the downswing production fell again to the 
low point of 1874. In the U. S. A. iron production fell sharply until 1877, and 
experienced some revival only in 1878/79. This severe depression felt the 
reactions not only of the last overspeculation but also of the whole preceding 
sharp upward movement. This is shown by the divergent movement in France. 
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That country had not experienced the last four boom years, for it was only in 
1873 that the production of pig iron had again reached the level of 1869. Now, 
however, this revival continued slowly with only a short break in 1876-1878. 
But in 1879, there followed, here too, a decline which almost reached the level 
of 1873. France recovered extremely quickly from the consequences of the 
war and from the reparations, the importance of which were greatly ex-
aggerated. It is true that the legal rate was maintained for banknotes until 
1877, but this could really have been abolished sooner since convertibility 
had been resumed in part as early as the end of 1873, and in full at the end of 
1874. Paper money had been depreciated for only a brief period and only to 
an insignificant extent. The loans granted at first by foreign countries began 
to flow back after a very few years. 

The upswing of 1880-1882 was shorter than any previously known, and 
it was as weak as it was brief. In Germany, iron consumption rose so little 
during 1880 and 1881, that it remained less than during the depression years 
1874/76, and even in 1882 it was still 40 per cent lower than in 1873, equalling 
approximately that of 1874. Even when allowance is made for the fact that in 
1872 and 1873 iron imports, and therewith iron consumption, had gone up 
by leaps and by bounds, 1882 can nevertheless hardly be regarded as a boom 
year. The capital requirements of newly formed companies had doubled in 
1881, but had again fallen away completely as early as 1882. A true upswing 
was only noticeable in the volume of output, above all in coal and iron, and 
next in spinning (protective tariffs!). The average prices of the upswing were 
lower than those of the preceding downswing in the proportion of 93 to 100. 
Emigration began to become a flood. This was largely due to the good 
prospects in the immigration countries, but the lack of prospects at home were 
a contributory factor. The consumption of cotton and wollen goods fell 
markedly just during these years of upswing. The U. S.A. was once more the 
source of some strong stimuli. Here, the railways again presented a fruitful 
field which was seized by speculation and overspeculation. European invest-
ments and exports found here a quickly growing scope for activity. Britain 
had the lion's share, but other countries participated, amongst them Germany. 
The U. S. A.'s own production of pig iron doubled from 1879 to 1883. The 
only European country to experience overspeculation was France, as if she 
had to make up for a lost opportunity. Production of pig iron had risen by 
almost 50 per cent from 1879 to 1883. The wave of overspeculation originated 
mainly with one man who, hoisting a political flag, tried, by using the French 
and Austrian clerical parties, to create a counterweight to Jewish Finance. In 
the 18th century, Law had founded the Mississipi Company in order to carry 
out a plan of economic organisation; in the 1850's, the Pereire brothers had 
acted similarly with the Credit Mobilier. Following in their footsteps, Bontoux 
now created in Paris the Union Generale with political objects in mind. In 
Vienna, he set up the Osterreichische Ldnderbank, as a bank cartel. Like Law, he 
succumbed to gambling in his own shares. French legislation made it possible 
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for his companies to issue new shares before the old ones had been fully paid 
up, as well as to buy their own shares, and by following these procedures, 
he dug his own pit. In 1882, a Stock Exchange crisis broke out in Lyons, 
Paris and Vienna. The French money. market got into such difficulties that the 
Bank of England, reciprocating former similar services, had to come to the 
rescue with two gold shipments. In the U. S. A., the crisis followed in 1884. 

The downswing of 1883-1887, too, was notable for its long duration 
of 5 years. It is true that the downswings of the 1820's, 1830's and 1870's, had 
each lasted for 6 years, but, on the other hand, those of the 1840's and 1850's 
had not exceeded 4 years. Whilst, however, the preceding downswing had 
contained, in Germany, five years of recession and only one year of revival, 
that of the 1880's consisted of one year of recession and four years of revival. 
The chief characteristic of this period is the fall in prices which proceeded apace. 
In Germany, the average price index of this downswing compared to that of 
the preceding upswing as 91 to 100. It should be remembered that that up-
swing (1880-1882) had already witnessed a fall from 100 to 93 and the 
downswing preceding this (1874-1879) a fall from 100 to 92. 1882 compared 
with 1887 as 100 to 88. Overproduction in its various forms ruled the field. 
Judging by the production of pig iron, England was worst, and Germany least 
hit by this slump. From 1882 to 1886, iron production fell in England from 
8.59 to 7 million tons, in France (1883-1886) from 2.07 to 1.52 million, in 
the U. S. A. (1883-1886) from 6.62 to 4.04 million. In Germany, on the other 
hand, the production of iron expanded during the whole downswing, namely 
from 3.4 to 4 million tons, with but one break in 1886. There was also an 
appreciable expansion in the production of woollen yarns and woollen piece-
goods. Still more important for Germany was the rise in per capita iron con-
sumption from 51.5 to 57.7 kg., which went on continuously from 1884. 
Emigration was nevertheless great, owing to the pressure of falling prices 
and of the drop in personal incomes. Dwindling profits were responsible for 
the rise of cartels and of trusts. The revival started in the various countries at 
different times and in varying strength, but one may safely reckon the down-
swing as having lasted until 1887. 

The upswing of 1888-1890 lasted only three years, like its predecessor. 
In some countries it was more lively than the former one, but in others even 
less so. International statistics reveal that the issue of new securities had doubled 
already in 1886, but in 1887 investment dropped sharply, recovered again 
strongly in 1888 and reached in 1889 a level twice as high as that of 1886. 
In the last year of this upswing-1890—it shrank to less than half, a sign of the 
regular capital scarcity which was also evidenced in security prices and rates 
of interest. The capital requirements of the newly founded German companies 
show a similar relationship between the three years of this upswing. The total 
issue of securities in Germany was in 1888 double that of 1887, but it then 
slowly contracted. In the capital markets of that time, foreign investment 
played a big part in all countries rich in capital: Portugal, Greece, Mexico, 

' I. 
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the Argentine, Venezuela were prominent amongst importers of capital. In 
Germany, this development had started already during the preceding down-
swing and now expanded, but only half as strongly as aggregate investment. 
The Stock Exchanges everywhere became highly speculative. Some of the 
company promotion in new countries took on doubtful forms. A partly 
fraudulent overspeculation in the Argentine affected England in particular, but 
Germany too had participated. Owing to the low yields on domestic securities 
in Europe, foreign investment had attracted many small savers and rentiers. 
These suffered badly when most of these foreign securities went into default. 
As on similar earlier occasions, these loans served to furnish capital equipment 
to new territories; the big markets they thus offered to the old countries were 
particularly welcome to the industries for indirect consumption goods during 
these years when downswings and heavy overproduction prevailed. To some 
extent, however, this equipment was supplied at the cost of European capitalists 
both great and small (Baring Bros. and the Argentine; the Disco ntogesellschaft 
and the Venezuelan Railways). The production of pig iron increased every-
where, but without reaching the level of the preceding upswing either in 
France or in England, so that these two countries missed the boom. On the 
other hand, iron production more than doubled in the U. S. A. from 1886 
to 1891. Germany experienced after 1887 a considerable expansion in coal, 
iron and the textile industries. Most important, however, was the intensity 
in the rise of her own iron consumption after 1888, which in 1889 exceeded 
the previous peak of 1873. The consumption of textiles also expanded, with 
a peak in 1889. German index numbers indicate that prices during this 
upswing were unchanged when compared with the average of the preceding 
downswing. The general price index declined until 1888 and recovered only 
during 1889-1891 to about the level of 1880. In November 1890, the Argen-
tine troubles and crisis brought about the fall of Baring Bros. who had been 
the leading bankers for foreign bills, and a panic was avoided only with dif-
ficulty. The position was such as to provide an object lesson of how the fall 
of a leading bank can cause an acute credit shortage even when the capital 
and money markets are generally sound. 

In some countries, the first year of the downswing of 1891-1894, when 
the general price-level sometimes rose, meant only a light recession. This was, 
however, rapidly intensified. The first three of these four years must be 
reckoned as years of recession. There were enormous losses on securities. Some 
of the biggest foreign loans fell to *--1- of their issue-price. The fall shown by 
international figures of new issues meant in 1892 a drop to 5 and was almost 
as severe as that after 1873. In 1892, German new issues fell by more than 
95 per cent and did not revive until the last year of the downswing. The un-
usual abundance of capital and the lowness of yields were also reflected in 
the prices of government securities and in the level of the discount rate, both 
of which reached, during this downswing and the beginning of the next up-
swing, their extreme points, which exceeded those that had ruled at the end 
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of the first long period of prevailing downswings, low prices and falling 
interest rates. The 3 per cent English Consols touched 101/ in 1844, 1134 in 
1896; the London bill-rate fell to 14 per cent in 1844, and to si  per cent in 1894. 
Similar conditions were to be found in all other highly developed capitalist 
economies. Exports were made more difficult by the erection of protective 
tariff walls in the U. S. A. (1890) and Russia (1891, Russo-German Tariff 
War 1893/94). In 1893, general crises of the most severe kind broke out 
in Australia and the U. S. A., which in turn added to the severity of the de-
pression in Europe. Overproduction of all kinds, such as has probably not been 
equalled at any other time, strangled economic life. Prices went on falling 
sharply until they reached—in Germany—a level a below that of 1872/73. 
In 1870/79, a ton of rye had cost in Germany 169 Mark, and 154 Mark in 
1880/89. Owing to crop conditions, this price kept to 204 Mark in 1891, but 
fell to 118 Mark in 1894. The production of pig iron fell in the U. S. A. in 
1891/95 from 9.6 to 6.6. million tons, in England during 1889/92 from 8.3 
to 6.7 millions. In Germany, it rose during 1890/94 from 4.7 to 5.4 million, 
but this was an expansion undertaken to counteract overproduction, for the 
per capita consumption of iron fell during 1890/95 from 79.3 to 71.7 kg. At 
the beginning of the downswing, 40,000 dwellings were empty in Berlin, 
and rents were under pressure. The brick-kilns were smothered in stocks and 
some of them had to close down. In the wool and cotton industries, on the 
other hand, production and consumption were both satisfactory. As with 
the preceding downswing, the transition from downswing to upswing was 
not uniform in time, nor did particular turning points occur at the same time 
in different countries. 

1895-1913: The upswing starting in 1895 introduced a new period of 
prosperity. There is no way of telling whether this had reached its natural 
end by 1913, when an upswing came to an end and a downswing began to 
develop. The world war brought a violent interruption in the cyclical process. 
The war economy and the economy of reconversion follow their own laws 
and are foreign bodies as regards the cycles. Judging by German conditions, 
of the 19 years from 1895-1913, 15 belong to upswings and 4 to down-
swings. They comprise 3 upswings and 2 downswings, i.e. 21 cycles. The two 
downswings lasted 2 years each; the duration of the upswings declined from 
6 to 5 to 4 years respectively. Since the downswings of 1873-1894 became 
successively shorter in the same degree, this progressive reduction in the 
number of upswing years during 1895-1913 may perhaps indicate that this 
period of prosperity had reached, or was nearing, its natural end. If we reduce 
the 15 upswing years according to the proportion of upswings to downswings, 
i.e. by 3 to 2, then the years of upswing compare to those of downswing as 
1 to 0.4. The period of prosperity 1895-1913 can be regarded as one single 
great upswing which was interrupted by short downswings in 1901/02 and 
1908/09. The prevalence of upswings raised prices and interest rates over the 
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period taken as a whole. Amongst the exogenous influences are the increase 
in gold production which had started as early as 1886/90, and the weakening 
and ultimate disappearance of the burdensome competition from agricultural 
countries. The great tasks were the introduction of electricity, the intensification 
of transport (narrow-gauge railways, express routes, elevated and under-
ground railways) and a large-scale modernisation of mining and of the iron 
industry, particularly in the U.S.A. and in Germany. 

The upswing of 1895-1900 began in different countries at different times, 
and the sequence of individual phenomena also diverges to some extent from 
the norm. As regards the production of pig iron, the U.S.A. and France 
attained the lowest point in 1895; in Germany and in England the revival had 
already begun in 1892-1893, though no considerable expansion occurred 
until 1896. German iron consumption did not yet, in 1895, approach the peak 
of the preceding boom, but remained at the level of the downswing and even 
contracted slightly. On the other hand, greatly increased investment, parti-
cularly in ordinary shares, undoubtedly made 1895 an upswing year, and this 
is true both of Germany and of the world in general. In November, a special 
Stock Exchange crisis developed in South African mining shares. Discount 
rates began to rise in England and Germany in 1896, and 1897 was in both 
countries the turning point for the prices of government securities. Consider-
able expansion in German production and consumption took place in 1896, 
and still more in 1897. In England and the U.S.A., however, the increase in 
the production of pig iron kept until 1898 within limits which had roughly 
been reached already in preceding upswings. In these countries, it was not 
until 1899 that a big expansion took place, whilst Germany then took a further 
bound upwards. Between 1868 and 1873, German production of pig iron had 
risen by not quite 1 million tons; from 1894 to 1900 it rose by 3.1 million, 
whilst for hard coal the analogous figures were 11 and 33 million tons. 
Characteristic for this upswing is the cumbrous way in which prices began 
to rise. The general index continued to fall in Germany until 1897, and even 
as late as 1900, it remained below that of 1891. Prices followed a similar course 
in England and the U. S. A. Even the prices of indirect consumption goods rose 
only slightly in Germany from 1896 to 1898, so that they remained at this 
time below the average of the preceding downswing, drew level with the 
latter only in 1899, and exceeded it only in 1900, the last year of the upswing. 
Even so the peak prices of the boom in this year did not touch those of the 
preceding boom of 1889. In England, and even more in the U. S. A., the 
prices of this group of commodities stood still lower until 1898. In both 
countries, the prices of indirect consumption goods did not begin to rise 
appreciably until after 1899. The depressed state of general prices up to 1898 
seems to have been due mainly to the time-lag of the upswing in the U. S. A. 
and to the large American exports. The boom gathered great momentum 
when, in 1899, the U.S.A. too entered the boom stage. Coke and skilled 
labour became decidedly scarce. As prices long remained at a low level, the 
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people benefited. The growth in population expanded markedly in Germany—
largely owing to a fall in the death-rate--and the former loss through emi-
gration turned into a net gain through immigrants. The consumption of wool 
and cotton rose up to 1898, but then contracted noticeably in 1899-1900. 
An exogenous stimulus for the upswing was provided by the success of the 
Central European trade treaties, particularly for Germany which was thereby 
also relieved of the pressure of the Russo-German tariff war. On the other 
hand, the export of goods to the new goldfields in Transvaal was of too little 
importance for the leading industrial countries to constitute a stimulus. There 
was a tremendous difference in comparison to the importance of the goldfields 
in the 1850's. The shortage of capital made itself felt as early as the end of 
1899, and the production of pig iron fell in England already in 1900. There was 
no pronounced and general overspeculation, but excesses had taken place 
particularly in the electrical industries and in narrow gauge railways, as is 
shown by the collapse of groups of electrical undertakings, which dragged 
their banks down with them, and by numerous narrow-gauge railway com-
panies which got into difficulties. Over-valuation and excessive loans had 
reached so wide an extent amongst the German mortgage banks, that heavy 
bankruptcies followed, and the whole system was badly shaken. 

One of the chief characteristics of the downswing of 1901-1902 was the 
fact that the upswing which had been late to get going in the U. S.A., lasted 
there until 1903. The divergent course in that country had weakened the 
preceding upswing during its first four years, and it now damped the down-
swing. European overproduction was tempered by the American market. The 
production of pig iron expanded strongly there up to 1902 and rose slightly 
even in 1903. The movement of prices was strongly rising, particularly in 
1902; only the prices of the indirect consumption goods suffered a reaction 
in 1901. The downswing was aggravated in Germany because some of the 
heaviest bankruptcies took place only now. The most important of these 
was the collapse of one of the oldest and most respected banks, the Leipziger 
Bank, which had been founded in 1839 as a note-issuing bank. This event, which 
occurred in June 1901, brought the danger of a credit crisis very close. The 
natural growth in population increased further, but the marriage-rate declined 
in both years. The production of pig iron fell only in 1901, and, by forcing 
exports, expanded already in 1902 to such a degree that the peak of 1900 was 
exceeded. On the other hand, the consumption of iron fell sharply in 1901 and 
recovered but gradually during 1902. Investment in ordinary shares fell to 

in Germany, whilst the world figure only fell to 4. The German general 
price index, as well as the prices of indirect consumption goods continued to 
rise in 1901 and only started to recede in 1902. The recession in prices in England 
was -a general and heavy one. There too the production of pig iron ceased to 
contract as early as 1901, but then rose only slowly. Record wheat crops 
in 1901 and 1902, as well as a record oat crop and good maize and cotton 
crops in 1902, accompanied the long American upswing. These crops remained 
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very good when the upward tendency was losing its impetiis in 1903, and 
fmally turned in 1904, and cotton even had a record crop in 1904. The up-
swing of 1903-1907 was clearly perceptible to contemporaries from its very 
first year, but they possessed no indications to tell them that a period of 
prosperity had started in 1895, and that the boom which had just ended 
would continue in 1903 after a short break. At that time, people were not yet 
conscious of business cycles, but were still impressed by the long depressions 
of the preceding period, which made the upswing of 1895-1900 appear to 
be something exceptional which could not be expected to recur soon. To us, 
the new upswing presents itself as a continuation of the one ended in 1900, 
and the former stimuli continued to exercise their force. During the whole 
of this time, with the exception of 1905, Germany had good and even very 
good crops, the pressure of the new grain countries on prices diminished, and 
the growing building activity of farmers became noticeable. The- birth-rate 
fell slightly, but as death-rates continued to decline, the growth in population 
remained large. The outbreak of the Russo-Japanese War in February 1904 
increased demands on industry and led to peculiar shifts in the capital and 
money markets. Large war loans weighed on the capital market, but as the 
funds they provided were to some extend placed on the money market, the 
latter was favourably affected. On March 1st, 1906, the new trade treaties 
were due to come into force, and with them higher customs duties. Business-
men prepared for this by increasing imports and exports to build up stocks, 
a process which required capital and, at first, stimulated production and trans-
port. The upswing set in so strongly in Germany, that 1903 is on the whole 
a boom year, and that—as in 1867/68—one year of the second revival was 
omitted. In Germany, the consumption of pig iron immediately surpassed 
that of 1900, the production of pig iron went up by leaps and by bounds, and 
there was a rush to set up new firms. Although the demand for new equity 
capital still kept within moderate limits, rates of interest began to rise on the 
Stock Exchange. In France too, 1903 saw the production of pig iron surpass 
that of 1900, whilst in England the slow revival continued within the frame of 
the expansion attained during the preceding upswing. In the U.S.A., the 
upswing came to an end after a last small expansion. By far the biggest move-
ment took place in Germany where in 1903 the production of pig iron for 
the first time exceeded that of England. In 1904, the U. S.A. experienced the 
start of a downswing which noticeably slowed down the European upswing 
during that year. In Germany, the expansion of iron consumption and pro-
duction came to a stop, whilst in England iron production even receded. The 
American recession lasted only one year and made way, in 1905, for a fresh 
upswing which then set in at a tempestuous pace along the whole line. In 
that year, American production of pig iron rose by almost 40 per cent. From 
1906 onwards, coal, iron and skilled labour were again scarce, and profits grew 
very large. The rise in the prices of consumers' goods lagged behind that of 
wages at least up to 1906, and direct consumption could thus expand. The 
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general price index fell in Germany up to 1903, in the U. S. A. up to 1904, in 
England up to 1905. The rise in Germany was but slight during 1904, and grew 
strong only in 1907, as in the other two countries. The price index of indirect 
consumption goods went on falling in Germany even until 1905, but then 
rose above the level of 1900/01. In the U. S. A. and in England too, the rise 
took place only in the last two years. The price of shares reached its peak in 
Germany as early as 1905, and began to recede in 1906 as a result of the rise 
in interest rates and the capital scarcity. Events took a different course in the 
U. S. A., where an overspeculation grew up which led in March 1907 to a 
preliminary crisis on the Stock Exchanges. Overspeculation in the U. S.A. 
had however spread much further and, in particular, had again gripped the 
railway world. There was an enormous credit inflation in America, and, as 
a result of American requirements, capital began to be short everywhere after 
the autumn of 1906. The collapse of overspeculation in copper provided, in 
OCtober 1907, the spark to set off a severe crisis in the U. S. A. with an out-
break of panic and numerous bankruptcies. A capital crisis accompanied the 
Stock Exchange and commodity crises. Overproduction had begun to make 
itself felt in Germany in the spring of 1907, particularly in building and in 
some branches of the iron industry. Influenced by the American crisis, the 
shortage of loanable funds and dearth of credit grew to a point which had not 
been known for decades. Since, however, there had been no overspeculation, 
the crisis did not cross the ocean. Capital scarcity and overproduction were 
almost equally grave everywhere. Overspeculation and crises prevailed in 
Holland, Italy, Turkey, Egypt and Chile. 

The downswing of 1908-1909 was a heavy one, and there is no better 
token of the strength of the upward impetus during this period of prosperity 
than the speed with which this reaction was overcome. Although conditions 
on the money market became easier once the crisis had been overcome, capital 
scarcity continued, thus making much financing impossible. Interest rates 
were high, and issue prices low. Demands on the capital market were unusually 
great and far exceeded that of the preceding years, both in Germany and 
elsewhere. The only marked exception was for banking shares and for newly 
formed companies. Numerous and heavy bankruptcies lasted well into 1908 
and the early days of 1909. Overproduction assumed an extreme extent. During 
1907—.1908, the production of pig iron fell in the U. S. A. from 26.2 to 16.2 
million tons, in England and Germany by not quite 10 per cent; German iron 
consumption fell somewhat more. But if we look at the first half of the year 
by itself, we find much greater differences, notwithstanding the very consider-
able stocks which were accumulating at this time. Unemployment was corre-
spondingly great. The number of emigrants returning from the U. S. A. rose 
tenfold. The position was intensified by the cartels which kept their prices 
high and reduced them only when absolutely driven to do so. In Germany, 
both the general index and that for indirect consumption goods rose, in France 
and the U. S. A. the first rose whilst the second receded, and only in England 
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did both decline. During the second ̀ half of the year, the position grew easier 
everywhere. Fixed-interest securities began to rise in Germany, and ordinary 
shares too recovered somewhat. Very good crops favoured the improvement. 
The recession of the first year of the downswing was not prolonged, but was 
transformed in 1909 into a revival, which, in some respects, was considerable. 
The production of pig iron in the U.S.A., France and Germany reached, or 
almost reached, its peak of the last year but one. This was however not so in 
England, nor in the German consumption of iron which improved but slowly. 
German potash mining suffered from heavy overcapitalisation and over-
extension of production, and now lost—at least temporarily—the protection 
of the cartel, as the agreement was not renewed. The production of coal in-
creased but was accompanied by restrictions of production and by production 
for stock. The price index of indirect consumption goods had fallen still 
further, strongly in England, but slightly in Germany and the U. S. A.; it had 
risen only in France. This caused losses or shrinking profits. Overproduction 
still prevailed in all its forms. On the other hand, everywhere except in England 
the general price index rose, led by farm products and some colonial products 
(rubber). Investment continued to expand considerably and the increase now 
included also bank shares and new companies. Short-term rates of interest 
fell everywhere, and government securities rose. Speculation became pro-
minent, above all in the U. S.A., but also in Germany where the diamond 
discoveries in German South-West Africa created new favourite speculative 
shares. The Stock Exchanges and speculators had led the way, but by the 
autumn it was obvious everywhere that the transition to the upswing had 
begun. 

The upswing of 1910-1913 was marked by all kinds of contradictory and 
internationally divergent movements, by accidents and by setbacks. World 
figures for investment reached an all-time record in 1910. Investment in 
public loans and in financial undertakings had expanded considerably, whilst 
in railways and industry it remained only slightly below the previous year's 
level. Short-term rates of interest rose everywhere. There can thus be no doubt 
that the first year of revival-1909—was followed by a boom year (1910). 
The small flame which had been kindled on the German Stock Exchanges 
during 1909 was not extinguished, but neither did it develop appreciably. 
Aggregate investment declined, but there was a further expansion in new 
companies, bank shares, mortgage bonds, and foreign securities. The con-
sumption of pig iron grew strongly and surpassed the level of 1907. In the 
iron industry, just as in coal mining, production for stock, restriction of pro-
duction, the export of surplus output and profitless production prevailed to 
some extent until 1911, but even in Germany there could be no doubt that 
a boom was on the way. 

During the whole upswing, conditions in the capital and money markets 
were difficult. There was on this occasion none of the abundance of funds 
which is normally a feature of the early upswing; high discount rates and 
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falling prices of government securities prevailed throughout this upswing. 
Foreign demand played a great part in all creditor countries and credit was 
constantly strained and caused several exceptional difficulties. The shortage 
of fluids was not the least of the factors which put an end to the American 
strawfire of 1909. As early as 1910, the Bank of England had to accept aid from 
the Bank of France. The critical political situation over the Moroccan question 
caused, in September 1911, the crash of the very active speculation on the 
Berlin Stock Exchange. Although it is often asserted that in times of political 
tension the Stock Exchange lends support to the market, no such aid was 
given; in fact, the Stock Exchange revealed already then the utter lack of 
resistance which made its closing necessary when the world war broke out 
in 1914. In New York, too, there were heavy falls in the prices of securities. The 
German money market suffered a heavy shock; there were even panic-stricken 
withdrawals of deposits from savings banks. The position was made con-
siderably worse when the French gave notice to end their short-term credits, 
which was done to some extent as political sanction. But other markets too 
were affected by this measure, for France was arming and had her own heavy 
foreign payment commitments owing to the failure of French crops. Towards 
the end of 1911, the open market discount rate in Germany was at times 
equal to, and occasionally even higher than the Bank Rate. During 1912, 
there was some temporary relief, so that a fresh record was reached on the 
Stock Exchange. However, even before the outbreak of the Balkan War in 
October 1912, the capital scarcity characteristic of the end of the boom made 
its appearance. During the four years 1910-1913, the production of pig iron 
followed a very different course in the various countries. France enjoyed a 
steady slow expansion throughout. In Germany, there was a slowing down 
in 1911 and in England a marked decline in 1911 and 1912. The Stock Ex-
change boomlet of 1909 had been most pronounced in the U. S. A., and it was 
there that the reaction was strongest. The production of pig iron did indeed 
expand, but it was a production aimed at reducing costs, as well as for stock 
and for export of the surplus; profits shrank. Furthermore, in 1911, iron 
production contracted appreciably. In 1912-1913, it rose again and exceeded, 
in the very first year, the peaks of 1907 and 1910, but the former expansion-
ary force was now lacking. From 1903 to 1907, American production of iron 
had grown by 7.9 million tons and from 1907 to 1913 by 5.3 million, whilst 
in Germany we find just the opposite position, the excess over the previous 
peak having been 4.36 million tons in 1907 and 7.43 million in 1913. In 1912 
there were in many places shortages of coal and of iron products. The price 
of indirect consumption goods in 1912 and 1913 appreciably exceeded the 
peak of 1907, and it was only in the U. S.A. that it did not attain it. From the 
very beginning, the general price index rose strongly everywhere, in many 
cases continuing the upward movement begun as early as 1909. The rise was 
neither uniform nor uninterrupted—there was, in particular, a break in 
1911—but all in all it was considerable and continued to some extent well 
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into 1913, when the boom started to die down. Whilst in the preceding period 
of depression, the fall in prices had been the ultimately decisive factor, so now 
rising prices were in many respects the dominating feature.—As on former 
occasions, not all industries participated unifouuly in the upswing. In Germany, 
the textile industries lagged behind until 1911. Potash mining continued to 
suffer from overinvestment. In the heavy industries, there were severe struggles 
within the cartels between the big firms and the small firms, which led to a 
general fall in profits and to losses for the small firms. The big firms enlarged 
their factories and the giant enterprises went on absorbing the smaller fry. 
Price wars were fought with outsiders, which, in some branches, reduced 
prices to levels at which losses were incurred, especially by the small firms. 
This may appear as an inner contradiction of the upswing, but it was not 
oppressive, for it was submerged in the great surge of the uninterrupted and 
enormous rise in the demand for indirect consumption goods. What was ex-
ceptional, and unparalleled since the 1840's, was, however, the pressure on 
direct consumption, exercised by the rise in prices, particularly of food, and 
by the frequently poor state of the labour market. There was large immigration 
into Germany of Slav labourers, both agricultural and industrial. This move-
ment would not have been possible had not demand been strong, but it did 
not serve to facilitate the adjustment of wages to the rise in prices. 

At the beginning of October 1912, the start of the Balkan War led to out-
breaks of panic on all the big Stock Exchanges of Western Europe; security 
prices fell and credit became exceedingly tight. In Germany, there were fresh 
panic runs on the savings banks and cash was being hoarded. The disturbances 
caused by the war and the political pressure helped to arrest the boom. During 
1913, there was capital scarcity and growing overproduction. Matters were 
made worse by high prices; in Germany mainly by the increases in the prices 
of the pig iron cartel and of the coal syndicate, whilst in England the price 
of indirect consumption goods rose by nearly 10 per cent during 1913. German 
production of pig iron continued to expand, however, and although this was 
to some extent one aspect of overproduction, the consumption of pig iron 
nevertheless continued to grow, helped by large purchases by the railways. 

V. The Explanation of the Business Cycle. 
a) The Origin of the Upswing. 

The essence of an upswing is rising investment; the latter manifests itself 
in the increased employment of human and material factors of production. 
An explanation of upswings must show the causes of such investment and the 
conditions which make it possible. 

The ultimate cause of the upward movement is of a psychological rather 
than of an economic nature. In former times, the acquisitive instinct was not 
the same as it is today, and it will again be different in future days. These 
differences, together with moral views regarding the values of life, form one 
of the causal chains for the historical origin of business cycles and their out-
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ward and inner extent. The further evolution of these factors will largely 
determine the future course of business cycles. 

For the explanation of upswings, it is important to remember that such 
instincts are not always of equal strength; they experience ups and downs 
which offer the key to the business cycles. They can be greatly stimulated by 
certain expectations, which are essential for the origin of an upswing and still 
more for that of overspeculation. The normal stimuli of daily life, supported 
by the elementary needs, suffice to maintain activity, but they do not suffice 
to bring about a special swing. Additional special expectations are needed to 
act as extraordinary stimuli. These must not only provide the impetus for the 
upswing, but also counteract and overcome the opposition to risking the 
dangerous consequences of possible failure. Such dangerous consequences are 
inherent not only in overspeculation, but in the very upswing, for experience 
shows that the new installations and the extensions of existing plant, which 
go with an upswing, lead to overproduction. Once special expectations have 
intensified the acquisitive instinct and spirit of enterprise in the more im-
pressionable minds, the others are soon affected by the infectious influence of 
this state of mind and mass psychology does the rest. Should this instinct 
be further roused by particularly inviting economic conditions and highly 
stimulating expectations, and should social experience and economic institutions 
fail to act as counterweights, its excessive stimulation is bound to follow. The 
simple acquisitive instinct is then transformed into a passion for the rapid gain 
of great wealth, and thus overspeculation is born. 

The lodestar guiding the movements of capital is the yield on capital. Ex-
panding investment presupposes that this form of capital utilization offers 
greater advantages than hitherto. During the depression, loanable funds find 
no outlet, the rate of interest falls continuously, whilst fixed-interest securities 
rise. This decline in the yield of loan capital does not, however, lead to an 
expansion of fixed investment, because overproduction and the general ten-
dency for prices to fall not only depress profits, but even constitute a danger 
of loss on investment. It is a fundamental fact known to all businessmen and 
inventors that capital displays particular distrust during depressions and is 
doubly difficult of access to new enterprises and ideas. The fear of a loss on 
investments deflects more and more capital into loans and tends to reduce the 
rate of interest. Only when it has become plain for all to see that the rate of 
interest compares unfavourably with profit on investment, will expectations 
act as a stimulus for larger investment. It is necessary for such a difference in 
yield to be demonstrated as vividly as possible by a few firms or by some 
branch of industry brought into being by courageous entrepreneurs. If a 
whole industry is involved, then capital flows rapidly into it; in the case of a 
single firm, the tangible success stimulates confidence and the spirit of enter-
prise. 

To create a lodestar for capital investment, brave, enterprising men are 
needed, willing to risk a large part of their fortune, and often their very fate, 
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in order to carry out an idea. They can, however, set the pace for investment 
and for the upswing only to the extent to which they are blessed with a success 
which will be as visible as a beacon. 

Rises in profits appear to have originated chiefly in two wide fields : the ex-
pansion of world trade, i.e. the opening up of fresh markets, and technical 
development. It is not easy to trace in the history of business cycles those 
events which gave the impetus, since we depend on the observations and records 
of contemporaries. The most common evidence concerns the opening of 
fresh markets which are regularly reported for English upswings until the 
1860's. These reports have, however, not been checked, nor have they been 
carefully examined to see to what extent they bring to light real causes rather 
than using superficial observations for an easy explanation. For most upswings, 
we are told of industries which served as a stimulus and a starting point for 
investment. Mining and steelworks, railways and electricity works were large 
industries of this kind. In Germany, the 1840's showed clearly that good 
individual results were needed before the boom investments in railways 
started in 1844. Similar observations were made in England. Once some 
industry, e.g. the railways in this case, has proved its value, then it can always 
become a fresh focus as soon as new fields of application are found; in such 
industries expectations regarded as assured may suffice to act as a stimulus. 
The same was true also for mining, iron works, electricity works, etc. This 
was probably the case above all in 1903 and 1909. The German upswing of 
the 1890's affords a particularly good example of such a pacemaker industry 
in the Auer incandescent gaslights. It is noteworthy that the enormous profits 
of this company influenced especially bankers and professional company 
promoters. Contrary to Mill's assumption that in a depression the lower rate 
of profit inclines people to lend a willing ear to every project, the Auer 
patents had been hawked vainly round the German banks and bankers, before 
a relatively small firm became interested. Regrets about the • missed oppor-
tunity proved then to be all the more stimulating. 

In principle, these fields of new profits are essentially of the same nature. 
The upswing usually starts from the group of investment goods. Investment 
in industrial plant and public utilities provides the impetus and the hard core 
for the upswing. In a closed capitalist economy an upswing cannot very well 
start from, and culminate in, consumer goods. The upswing originating with 
investment goods has its starting point and foundation in the increased invest-
ment for the purchase of indirect consumption goods. From here, the move-
ment extends to consumer goods. An upswing which received its impetus 
from the latter, could be caused only by capital consumption or by the direct 
consumption of that part of income which had hitherto been saved, an assump-
tion difficult to accept. A given country could conceivably receive an exogenous 
impetus for an upswing based on consumer goods, if the latter were offered, 
as well as sought for, by some foreign country. However, no such case is 
known to have occurred in any capitalist society. 
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The difference in yield between loans and fixed capital investment can largely 
be traced to the depression. The accumulation of idle funds depresses the rate 
of interest on loans and fosters a difference in yield. However, the depression 
is responsible not only for lowering one of the two yields to be compared, but, 
to a certain extent, also for raising the other. It is the pressure of the slump 
that drives people to seek fresh markets, to reduce costs of production and to 
encourage technical progress. The low prices of indirect consumption goods 
during a slump and the low wages and rates of interest reduce the construction 
cost of investment goods and increase the profit of invested capital. The effect 
is particularly strong in residential building. A downswing contains powerful 
self-annihilating forces and is thus itself; to a large degree, a cause for the sub-
sequent upswing. For the full appreciation of the equilibrating forces of a 
downswing it is important to remember that certain tendencies of the down-
swing have different effects at various stages of the cycle. This fosters the 
first revival which follows the recession. The improvement of productive 
facilities by the spread of the most recent techniques and the consequent 
reduction in the cost of production at first intensify competition, but in the 
long run render low prices more bearable. Their effect is sometimes increased 
later by a disproportionately heavy fall in wages. The reconstruction of the 
weakest overcapitalized firms either by mergers or by new owners acquiring 
them at a low price has at first a paralyzing influence owing to the Capital 
losses involved, but the subsequent result is that these firms, too, fmd it easier 
to cope with the low prices. New public utilities of all kinds, which at first 
exceeded needs, call forth fresh needs and attract to themselves the satisfaction 
of old ones. Owing to the losses of income and property involved, these shifts, 
too, have at the beginning a mainly depressing effect. After a certain stage has 
been reached, however, the rise of the new firms exercises a predominantly 
favourable influence Nevertheless, the equilibrating forces of a downswing 
do not normally suffice. The easements they bring help mainly the leaders; 
the great mass of capitalists and businessmen need other inducements. Cheap 
raw materials, low wages and low rates of interest are no absolute calls to 
investment when the prospect of making a profit is lacking. At this stage, it 
has been observed over and over again that however low the price, the wage, 
or the rate of interest, no takers can be found for goods, labour or loans. For 
this reason, the banks have at this time but scant opportunity to stimulate 
investment by being willing and accomodating lenders. The effective first 
moves toward investment must come from the other side, from those who 
employ capital, from the entrepreneurs. There is no evidence to show that 
the first increase in the demand for indirect consumption goods during the 
first revival of a downswing ever takes place simply owing to the fall in prices, 
wages, and interest, without any expansion in investment. Increases in the 
issue of bonds, mortgages and shares, and expansions in acceptances and in 
debtor accounts are regular features of the first revival, even though the issue 
of shares still remains small. 

4 
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The multiplicity and variety which we found everywhere is certainly not 
lacking in the stimuli for an upswing. The forces of the depression and the 
lodestars of revival play varied parts and their relative importance is apt to 
vary greatly. The preponderance of the forces of the depression and the lack 
of strong stimuli are probably the reason why some upswings have difficulty 
in getting going and why some features of a boom fail to appear, as in 1874 
to 1895. It is in periods of economic and technical transition that the big 
exogenous stimuli most easily appear: the triumph of the large-scale machine 
industry, steam, electricity and other sources of power, the opening up of 
potash and of coal, new methods in steel-making, the reorganization of 
great industries such as mining and iron. Since such stimuli are incalculable, 
the beginning of a new upswing is equally incalculable. If the forces of the 
depression were alone responsible for the origin of the upswings, then the 
latter would presumably occur more regularly. This irregularity is further-
more affected by the varying extent ofthe preceding boom and overspeculation. 
Some excesses may have paralyzing effects on the future, but need not neces-
sarily do so. 

An upswing means the greater employment of existing human and material 
forces of production, and later on their increase. Economic expansion is based 
on conditions which must be considered separately according to whether they 
appertain to saving or to manufacturing capital. We mean by saving that part 
of personal property which is devoted to earning an income, and by manufac-
turing capital the goods intended for the production of further goods. 

During the course of the downswing, part of savings had increasingly taken 
on forms which to the individual generally mean their employment, since 
they yield an income to the owners, but which, from the national point of 
vie.w, bear a different aspect since they do not lead capital towards the pro-
duction of goods and to indirect consumption. Such forms include: 

1) Idle manufacturing capital; 
2) Bank deposits; 
3) Advances to businessmen to enable them to hold stocks due to over-

production; 
4) Securities susceptible of being transferred abroad. 
Manufacturing capital may be idle in the form of money in the hands of 

savers and of banks, or in the form of goods in the hands of businessmen. 
The latter form may consist of stocks which are difficult to sell during a slump, 
or of work done to prepare, fit out and improve productive equipment. This 
kind of work plays a great part in mining and must be undertaken during 
a downswing if production is to be expanded during an upswing. 

Investment in cash or in goods is disadvantageous as it does not bring in 
any return. It is more advantageous to deposit funds at a bank or to employ 
them for loans of the kind described in point 3) above. As has already been 
shown to some extent, all these forms increase during downswings: cash 
holdings and inventories expand, whilst there is a great growth in deposits 
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and in advances against the pledging of goods. As the upswing develops, 
these forms become less important and release savings for other employments. 

Our last form (point 4) above) is relevant only when considering a single 
country. During a downswing, capital can be exported, in the form of money 
or goods, against securities of all kinds, which can then be resold during an 
upswing enabling the capital to be repatriated and to be employed again in 
production at home. The transfer of savings from investments which are idle 
from the national point of view, into investments which mean national 
employment, constitutes an upswing. 

To some extent, manufacturing capital too remains idle during down-
swings: 

1) unemployed labour; 
2) productive capacity which is not used; 
3) money held by individuals or by banks; 
4) goods, whether means. of production or consumer goods, when held 

by their makers or by dealers ; 
5) provisional capital export, in whatever form, with the intention of re-

patriation during the upswing. 
Idle labour and productive capacity (points 1) and 2) above) generally in-

crease considerably during the course of a downswing. The total or partial 
unemployment of much or most productive capacity, and heavy unemploy-
ment of labour, are features which mark every slump. The cash holdings of 
individuals played a great part up to the middle of the 19th century. Since 
then, the banks have increasingly been the recipients of idle cash. Earlier 
on, we have shown in detail how greatly these holdings can rise during down-
swings, as well as the high degree to which they contract during upswings. 
The fact that in recent times the contraction has been a smaller one does not 
imply that no cash holdings were idle at the start of the upswing, nor does it 
prove that upswings are independent of such holdings. This recent feature 
only accentuates the need to distinguish between conditions proper to the 
payments system and those proper to manufacturing capital. Cash holdings 
are nowadays preserved during an upswing because of the very great ex-
pansion of monetary substitutes which are based on them. Insufficient cash 
holdings may impede the issue of such substitutes which are essential for 
economic expansion, and may thus immobilize part of the manufacturing 
capital. Since a considerable expansion in the circulating medium is essential 
to an upswing, the origin and development of the latter depend on cash 
holdings which either come into circulation as money or serve as basis for 
credit. Idle capital in the shape of goods consists mainly of stocks due to over-
production which accumulate during depressions. Sometimes stocks in whole 
industries increase to such an extent that all warehouses overflow and available 
storage space becomes insufficient. 

Individual observations of the most recent slight downswings in cartellized 
industries should not lead one to underrate or generally deny the importance 
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of such stocks. We have earlier on (p. 120 et. seq.) quoted examples also from 
very recent times. The stocks of pig iron pledged in warehouses in England 
used formerly to amount to millions of tons. During the heavy depressions 
of the 1880's and 1890's, even such industries as engineering works and prin-
ters worked for stock, although this was quite exceptional for them. Finally, 
funds intended for later employment in home production may temporarily 
be invested abroad, to be repatriated in the hour of one's own need for them. 

All these temporarily idle forms of capital are parts of the total capital 
resources which are eventually drawn upon for the expansion of production 
and for the progressive expansion of the whole economy. Individual forms 
get consumed more or less quickly according to their nature and foster the 
upswing accordingly. In the end, there is often a pronounced shortage of 
them. 

The start, and equally the expansion, of any capitalist production, presup-
poses goods or labour to be available and idle. If labour is fully employed in 
the production of indispensable consumer goods, or if there is a lack of those 
goods which would be needed to enable the amount of labour required for 
such production to be reduced, then capitalist roundabout methods of pro-
duction are rendered impossible. The uncertainty whether idle labour will 
always be available at all future times, has given rise to doubts concerning the 
permanent repetition of upswing movements Similarly, a market economy 
based on money and the division of labour requires disposable savings. An 
upswing means the increased investment of savings. The upswing cannot 
create this increment which is essential to its own origin, but must find it 
available. No matter how we resolve the theoretical question of the pre-
suppositions for capitalist production, the latter does, in fact provide the con-
ditions here prescribed for the origin and further development of an upswing: 
available savings, and not only available labour but available productive 
capacity and stocks of commodities. An explanation of upswings must proceed 
from this state of affairs. Were any other origin to be theoretically possible, 
its appearance would differ from that derived from experience. We have just 
surveyed the various forms of capital available for the growth of the upswing. 
Historical changes which determine the course of business cycles, affect also 
the phenomena here described. Cash holdings and commodity stocks played 
a greater role in former times—even though they are still present—and idle 
labour and productive resources have gained in importance. 

Credit is the indispensable means for an upswing. The services rendered to 
the upswing by credit are twofold. Only with the help of credit is it possible 
to utilize capital in the way in which it is actually done and which is necessary. 
In the absence of credit, the owners of capital would be unable to use large 
parts of it, and the very formation of capital would be on a smaller scale. 
It is modern credit and banking institutions which now prevent a large part 
of saving from being withheld from production and used for hoarding as 
used to happen when stockings and mattresses served as banks. Any formation 
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of monetary capital which culminates in hoarding induces a downswing, as
it leads to a corresponding quantity of goods becoming unsaleable and thus 
to overproduction. A role similar to that of credit is played by 'corporate forms 
of enterprise, in particular by joint stock companies. They too enable numer-
ous owners, who otherwise would be unable to exploit their funds, to invest, 
and only they, in conjunction with credit, can supply the large amounts of 
capital under single management which are essential to large-scale enterprise. 
The other service rendered by credit consists in creating the substitutes for 
money. The standard currency available in each country would very quickly 
reach its limits. If it then started to grow scarcer, its value would rise and 
prices would fall. But falling prices represent a downswing. Credit makes the 
value of money and its stability independent of the quantity of money and 
enables the economy to expand and prices to rise far beyond the limits which 
otherwise would be set by money. 

b) The Development of Upswings. 
Once the cyclical tendency has been reversed and an upswing thus called 

into being, the latter increasingly develops self-propagating and self-intensify-
ing means. The increased employment of the available labour and productive 
resources furnishes goods for the expansion of production and increases the 
formation of saving for the augmented investment, or in other words, for the 
purchase of labour and of means of production, and thus for the creation of 
investment goods. The inequality of income distribution fosters the formation 
of capital and facilitates the expansion of indirect consumption. An important 
stage is reached when prices begin to rise, for the rise in prices is the strongest 
incentive to expand production as well as a rich new source of net profit and 
thus of saving. The boom sets in when the spirit of enterprise grows so strong 
that the demand for capital raises rates of interest. A chain of upswing 
phenomena develops, each of which calls forth the next. As with a rolling 
snowball, each turn expands the sphere: increased investment, increased con-
sumption, rising prices and profits, together with the expansion of production 
and of capital formation and then again increased investment etc. Once the 
unemployed have been absorbed, industry draws the additional labour it 
requires from agriculture and from undeveloped regions. The result is a con-
stant spiral-like self-raising movement. 

In discussing the features of upswings we have shown that the rise in prices 
occurs with complete regularity only for indirect consumption goods. How-
ever, even this does not happen as soon as consumption begins to expand, 
but only gradually and often only when iron consumption has surpassed the 
peak of the preceding boom. In other words, this only happens when the up-
swing has become pronounced, in the second revival or even only in the boom. 
The regular rise in the prices of indirect consumption goods is no accident, 
but one of the essential features of the upswing; it is the necessary consequence 
of the rising investment and the expanded indirect consumption which con-
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stitute the essence of an upswing. An expansion in direct consumption and a 
rise in the price of consumer goods are neither necessary nor general. In the 
degree to which the rise in prices extends principally to indirect consumption 
goods, businessmen in this field are furnished with preferential profits and 
with a special ability to: form capital. As it is in this field that the incentive 
to invest is greatest, it can be satisfied particularly easily out of proper means. 
The extent to which the expansion of consumption is concentrated on in-
direct consumption or spreads to consumer goods, as well as movements in 
the prices of both these groups, will depend on movements in the incomes of 
wage-earners and salary-earners. Businessmen and capitalists are probably 
the main beneficiaries of upswings, and they are certainly the most important 
source for the formation of capital. A rise in incomes from wages and salaries 
exceeding that of prices would probably, on the whole, have to take place at 
the expense of the growth of national capital formation and of indirect con-
sumption in favour of direct consumption. In theory one might expect that 
the concentration of the price-rise on the industries for indirect consumption 
would entail a. corresponding concentration of the rise in wages and salaries 
on the employees in these industries. This is indeed probably more or less true. 
In the first place, this would be at the cost of employers in this group and would 
reduce their profits, their ability to form capital and their potentialities for 
investment and would finally also exercise a brake on the rise in the prices 
of indirect consumption goods. The preferential rise in the incomes of these 
employees would probably mainly find its way into direct consumption rather 
than saving. Eventually, it would tend to raise the incomes of other groups, 
especially of related ones. Our description of upswings has shown the ambigu-
ous nature of the relevant features in the movements of incomes and of direct 
consumption. So far only crude measurements have been made, and these 
have yielded no unambiguous picture. 

c) The End of the Upswing and the Origins of Overproduction. 
Overproduction invariably sets an end to all upswings. To explain the origins 

of overproduction is a task of its own which must be based on the features 
of upswings. 

An explanation of overproduction must proceed from the fact that one is 
dealing not with absolute overproduction but with one of a special kind. The 
starting and central points are formed by indirect consumption goods and by 
investment goods. 

These investment goods are productive facilities for fresh goods, either 
for means of production (mines, steelworks, machine factories, brick-ovens) 
or consumer goods (spinning and weaving mills, flourmills, bakeries), or they 
are residential buildings or public utilities (railways, water or light supplies). 
Indirect consumption (iron, coal, bricks, cement, timber) serves to make these 
investment goods. We have called it "indirect consumption" because it 
satisfies needs only by way of other goods. The raw materials entering into 
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industrial plant and constructions designed to render long-lasting services, 
cannot be consumed directly, but serve to satisfy wants by means of inter-. 
mediary goods (machines, dwelling-houses) which furnish goods or long-
lasting services. Investment goods thus comprise industrial plant and durable 
service equipment. The former is usually classed with capital goods, the latter 
with consumer goods. In a capitalist society, the characteristic feature of in-
vestment goods is that they are made or bought not directly with income, 
but with capitalized income, i.e. with savings. For this reason, the indirect 
consumption goods required for their production, too, depend for their sale 
on fixed investment; unlike the raw materials entering into consumer goods, 
they cannot ultimately be bought out of income, in the shape of consumer 
goods. Being bought with savings, investment goods do not serve the satis-
faction of their owners directly, but indirectly, affording the latter a yield 
and an income. There are thus two characteristic, features of investment goods: 
they are bought with capital, and they serve the production of fresh goods 
or for long-lasting services. 

By contrast, we have spoken of direct consumption to designate consumer 
goods as well as the raw materials entering into them. These are acquired out
of income for the owner's personal consumption or use. A special place is 
occupied by the so-called durable consumer goods (owner-occupied houses, 
furniture, certain articles of clothing) Just as their use is spread over a longer 
period, so, for their purchase, income generally has to be accumulated for 
some time. They are not investment goods, for they are not bought out of 
savings for the purpose of yielding an income, but on the other hand they 
cannot and need not be bought daily or at short intervals out of one's daily 
or short-term income. 

Overproduction of indirect consumption goods and of investment goods is 
influenced by a number of factors. 

Indirect consumption goods and investment goods form part of com-
plicated capital relationships, the study of which affords the key to the origin 
of overproduction. In examining these capital relationships, three processes 
must be distinguished: 

1) the production of indirect consumption goods; 
2) the formation of savings; 
3) the purchase of the indirect consumption goods from their producers 

with investment-seeking savings. 
These processes must be in mutual accord if the equilibrium of the national 

economy is not to be disturbed. How then do these capital relationships present 
themselves at the end of an upswing in comparison with those at its beginning? 
Since the indirect consumption goods are only bought out of savings, indirect 
consumption depends on the investment of savings. The formation of savings 
proceeds quite independently of the production of the indirect consumption 
goods and of the construction of investment goods; at the same time, both are 
produced without entrepreneurs having any precise knowledge of the extent 
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of capital formation or of the propensity to invest. If the makers of indirect 
consumption goods and the potential investors wanted to make production 
and the formation of savings keep pace with each other, then the two processes 
would have to be adjusted to each other, in mutual knowledge. As such know-
ledge is lacking and adjustment is impossible, there is always the risk of one 
process lagging behind the other. This is decidedly the case during the last 
two stages of an upswing. During a boom there is so much saving destined 
for the purchase of indirect consumption goods that the latter prove to be in 
short supply. In the last stage of the upswing—that of capital scarcity—the 
relationship is reversed, and the supply of indirect consumption goods exceeds 
the demand from investment-seeking savings. At this point, overproduction 
has come into existence. 

This disproportion is mainly due to the indirect consumption goods, but 
savings can also be responsible to some extent. At the stage of capital scarcity, 
we observe a reduction in the most important form of investment, that in 
equities. This may merely be a formal change, for there may be a simultaneous 
increase in debentures and in short-term credits used—contrary to all the 
rules—for fixed investments. This may happen because capitalists are unwilling 
to take the risks of equity investment and prefer to lend against assured interest. 
There may however also be a real change: the formation of saving may slow 
down or diminish. Feverishly increased production may have led to dis-
advantageous production methods which reduce net yields; the shortage 
of labour may raise wages disproportionately and diminish profits and the 
ability to form capital. The disproportion between investment and the pro-
duction of indirect consumption goods could then be due also to the slowing 
down of, or reduction in, capital formation. 

The main cause, however, is to be sought in indirect consumption goods. 
Insofar as these are used to produce fresh indirect consumption goods they 
very greatly increase their own output rate and thus increase the need for 
purchasing power in the form of savings. Iron and building materials when 
used for steel furnaces, rolling mills and brickworks, have quite a different 
effect than if they are used for blocks of flats or for shoe factories. In the first 
case, the sale of the products of the new plant must always rely on savings, 
and may therefore easily come to exceed the latter. This fact is regularly 
overlooked by entrepreneurs in the extension of plant for the production of 
indirect consumption goods. The task of these entrepreneurs is indeed exceed-
ingly difficult. Their plant often has a long construction period and is unable to 
catch up quickly with rising demand. The relatively long time-lag between 
demand and production easily creates the impression that further extensions 
are necessary even at a time when the capacity of the plant under construction, 
but not yet turning out supplies, is already amply sufficient. The real relation-
ship between demand and productive capacity becomes blurred, and new 
investment continues although it is no longer appropriate. How difficult this 
adjustment is may be judged by the fact that works set up to satisfy boom 
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demand are often in a position to deliver goods only when the depression is 
already in full swing. The excessive extension of productive capacity for in-
direct consumption goods has been greatly facilitated by the most recent 
technical development which first made it possible for them to be over-
produced. It is of the essence of the new techniques that they have made 
indirect consumption independent of the slow organic processes of growth 
and enabled man to increase it arbitrarily: I mean the replacement of wood 
by iron and bricks, and the subsequent further increase due to iron, bricks and 
cement being produced by the aid of coal instead of wood. The one indispens-
able organic element—human labour—could always be made available for 
capitalist production. Thus it now happens, and only thus has it been 
possible since the 19th century, that the indirect consumption goods 
increase so strongly during every upswing as to exceed the savings seeking 
investment. 

Overproduction of indirect consumption goods is fostered by a further 
peculiarity of the latter. The long life of investment goods constitute a danger 
for their constant increase. Consumers' goods, the effects of which last hours, 
days or weeks, must be replaced ever afresh within these shortperiods. Equip-
ment with a life period of decades satisfies the demands made on it for a 
correspondingly long time and does not allow the emergence of demand for 
quick replacement. After a series of upswing years, the indirect consumption 
goods will have satisfied the new needs to which the upswing owed its origin. 
The demand for them must then diminish. They must rely on ever fresh fields. 
They may equip the old developed countries with technical innovations, such 
as steam, electric or petrol power; paraffin, gas or electric light; water works; 
standard-gauge, narrow-gauge and elevated railways; cables, telephones, wire-
less communications; the different kinds of iron-smelting; large-scale industries 
replacing former crafts; etc. Or they may seek new territories, smaller towns 
and younger countries, in order to bring them gas, electricity, railways and 
factories. Capitalism must therefore rely on conquest, whether of fields of 
space or of fields of activities. Our attention is again drawn to the fall in invest-
ment in equities during the last stage of an upswing, that of capital scarcity. 
This phenomenon may of course often be due to the temporary saturation of 
the demand for investment goods, so that there is from this side no stimulus 
to expand industrial plant. Furthermore, one cannot help observing that 
capital -scarcity occurs with less vehemence in the old capitalist countries than 
in the new ones. This is probably also due to the fact that the old countries 
are more advanced with respect to their equipment with investment goods 
and that with them overproduction is more strongly affected by the saturation 
of demand and, less by capital scarcity. 

This by no means exhausts the series of disproportions. One of these occurs 
within manufacturing capital. Quantitative disharmonies can be found even 
as between different indirect consumption goods which are complementary 
to each other and which are mutually dependent for their use. A case in point 
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are the occasional coal shortages, which create difficulties for the use of other 
goods. Still more frequently has there been a shortage of labour, especially 
for certain kinds of work (mining). If other causes did not, earlier, arrest the 
further extension of an upswing, then the lack of labour would certainly do 
so at some stage. This might perhaps have happened even in the past, had it 
not so far always been possible to attract labour from agriculture and from 
the undeveloped regions into the industries of the advanced capitalist countries. 
One shortage which has hitherto become an obstacle to every upswing is 
that of money funds. The expansion of indirect consumption, and thus of 
the whole economy, presupposes the possibility of increasing the quantity 
of the circulating medium and of the banking means of payment. These are 
however constrained by the total stock of money and, however great its 
elasticity, they are ultimately limited by the scarcity of money funds. The 
exhaustion of the stock of money is a regular feature and also a cause of the 
end of every upswing. -

The lack of disposable savings and the overproduction of indirect con-
sumption goods, too, are quantitative disproportions within the totality of 
goods. Assume money to disappear and that we are dealing with a barter 
economy, then this, too, becomes a case of shortage and superfluity at the 
same time. It is as with all complementary goods or with the oft-cited pair of 
gloves, of which one glove is lost. The missing glove is shortage, whilst the 
one left is unusable in isolation and thus superfluity. One and the same con-
dition may thus be at the same time shortage and superfluity according to 
the observer's point of view. This is universally true of every overproduction 
so long as the goods concerned do not exceed the needs to be satisfied, i.e. 
as long as there is no absolute overproduction, or useless production in our 
terminology. Since we have seen that the kind of overproduction which sets an 
end to upswings is not one affecting just any good, but is regularly concentrated 
in indirect consumption goods, we can assert that the goods which are in 
short supply are their complementary goods. Some of the indirect consump-
tion goods cannot be used for the construction of further investment goods, 
because they do not suffice for this by themselves, but need to be complemented 
by labour and by labour's means of subsistence, i.e. by all kinds of consumer 
goods. This relationship between goods is independent of the nature of the 
economic order. All that the economic order determines is whether the missing 
complementary goods can be recognized as such. This happens only (see 
p. 164) in collectivist non-monetary economies and in barter economies. In 
a money economy their lack shows itself in a shortage of monetary purchasing 
power, of capital. This reflection is not a mere mental exercise, for it enables 
us to answer the question whether, in a monetary economy, the lack of 
savings can be remedied by the creation of money, as is so often believed to 
be the case. The answer must be in the negative, for the missing savings are 
needed not in the shape of money but as goods complementary to those which 
are being overproduced. 
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Besides these primary causes of overproduction, there are some o 
subsidiary causes; they cannot be fully discussed here. It is mainly dispro 
tions of various kinds which bring about overproduction. The two chara 
istics of indirect consumption and of investment goods afford overproducti 
the main points of attack. They depend on savings, with which alone they a 
bought; and the long life period of equipment endangers its constant increase,, 
Indirect consumption, thus diminished, is often further weakened by a rigid 
price policy which misses the acquisition of new markets for both direct and 
indirect consumption. If this cause saps indirect consumption, then the con-
sequent fall in incomes disturbs direct consumption too. This alone is fatal 
for the upswing; in addition there is the effect of certain shifts in the distribution 
of income, which may indeed have come about already during the upswing, 
but which had then been overcompensated. 

Our analysis of the downswing has shown that it is only indirect consump-
tion goods which quite regularly succumb to overproduction. In examining 
the origin of upswings, we saw that the impetus must be given by indirect 
consumption. Here too, when enquiring into the origin of overproduction, 
we find that no other starting point is conceivable. At the present level of the 
satisfaction of wants, it is quite impossible for an upswing to break down 
because of a general overproduction of consumer goods. We are still far 
from having reached any absolute limit for the use of these goods and new needs 
can be created to an almost unlimited degree by lowering prices and by 
qualitative differentiation. Nor do consumers' goods satisfy the corresponding 
needs for so long a time as do indirect consumption goods. The decisive factor 
is here the maintenance of general purchasing power. This is safeguarded so 
long as the industries making indirect consumption goods afford profits and 
wages. Only when these latter are lacking do the producers of consumers' 
goods begin to encounter real difficulties. If all were well in the industries 
working for indirect consumption, then there could hardly arise in the others 
overproduction such as to occasion by itself the collapse of an upswing. This 
might conceivably happen if several large export industries were suddenly to 
lose their markets; such a misfortune would not derive from the course of 
the business cycle and need not be discussed here. 

d) Downswings and the Growth of Overproduction. 
The end of an upswing implies the start of a downswing. The explanation 

of this end is therefore also an explanation of the origin of a downswing. It 
then remains to be shown how the downswing develops further and how it 
becomes intensified sometimes for several years. These two explanations 
coincide with two similar tasks of the theory of overproduction. What must 
be explained is the origin of overproduction and its growth over several years. 
Having tried, in the preceding section, to explain the origin of overproduction 
and thereby the end of upswings and the origin of downswings, it now remains 
for us to show how overproduction progresses and how it leads to a depression 
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Lasting several years. This task must proceed from the phenomena observed 
in years of depression. 

The transformation of an upswing into a downswing may be accompanied 
by a crisis or it may consist in a gradual transition where one sector of the 
economy after another withers away. This distinction has no significance as 
far as the origin of downswings is concerned, but for the progress and duration 
of a downswing it is not immaterial whether it was preceded by a crisis. Over-
speculation and the crisis itself entail so many grave losses and breakdowns that 
the spirit of enterprise is thereby depressed for a longer period and to a greater 
degree than would have happened in the absence of such events. Overspecula-
tion and crises paralyze those forces contained within a downswing which 
tend to overcome it, and hold down the rebirth of the spirit of enterprise. 
It is of the first order of importance whether the upswing was accompanied by 
overspeculation, for the latter is the real villain in the piece, the cause of heavy 
losses and of the long-drawn-out pressure. However, even where there has been 
overspeculation, it is better to avoid a crisis. The contrary view would be 
correct if the crisis really swept away only that which was anyway bound to 
fall sooner or later, if the only question were whether the dog's tail was to be 
cut off by bits or in one go. This is, however, not the case. What is fatal about 
a crisis is the avoidable damage brought about by the needless extent of the 
price-falls, the collapse of credit and the epidemic of bankruptcies. A crisis 
thus has an unfavourable effect on the duration and severity of a downswing. 

The course of a downswing is, lastly, determined by a country's economic 
position in relation to the outside world. Where, during an upswing, a country 
has been equipped with capital by others, the cessation or diminution of the 
capital flow should affect the receiving country less than the capital-exporting 
one. In the latter, the production of goods is organised on the basis of foreign 
markets and necessarily suffers from overproduction when these vanish. The 
capital-importing country need not necessarily suffer a reaction. If it does so, 
then this is due to avoidable overspeculation and to prices having been raised 
unduly, to erroneous and half-finished investments. 

In applying the following analysis to any downswing which was not preceded 
by overspeculation and by a crisis, one should omit all those circumstances 
which are their consequences. 

A downswing is primarily a reaction to an upswing, to overspeculation 
and to a crisis, a reaction which is psychological as well as economic. The 
ebullience of the spirit of enterprise is followed, as a psychological reaction, 
by its prostration; investment is regarded with widespread distrust. The 
acquisitive instinct, after having been overstimulated and overburdened, is 
now oversaturated and dulled. The losses of the downswing represent de-
pressing prospects for the acquisitive instinct and for the spirit of enterprise 
and tend to prolong this situation. A recession develops. The economic reaction 
is a similar one. Upswing and overspeculation have called forth investment 
goods beyond the level of permanent demand. Industrial capacity has often 
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reached an extent into which the national economy has yet to grow. The 
contraction in indirect consumption is largely the reaction to the upswing
which had created an excess of investment goods. 

The emergence of overproduction reverses the direction of economic 
development. Investment and indirect consumption shrink, prices fall; many-
factories thereby become unable to meet competition, work without any profit 
or even at a loss, and sometimes have to close down. Falling profits, capital 
losses, wage reductions and unemployment exert heavy pressure on consump-
tion. The reversal brought about by the crisis and by overproduction develops 
into a downward movement which ensues as the result of the interaction of the 
various sectors of the economy. The fall in the yield and the formation of capital, 
in investment, as well as in wages, reduces consumption; falling consumption 
lowers prices; the drop in prices further reduces the incomes from capital and 
from labour, the formation of capital and investment, etc. One thing depresses 
the other and out of this interaction there develops a vicious spiral of down-
swing phenomena, similar, though in opposite direction, to the one notice-
able during upswings. 

As investment goods are now not an attractive outlet, savings have to seek 
out other uses and other forms. In discussing upswings we have already exa-
mined (cf. pp. 151 et seq.) those possibilities which permit funds to be kept 
available for subsequent investment. We now have to consider two further 
possibilities which represent a consumption, a destruction of goods: loans 
to businessmen who use them to cover current losses, and loans granted to 
other classes for purposes of consumption. Before exercising a demand for 
these kinds of loans, the prospective borrowers have frequently consumed 
their own capital and thus opened up opportunities for investment for other 
new savings. These two forms of employment for savings are not relevant to 
the question of the whereabouts, at the beginning of an upswing, of the capital 
available for its development. They are, however, all the more relevant to 
the attempt at answering the question where the savings formed during a 
depression remain, in so far as they are not invested? The newly formed saving 
which is not invested, i.e. which is not made available for indirect consumption, 
finds two homes: to some extent it takes on the old forms which become free 
because their owners have suffered capital losses, and the remainder assumes 
the characteristic slump forms we have described above. Loans to cover 
business losses and consumption mean that capital is used up, but in the form 
of manufacturing capital, bank deposits, loans to finance stocks, or foreign 
investment the savings remain available for investment in upswings. 

The downward tendency which is primarily a reaction to an upswing and 
the result of self-propagating downswing forces, is intensified by some further 
circumstances. One widely held view—to be found especially in socialist 
writings—makes the inequality of incomes responsible for overproduction. 
This is, generally speaking, not true, and this inequality does not, during an 
upswing, affect the outbreak of overproduction. The effects are, however, 
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different during depressions. The inequality of incomes always favours the 
formation of capital and equally limits direct consumption. During down-
swings, however, it does not favour indirect consumption through capital 
formation, since there is already a super-abundance of capital; its influence 
on aggregate consumption is merely to restrict direct consumption. The 
inequality of incomes is thus, during downswings, a cause of overproduction. 

Growing productivity, too, has results which differ in downswings from 
those in upswings. Industrialists try to improve the methods of work and the 
division of labour and are intent on labour-saving machinery. These new 
methods augment overproduction, make much existing equipment obsolete, 
render some workers unemployed, or drag skilled workers down into the 
mass of unskilled labourers. Businessmen, capitalists and workers suffer in 
their incomes and in their purchasing power. Some compensation is afforded 
by the fact that the reduction in costs lowers prices and, eventually, increases 
demand. This effect is however not an immediate one, particularly during 
depressions. In this phase, increasing productivity and labour-saving machinery 
not only intensify overproduction in the industries directly concerned, but, 
by reducing incomes, make this tendency quite general. The greater ability 
to form capital which results for inventors and for certain fortunate business-
men, does not act as a counterweight during downswings since, as we have just 
shown, this only augments, during this phase, the super-abundance of capital, 
but not indirect consumption. Improvements in equipment do represent 
indirect consumption and, to this extent, a counterweight to overproduction. 
The indirect consumption thus brought about is, nevertheless, not sufficiently 
large to maintain indirect consumption as a whole at the former upswing 
level, and the other consequences are therefore not compensated during 
downswings. Businessmen seek increased productivity because it lowers the 
costs of production and mitigates profitless production. 

The course of a downswing is certainly influenced by the policy of business-
men. Under the rule of cartels, this has assumed quite specific forms to counter-
act the effects of overproduction on individual firms. It may be found more 
profitable to sell a smaller quantity at higher prices rather than a larger quantity 
at lower prices. This leads to restrictions of production which, by reducing 
employment and labour incomes, foster general overproduction. Price 
maintenance is often limited to domestic sales, and the goods which cannot be 
sold at these high prices are exported at lower prices (the export of over-
production). Where finished products are concerned and where this dis-
criminatory price policy enables production to be kept at a higher level than 
would otherwise have been possible, such a procedure may be judged favour-
ably. When, however, raw materials and semi-finished products are subjected 
to this procedure, the high domestic prices raise the cost of production for 
domestic manufacturing industries, whilst the low export prices mean lower 
costs to foreign competitors. The domestic manufacturing industries thus ex-
perience a fall in export outlets and employment and general overproduction 
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and depression are fostered. Improvement and extension of equipmen 
order to lower costs and reduce prices has favourable effects provided 
struggle for markets does not grow so acute that firms are ruined, th 
factories become idle and their employees are thrown out of work. 

e) The Different Consequences of Overproduction in Economies of Different 
Institutional Form. 
Overproduction represents disproportion in the production of goods. As 

we have shown, the overproduction which accompanies every downswing, 
centres on indirect consumption goods, and the disproportion consists in the 
lack of goods complementary to them. This is true of every economic order, 
but the consequences differ according to the institutional forms of the economy. 
Under every economic order, overproduction may break out in the shape of 
overinvestment, but it is only under certain conditions that this leads to a 
depression. 

In a collectivist non-monetary economy, the cause of overproduction 
would have to be sought in the insufficient foresight of its planners. These 
would have to try to shift labour and productive capacity from those industries 
which had run ahead into those which lag behind. Even if they did not succeed 
in establishing equilibrium between all kinds of goods, and even if the excess 
goods represented a sheer loss, which need not necessarily be so, yet the con-
sequences of overproduction would thereby be exhausted. The overproducing 
industries would exert no infectious influence and would not spread their 
own state to other industries. Overproduction in certain sectors would not 
affect production as a whole. Should it be impossible to transfer the surplus 
labour and productive capacity from the forward industries into the backward 
ones, then these forces would become idle. The extent of the general satis-
faction of wants would, however, remain unchanged. Should the transfer not 
succeed, overproduction would have to be remedied by the supply of the 
lacking complementary goods, and these would have to be obtained by 
saving. Increased work in other places would have to permit as great a labour 
force to be assembled as is required to complement and employ the excess 
goods. Socialism would hardly choose this path, which does however corre-
spond to the one to be followed in a free money economy, if the capital 
scarcity is to be remedied by the formation of additional capital. 

Let us now turn to a free barter economy, where division of labour prevails. 
If some industries here run ahead of others, with the result of overproduction, 
then the exchange values of goods alter. The value of those in excess falls, 
whilst there is a rise in the value of the goods in short supply. As a consequence, 
labour and productive capacity may be transferred from the forward industries 
into the backward ones. What matters, however, is the fact that only a one-
sided overproduction would exist even if this transfer were not possible. 
Businessmen in the industries suffering from overproduction compete with 
each other in offering the increased supply of their goods to obtain the goods 
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y need, and the quantity of which has not increased. This alters the ex-
nge relationship of the two groups. This exchange value, formed on mar-
s, extends to the satisfaction of wants, in fundamental contrast to what 
uld happen in a socialist non-monetary economy. Overproduction thus 
ds to a shift in the satisfaction of wants, the position of some people being 
proved and that of others worsened. In contrast to a monetary economy, 
upswing would not turn into a downswing. 

En a free monetary economy there is no direct relationship between goods, 
t only an indirect one through the intermediary of money. Whilst people 
that one kind of good is in excess, they are not consciously aware that 

other kind is lacking; rather does the shortage of complementary goods 
pear as a lack of monetary purchasing power. Since what has been over-
oduced are indirect consumption goods, the corresponding shortage is one 
savings. In a monetary economy, the consequence of overproduction is 

)t that the excess goods exercise a demand for their missing complementary 
)ods, thus raising the price of the latter, but in the first place, a unilateral fall 
the monetary value of the former. For this reason there is, in a monetary 

;onomy, no market incentive for the regrouping of labour and productive 
Lpacity, such as would arise in a barter economy. The partial fall in price 
nds to develop into a general fall, partial overproduction into a general one. 
i contrast to a collectivist economy, some change does take place in the satis-
Lction of wants; unlike the barter economy, there is not merely a shift, but 
ather a tendency to general deterioration. Upswings turn into downswings. 
a a free monetary market economy, the blessing of abundant crops would 
Lave to be regarded as a plague, in so far as such crops gave rise to upswings 
nd thus to overproduction. Under such conditions, these crops would not 
nerdy occasion a temporarily increased consumption of crop products, but 
hey would, through overproduction and depression, bring about a temporary 
;eneral fall in consumption. In an economy without money and prices, excess 
rops would merely imply increased consumption or, if reserve stocks were 
ormed, a compensation for deficient crops and the assurance of a steady level 
,f consumption. 

) The Business Cycle and its Significance. 
Even before capitalism became highly developed, economic life was marked 

,y the absence of stability, in particular of slow, uninterrupted, continuous 
;rowth. Good and bad times alternated then too, although in longer periods 
nd for other reasons. The economic situation was determined by the great 
xogenous events; natural catastrophes, plagues, wars; fluctuations in crops, in 
,opulation and in the ease of obtaining precious metals; shifts in the arteries 
,f world trade, changes in the nature of national economies. All these causes 
till operate today and mitigate against a steady uninterrupted evolution, 
ven under advanced capitalism. Fresh influences must, however, have joined 
a, for so far only the free, highly capitalist market economy has pursued its 
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and depression are fostered. Improvement and extension of equipment int th 
order to lower costs and reduce prices has favourable effects provided the. 
struggle for markets does not grow so acute that firms are ruined, their, k( 
factories become idle and their employees are thrown out of work. 

le 
e) The Difterent Consequences of Overproduction in Economies of Different it 

Institutional Form. 

Overproduction represents disproportion in the production of goods. As
we have shown, the overproduction which accompanies every downswing, 
centres on indirect consumption goods, and the disproportion consists in the sc 
lack of goods complementary to them. This is true of every economic order, a 
but the consequences differ according to the institutional forms of the economy. a 
Under every economic order, overproduction may break out in the shape of 
overinvestment, but it is only under certain conditions that this leads to a 
depression. 

In a collectivist non-monetary economy, the cause of overproduction 
would have to be sought in the insufficient foresight of its planners. These 
would have to try to shift labour and productive capacity from those industries 
which had run ahead into those which lag behind. Even if they did not succeed 
in establishing equilibrium between all kinds of goods, and even if the excess 
goods represented a sheer loss, which need not necessarily be so, yet the con-
sequences of overproduction would thereby be exhausted. The overproducing 
industries would exert no infectious influence and would not spread their 
own state to other industries. Overproduction in certain sectors would not 
affect production as a whole. Should it be impossible to transfer the surplus 
labour and productive capacity from the forward industries into the backward 
ones, then these forces would become idle. The extent of the general satis-
faction of wants would, however, remain unchanged. Should the transfer not 
succeed, overproduction would have to be remedied by the supply of the 
lacking complementary goods, and these would have to be obtained by 
saving. Increased work in other places would have to permit as great a labour 
force to be assembled as is required to complement and employ the excess 
goods. Socialism would hardly choose this path, which does however corre-
spond to the one to be followed in a free money economy, if the capital 
scarcity is to be remedied by the formation of additional capital. 

Let us now turn to a free barter economy, where division of labour prevails. 
If some industries here run ahead of others, with the result of overproduction, 
then the exchange values of goods alter. The value of those in excess falls, 
whilst there is a rise in the value of the goods in short supply. As a consequence, 
labour and productive capacity may be transferred from the forward industries 
into the backward ones. What matters, however, is the fact that only a one-
sided overproduction would exist even if this transfer were not possible. 
Businessmen in the industries suffering from overproduction compete with 
each other in offering the increased supply of their goods to obtain the goods 
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y need, and the quantity of which has not increased. This alters the ex-
nge relationship of the two groups. This exchange value, formed on mar-
s, extends to the satisfaction of wants, in fundamental contrast to what 
)uld happen in a socialist non-monetary economy. Overproduction thus 
ds to a shift in the satisfaction of wants, the position of some people being 
proved and that of others worsened. In contrast to a monetary economy, 
upswing would not turn into a downswing. 

In a free monetary economy there is no direct relationship between goods, 
it only an indirect one through the intermediary of money. Whilst people 
e that one kind of good is in excess, they are not consciously aware that 
other kind is lacking; rather does the shortage of complementary goods 

'pear as a lack of monetary purchasing power. Since what has been over-
roduced are indirect consumption goods, the corresponding shortage is one 
f savings. In a monetary economy, the consequence of overproduction is 
of that the excess goods exercise a demand for their missing complementary 
;oods, thus raising the price of the latter, but in the first place, a unilateral fall 
a the monetary value of the former. For this reason there is, in a monetary 
:conomy, no market incentive for the regrouping of labour and productive 
;apacity, such as would arise in a barter economy. The partial fall in price 
;ends to develop into a general fall, partial overproduction into a general one. 
[n contrast to a collectivist economy, some change does take place in the satis-
faction of wants; unlike the barter economy, there is not merely a shift, but 
rather a tendency to general deterioration. Upswings turn into downswings. 
In a free monetary market economy, the blessing of abundant crops would 
have to be regarded as a plague, in so far as such crops gave rise to upswings 
and thus to overproduction. Under such conditions, these crops would not 
merely occasion a temporarily increased consumption of crop products, but 
they would, through overproduction and depression, bring about a temporary 
general fall in consumption. In an economy without money and prices, excess 
crops would merely imply increased consumption or, if reserve stocks were 
formed, a compensation for deficient crops and the assurance of a steady level 
of consumption. 

f) The Business Cycle and its Significance. 
Even before capitalism became highly developed, economic life was marked 

by the absence of stability, in particular of slow, uninterrupted, continuous 
growth. Good and bad times alternated then too, although in longer periods 
and for other reasons. The economic situation was determined by the great 
exogenous events; natural catastrophes, plagues, wars; fluctuations in crops, in 
population and in the ease of obtaining precious metals; shifts in the arteries 
of world trade, changes in the nature of national economies. All these causes 
still operate today and mitigate against a steady uninterrupted evolution, 
even under advanced capitalism. Fresh influences must, however, have joined 
in, for so far only the free, highly capitalist market economy has pursued its 
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course in short and relatively regular ups and downs. These new influences
may be regarded as endogenous, since they originate in the economy itself 
and in its own elements. 

The first element is economic man and his instincts. The profit motive has 
grown more lively and, in this process, has spread to wider strata of society, 
bringing forth the spirit of advanced capitalism. Favourable expectations 
stimulate this instinct particularly strongly, and lead it into excesses and to 
economic losses. These are then followed by numbness and by quiescence due 
to the fear of losses. The profit motive and the spirit of enterprise, both highly 
stimulated, have assumed a wave-like movement. 

The second element is the nature of capitalist production. In the era of 
capitalism, production has become independent of the slow organic processes 
of growth; it is now based on materials capable of being increased at will and 
the labour force at its disposal has so far always proved to be expandable in 
response to the needs of expanding production prompted by the new spirit 
of enterprise. All this necessarily leads to overproduction after a certain number 
of prosperous years, and overproduction, in its turn, necessarily leads to de-
pression. A rapid succession of inventions and the task of endowing first the 
old highly developed countries and, later, the young regions, with the new 
technical equipment, have so far always been at hand to stimulate the 
acquisitive instinct and capitalist production, and thus to give rise to an 
upswing. 

The third element is the free market system based on money. Freedom of 
movement, freedom of occupation and free social forms of enterprise have 
enabled this system to draw readily on large amounts of labour and capital. 
The system has thus enjoyed the flexibility of expansion, but also suffered from 
the difficulty of controlling it. The inequality of income distribution increases 
capital formation and, during upswings, fosters indirect consumption which 
leads to overproduction, whilst during downswings, it weakens aggregate 
purchasing power. Overproduction is part and parcel of highly capitalist 
production; in a system based on money, this overproduction must lead to a 
downswing. 

The "normal state" is neither the upswing, nor the downswing, nor, least 
of all, the crisis. What is normal in a free, highly capitalist market system based 
on money, is the business cycle. 

Our discussion has shown the essential point to be overinvestment in the 
industries for indirect consumption. Explain this and you have the ultimate 
cause of the cyclical process. Overinvestment is due to the nature of present-
day man and of the present-day economic order. Both are ideally suited to 
overinvestment, and neither is equipped to prevent it. Emotionally, man is 
completely on an economic axis. He is dominated by the acquisition of wealth 
and the accumulation of capital. There are no barriers to his exploitation of 
all opportunities to achieve these aims, and when opportunities are favour-
able, overinvestment is therefore unavoidable. The economic order affords 
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all possible facilities for this spirit to unfold, but has not developed any protec-
tive devices against overinvestment. 

If present-day man and the present economic order are the causes of the 
cycle, the latter is, in its turn, the appropriate evolutionary form for their 
present nature. Man and the economic order aim at the development of capital, 
and this is served by the cycle of upswing and downswing. 

What is the significance of the cyclical course of economic life? When 
speaking of these fluctuations, everyone thinks of numerous bankruptcies, of 
overspecularion and of frauds. Capitalists remember losses of capital and inter-
est, the salaried classes the rise in the cost of living, the working class un-
employment and economic pressure. By pointing to increased expenditure, 
shorter working hours, higher wages and misguided investment due to 
speculation, people have argued that an upswing is not really progress in the 
sense of a real increase in wealth. All these objections miss the main point. 
The greatest damage which the cycle does, is at the same time the great 
weakness of the free capitalist market economy, namely, overproduction. 
Suffering and privation, not as the result of shortage, but as a consequence 
of abundance, constitute a grave fault. Though all this should decidedly not 
be overlooked, and indeed should be stressed, the cyclical process has also 
constructive achievements which should be reckoned to its credit. The main 
high-roads of economic progress are inconceivable without it. Which are 
the achievements of an upswing, which those of a downswing, and what is the 
significance of the alternation between these phases? 

An upswing is marked by the full employment of all economic forces. 
During a downswing, on the contrary, some of the labour and some of the 
material factors of production are idle. Although direct consumption and 
personal expenditure may expand strongly during an upswing, yet the lasting 
increase in wealth is still greater. The movement of investment bears witness 
to this, and the growth of manufacturing capital and of investment goods 
offer unmistakable evidence. The two cyclical phases differ less in the pro-
duction of producers' goods than in the use of these for the domestic economy. 
During downswings, not inconsiderable quantities of the producers' goods 
made are exported, sometimes below their value, at a loss to the home economy. 
Upswings avoid these losses and retain the intermediate products for the 
domestic economy. The rapid extension of productive equipment and of 
public utilities is the main achievement of upswings. This powerful strength 
of the productive forces assures and augments future production and the future 
satisfaction of wants; it is this which distinguishes wealthy countries from poor 
ones. Some of the capital is indeed directed, by unhealthy speculation, onto 
false tracks, but this is only the shadow of the light. The same swing and drive 
which leads on to false paths, also brings about achievements of which re-
flective periods are incapable. Audacious confidence, sometimes even heedless 
determination and reckless speculation, are needed to take on, or to overlook, 
the risks of loss that are unavoidable if many a thing is to be started and 
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tested. One of our greatest achievements, which has given our age its name, is 
a child of upswings and not least of speculation. The railways were not created 
in quiet evolution, but by leaps and by bounds. Not always were they the 
outcome of the most careful considerations, but just as often that of error. 
Their builders were not always public-spirited men, but just as often egoistic 
and ruthless speculators. The construction of railways often caused great 
losses at the time and provoked general condemnation. But whoever thought 
fit to apply such criteria 10 years later? Then people saw only their great 
benefits to the national economy. As it was with the railways, so it has been 
with many other activities. The new continental banking system, the banks 
which combined deposit banking, company promotion and speculation, owe 
their origin to the errors of the brothers Pereire and to the speculation of the 
1850's. The philosophy and history of error are still unwritten, but even so 
we can assert that not every error is a final loss. Many a thing which in its own 
time was a mistake proves in the future to have been the origin of great works. 

The social aspects are similar to the economic ones. The important improve-
ments in the standard of living of the lower classes have been the fruits of up-
swings. Entrepreneurs who are themselves struggling against profitless pro-
duction, are unable to make any appreciable concessions to their workers. A 
working class, large fractions of which are unemployed and which fights 
amongst itself for the vacant jobs, has not the strength to enforce improve-
ments, but must regard it as a great achievement merely to be able to prevent 
any serious deterioration. It is the upswing which is the time of full fighting-
funds, of industrial disputes full of promise and rich in yield; it is then that 
wages were raised, working hours shortened and many another claim granted. 
Some of these gains were lost in the next downswing, but much was retained 
and, on the whole, the working-class improved its position in every upswing. 
It then entered the next upswing on a higher level. 

Some, obsessed by "organic evolution", recommend a quiet, slow, pedestrian 
advance as being sound and sure of success. Others quote natura non facit 
saltum and praise slow development as natural and in conformity with nature. 
These phrases have been severely assailed in their home ground, biology. 
What we have learned about mutations in organic evolution makes us suspect 
that the great advances forward and upwards, made by living beings, have not 
taken place gradually, but owe their origin to sudden changes which occurred 
spasmodically. Without pressing too far the comparison between nature and 
economic life, we may say that the great economic advances, too, take 
place in spasms. Their occurrence is the achievement of the upswings. 

What, on the other hand, can be the significance of the downswings? To 
the individual, they are certainly predominantly a time of want, but they, 
too, make special contributions to the national economy. Two in particular 
are worthy of mention, of which one draws, in certain respects, the ultimate 
consequences of the preceding upswing, whilst the other prepares the ground 
for the succeeding upswing. 
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In considering inventions which, reduce costs, we must distinguish the time 
hen they first become known and are applied to a certain extent, particularly 
new equipment, from the time when they really prevail. Many such in-

wations which, appear during an upswing, do not then come into general 
,e, because the big demand and the high and rising prices do not make it 
►solutely indispensable to use only the most advantageous equipment, but 
low, on the contrary, older installations to be retained. The upswing gets 
ong partly with the old technique. This is not possible during downswings. 
,eficient demand and low prices categorically impose the use of the most 
lvantageous means of production. When losses threaten or already prevail, 
eople strive to save every penny of costs. Even those who are indolent or 
ehind-the-times cannot escape this task. For this reason, a downswing wit-
esses the transformation of industrial equipment to the most recent and most 
lvantageous level of technique. By industrious and painstaking labour 
rganizational forms and technical equipment are improved. In the struggle 
)r existence, people must try each day, with hard and tough perseverance, 
) earn what is withheld by the unfavourable market. Great innovations of 
ncertain success and requiring a considerable stake, are generally denied to 
ownswings because of lacking courage, but to extract the utmost possibilities 
rom what already exists, is a task for which upswings often find no time, 
nd which is fulfilled by a downswing. 
The other great contribution is of a spiritual nature. Bad times incite inventive 
ainds to feverish activity: better times must be brought about. Upswings 
lerive from certain big stimuli, whether these be technical innovations, un-
isual undertakings or the exploitation of fresh markets. These stimuli are the 
esult of downswings. This is not an unconscious achievement, but one con-
ciously willed and hotly desired. The execution is the task of the upswings, 
ut these take over a great spiritual inheritance, bequeathed by the preceding 
lownswing. Thousands of good ideas and plans enrich the upswings' receptive 
oil. 

What does the alternation of upswing and downswing signify for economic 
ife? It forms the most powerful means which could have been thought of 
o extract from man the maximum of economic effort of which he is capable. 
during upswings the carrot of profits, during downswings the stick of want. 
What more effective system could be invented? 

The effect of man's consequent concentration on economic success can hardly 
)e overrated. If one can talk at all of a change in human nature as the result of 
xternal influences, then this is certainly such a case. A new man has arisen, 
vith a different nervous and psychological system, who thinks differently and 
aore rapidly, whose reactions are different and of an economic kind, who has 
igures at his fingertips and grasps the slightest advantage, who constantly lies 
a wait for favourable opportunities and who has the ability to take instant 
lecisions. And this new man has brought about a new way of conducting 
conomic affairs. It suffices for us to point out this change, which is universally 
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known and recognized. Only two special consequences of the business cyc 
need be touched upon here: the encouragement of large-scare enterprise 
the shift in social classes. 

Artisans and manufacturers working with traditional techniques and meth 
thrive in quiet times, without any pressure but also without any big progr 
Every marked tendency of the whole economy, whether an upswing or a 
downswing, militates against them. Depression drives strong-willed men to 
break the old framework and, by intensified competition, to surpass and push 
aside their less active companions. Prosperity incites those avid for profit to 
exploit the favourable opportunities by extensions and thus to surpass those 
who love their peace and do not ask for more than their wont. Furthermore, 
the firm which is already big and strong, is better adapted to deal with the 
changing conditions of the cyclical phases and can find in every situation an 
opportunity for further expansion. This tendency can be observed perhaps 
even more clearly in commerce than in industry, in the trade in commodities 
as well as in that in securities. Whether there be a downswing, an upswing, or 
a crisis, the big firms always end up well and grow ever bigger. However, in 
industry too, the evolution is quite clear. The individual large-scale enter-
prise has celebrated its triumph under the rule of the business cycle. Syndicates, 
cartels and trusts have arisen in slumps under the influence of overproduction 
and of low prices, and upswings, with their high prices, have equally favoured 
them. The new giant vertically-integrated enterprise was at first a child of the 
upswing. High raw material prices led manufacturing industries to branch out 
into the production of intermediate products. The industries nearest to con-
sumption went for raw materials. This tendency was neither arrested nor 
reversed by subsequent downswings. The same tendency towards giant enter-
prise has been stimulated from the other side. Irrespective of upswing or down-
swing, every marked cyclical phase, and the fluctuation between them, 
foster large-scale enterprise. 

In a similar manner, the formation of and shifts in social classes have been 
affected. I do not wish to suggest that class distinctions have become identical 
with inequalities of wealth; but in so far as the latter count and have gained in 
importance in modern times, the influence of the cyclical process can hardly be 
overrated. What else creates great fortunes more quickly, or destroys them 
more suddenly; what else makes.it easier for a poor man to become a capitalist, 
for a millionaire to go to the workhouse? Economic stability is the foundation 
on which classes maintain themselves immobile and unchanging; here too, 
the cyclical process is the enemy. 

The cyclical course of economic life is appropriate for an age which in-
creasingly finds its centre of gravity in economic relations, in the growth 
of personal wealth, an age which takes credit for the greatest successes in 
increasing economic strength. The increase of wealth can find no more 
efficient form of development. The striving after wealth, however, becomes 
satiated and dulled. This may be due to nervous exhaustion, to the inability 
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of soul and body to render for more than a few generations the arduous 
services of leadership for capitalist evolution. The individual and the nation 
move in step. Families of great businessmen usually maintain the spirit of 
seeking gain only over a few generations. Their place is then taken by other 
families whilst they themselves turn to other fields: the heartier pleasures of 
life, sport, general scientific and artistic activities, or politics. The same happens 
with nations; economic considerations do not preserve their predominance for 
ever. It is probable that at some stage there will again follow epochs when 
religion, art or general intellectual interests will predominate. The rule of the 
acquisitive economic instinct over the soul of man goes together with the rule 
of the business cycle over the course of a nation's economy. The age of the 
rule of the business cycle is the economic age of nations. In the economic race 
of nations, the leaders are always those with whom the cyclical phases appear 
most clearly and most sharply. Those whose economic power is insignificant, 
have not yet attained this stage. Those economically satiated participate to 
a lesser degree in the international cycles. The cyclical course of a nation's 
economy represents an evolutionary stage. It is the stage of the most powerful 
activity, of greatest economic progress in which material wealth is accumulated. 
Every nation of importance in world history must go through this stage. Every 
nation will overcome the rule of the business cycle just as it will overcome the 
predominance of economic motives. But let us harbour no illusions on this 
point: the growth of economic power and the vast increase in wealth will 
then be a matter of the past! 


